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Glossary
Abbreviation

Full form

AC

Alternating Current

ADSL

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line

AEMS

Automated Energy Monitoring System

AI

Artificial Intelligence

API

Application Programming Interface

BESS

Battery Energy Storage System

BI

Business Intelligence

CCS

Central Control System

CCTV

Closed Circuit Television

CIP

City Information Platform

CiRM

Citizen Relationship Management

DC

Direct Current

DM

Dijon Metropolis

DPC

Data Processing Centers

DSO

Distribution System Operator

ECP

Energy Climate Platform

EDM

Enterprise Data Management

EDP

Enterprise Data Platform

EMS

Energy Management System
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ETL/ELT

Extract Transform Load / Extract Load Transform

EV

Electric Vehicle

FC

Fellow City

GPRS

General Packet Radio Service

GPS

Global Positioning System

GSM

Global System for Mobile communications

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IE

Innovative Element

IoT

Internet of Things

IS

Integrated Solution

IT

Information technology

LAN

Local Area Network

LEV

Light Electric Vehicle

LHC

Lighthouse City

MDM

Master Data Management

OCPP

Open Charge Point Protocol

OPC

Open Platform Communications

OSM

Open Street Map

PEB

Positive Energy Building

PED

Positive Energy District

PV

Photovoltaics
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RES

Renewable Energy Sources

SOC

State of Charge

TA

Transformation Axis

TCD

Turku City Data

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

V2G

Vehicle to Grid

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WP

Work Package
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Executive Summary
The present document describes RESPONSE’s Lighthouse and Fellow Cities’ Master Plans for Integrated and
Interconnected City Ecosystems.
WP3 and specifically T3.1 will deliver the RESPONSE Master City Plans on deployment and demonstration of
the Smart City Energy Transition Innovations (TA#4). The Master City Plans will present the ISs of TA#4, in
order to pave the way for the real-life demonstration (in WP6 & WP7) in the LHs and replication to Fellow
cities (in WP8).
The specific deliverable provides details of the current status (baseline) and vision of each city related to
innovations in City Information Platform (CIP) infrastructure with a special emphasis on Integrated and
Interconnected City Ecosystems.
The integrated solutions (IS) and respective innovative elements to be demonstrated during RESPONSE should
be analyzed in terms of previous experiences through pre-pilots, demonstration areas, local needs and
expectations as well as replication potential.
The demonstration activities will take place in both LightHouse Cities (LHCs): Dijon Metropolis (DM) in France
and Turku in Finland, while replication is foreseen (in addition to the LHCs) for the six Fellow Cities of Brussels:
Zaragosa, Botosani, Ptolemaida, Gabrovo and Severodonetsk.
The deliverables should take into account the cooperation and regulation framework of each city on a national
or EU level, encompassing aspects such as lessons learnt, perspectives, technical details (specifications,
drawing, etc.) for each of the transformation axis.
Each deliverable and information within, should take into account case-specific methodology based on
Questionnaires and Progress Tracking files in order to manage the large volume of information that will be
requested and needed by the local partners of each LHC ecosystem (as well as Fellow City managers). The
process is going to be iterative and will allow for a higher quality output.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1 Scope, objectives and expected impact
The scope of this report is to perform technical surveys in all RESPONSE cities (both Lighthouse and Fellow
cities) in order to extract required information and present:


The baseline in each Lighthouse City (LHC) and Fellow City (FC) in terms of currently available
Smart City Information and Communication Technology (ICT) solutions. This will set the starting
point for both LHCs (Dijon and Turku), which are already operating a City Information Platform
(CIP), presenting the key technical aspects of these deployed solution (in terms of sensors and
types of collected data, data sources and data structures, open specifications compliant with
OASC-commitments, open APIs etc. Furthermore, a similar study will be contacted in order to
define the baseline status of the 6 Fellow cities, determining the readiness and also required
extensions in these cities, towards replication of the proposed TA#4 solutions.



An in-depth technical presentation of the proposed TA#4 Integrated and Interconnected City
Ecosystems, namely the Integrated Solutions (ISs) grouped under IS 4.1 - City Information
Platform-enabled Innovations and IS 4.2- E-mobility Grid Integration and City Planning,
presenting an analysis of the requirements (technical, operational, legislative, regulatory,
business etc.) along with implementation of required extensions for the smooth integration into
the currently available local CIP of Dijon and Turku towards real-life demonstration in the 2 cities,
further assessing potential barriers and opportunities for replication in each of the Fellow City.



The overall framework for the implementation of the ISs, taking into account aspects such as
maintaining openness of the solutions, ensuring interoperability, replicability and adaptability.

Table 1 RESPONSE Integrated Solutions (IS) under TA#4 Integrated and Interconnected City Ecosystems and
Prepilot/Demonstration/Replication matrix in the LHCs and FCs
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The information gathered will address 3 different defined phases each of IS, therefore presenting information
from:


Pre-pilot phase, providing available information from each LHC where related ISs have already
been tested, proving useful information on the currently available technical know-how but also
as a lesson-learnt and best-practices guide for the demonstration activities.



Demonstration phase, providing details on the planned activities towards the integration and
demonstration of the ISs in the 2 LHs cities.



Replication phase, presenting a first planning of the replication master planning, for both LHs and
Fellow cities.

1.2 Relation to other RESPONSE activities and Work Packages (WPs)
Task T3.1 ‘’Master City planning for Integrated and Interconnected City Ecosystems (TA#4)’’ performs a
baseline study and an in-depth technical analysis of the currently available Smart City ICT solutions in the two
LHCs (Dijon, Turku) and will be used as reference to facilitate the activities in tasks T3.3 (Dijon Integrated and
Interconnected City Ecosystem (TA#4) implementation and e-mobility on-site integration) and T3.4 (Turku
Integrated and Interconnected City Ecosystem (TA#4) implementation and e-mobility on-site integration).
Moreover, this deliverable is hightly related to WP6 (‘’Dijon LHC Demonstration, Monitoring and replication
activities’’) and WP7(‘’ Turku LHC Demonstration, Monitoring and replication activities”) because provides
basic information about demostration phase of each LHC.
Finnaly, T3.1 presenting a planning of the replication potential of the Innovative Elements (IE) in each FC so it
is also connected with WP8 (FCs Replication Plans and 2050 Bold City Vision).

1.3 Structure of the deliverable
The deliverable is structured as follows:


Chapter 1 is the introduction where briefly explained the purpose and scope of the deliverable.
Moreover, is quoted the relation to other project activities and work packages.



Chapter 2 presents the methodology followed to achieve collaboration and interaction among all
different partners and cities involved as well as information extraction for all TA#4 Integrated
Solutions.



Chapter 3 gathers the smart city ICT solutions already operating in each LHC and FC. Technical
details, high-level architecture scheme and screenshots are also provided, as well as technical
overview of the currently available operational infrastructure in the city/specified demonstration
areas.
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Chapter 4 includes an overview of the selected areas. The information reflects aspects relevant
to the ISs under TA#4 and also to ICT, measurements, sensors, positioning of communication
infrastructure, areas related to the integration and demonstration of specific IE under TA#4.



Chapter 5 displays detailed information around the IEs identified and planned to be
demonstrated in the two LHCs, around the Integrated Solutions under IS4.1 on City Information
Platform-enabled innovations. Moreover, the potential apply of the IE in each FC is being
considered.



Chapter 6 displays detailed information around the Innovative Elements identified and planned
to be demonstrated in the two LHCs, around the Integrated Solutions under IS4.2 on E-mobility
Grid Integration and City Planning. Moreover, the potential implementation of the IEs in each FC
is being considered.



Chapter 7 presents cooperation Roadmap and Regulatory Framework Considerations.



Chapter 8 restates in a few words the fields that have been analyzed in the previous chapters and
by linking the information from them, draws general conclusions.
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Chapter 2
2. Methodology of Monitoring and Coordination
2.1 Organisation of management through different levels
In order to form master plans of each LHC, along with the initial replication plans of each FC, an active
collaboration and interaction among local partners needed to be triggered. Furthermore, the coordination on
a WP/task level between the representatives of all of eight RESPONSE participating cities, encompassing all
relevant stakeholders is required. These stakeholders can be municipalities, building owners, technology
providers, data providers, energy associations, DSOs, citizens etc. This process further aimed to facilitate
sharing of know-how and technical ideas and information in general among RESPONSE partners, further
adapting to different stakeholders’ point of view.
Since this process involved a large number of people from different partners and cities, a key factor for the
success of the information extraction and reporting process was the establishment of a strong collaboration
between all key representatives of LHCs and FCs and horizontal partners involved in WP3 activities in different
levels. Moreover, concrete working teams (both technical and managerial) needed to be established (mainly
in the 2 LHs of Dijon and Turku), around the indicated TA#4 Integrated Solutions.
To this end, a two-way collaborative relationship was established between RESPONSE partners at different
levels, setting key roles and people in a hierarchical distribution of leaders/representatives for the organisation
of different activities in different levels (from WP/task towards local ecosystem level). This helped in
delegating activities between WP/task and local ecosystem level. The collaboration between different levels
was established by organising regular meetings on 2 different groups:


At a WP/task level, with regular meeting (monthly in the beginning, bi-monthly towards the end
of T3.1) between WP/Task leader, LHC Managers, TA/IS and IE leaders from both LHCs, along with
FC Managers from the 6 Fellow cities.



At a local ecosystem level, with regular meetings (every 2-3 weeks) between the partners that
respective LHC leaders and core technology provider representatives, needed to provide detailed
information on the solutions to be implemented under different demonstrators.

The described managerial structure is further depicted in the Figure 1:
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Figure 1 Proposed hierarchical distribution of leaders/representatives for the organisation of activities per different
level (from WP/task towards local ecosystem level)

The following table presents the key people assigned from consortium partners, as leaders at different levels
or as technology representatives on a local ecosystem level. It should be noted that some key people may
have multiple roles in this “hierarchical” representation of delegation from top (WP/task level) towards LHC
leaders and local representatives.
Table 2 Assigned consortium partner representatives in different management roles in WP3 activities

Key Management Roles

Assigned Leaders / Representatives

WP3 Leader

Samuel Thiriot (EIFFER)

T3.1 Leader

Dimosthenis Ioannidis (CERTH)
Zoi Boutopoulou (CERTH)

LightHouse City

Dijon LHC

Turku LHC

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM)

Olena Zinchuk (Turku)

Eric Tourte (EDF)
TA#4 Leader

Samuel Thiriot (EIFFER)

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)
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IS4.1 Leader

Samuel Thiriot (EIFFER)

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

David Fau (DM)
IS4.1 Local Technology

EDF

TCD

DM

FMI

NetSeenergy(NS)

TUR-ENRG

EIFER

VTT

providers

Egain
HOGFORS
ELISA
IS4.2 Leader

Thrierry Brossier(EDF)

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

IS4.2 Local Technology

EDF

TYS

DREEV

FerroAmp

providers

EIFER
Fellow Cities

Brussel FC

Zaragosa FC

Botosani FC

FC Manager

Lea Kleinenkuhnen (BRU)

Daniel Sarasa Funes

Camelia Harcota (PMB)

(ZGZ)
TA#4 Technology

Filis Zumbultas (Smart City

Gheorghe Acsinte

representative(s)

Coordinator)

(PMB)

Frédéric Deramaix (Chief Data

Alin Sebastian Balan

Officer)

(PMB)

Fellow Cities

Ptolemaida FC

Gabrovo FC

Severodonetsk FC

FC Manager

Christos Ioannou (EORDAIA)

Desislava Koleva (MoG)

Tetiana Biloborodova

Sotiris Jovairis (EORDAIA)
TA#4 Technology
representative(s)

(DITA)
Pencho Zlatev (IEIT)
Pavlina Hristova
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2.2 Methodology for extracting information from involved LHC ecosystem partners
In order to extract in-depth and qualitative and quantitative information for all TA#4 Integrated Solutions, an
iterative process was followed, with a parallel goal of facilitating collaboration and knowledge transfer among
the technology partners of both LHCs local ecosystems and, eventually, to technical representatives from the
FCs. This iterative process followed the layered management organisation presented, starting from WP/Task
leader and delegating information extraction and detailed technical reporting to each local technology
providers, as shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 2 The methodology loop for collecting the required information from local ecosystem partners in LHCs.

The communication and coordination between the local ecosystem technology providers and the horizontal
partners handled through organisation of regular online meetings, both at WP/task level (involving mainly
TA/IS/IE leaders) and also on local LHC ecosystem level (with the participation of key local technology
providers). The common point of reference to facilitate the structured extraction and reporting of information
was the deliverable document which was organized by CERTH (as task leader) in the form of a template with
specific guidelines and questions/aspects to be answered in different sections, in order to progressively gather
and identify detailed information needed per each of the individual RESPONSE Integrated Solutions and
corresponding IEs. Preliminary information already available in the GA from proposal stage was included as a
starting point in different sections in the deliverable, which was updated and extended with more details and
further aspects being addressed.
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The deliverables preparation phase consisted of four main iterative process, as depicted in the following table,
in order to incrementally collect the required information based of the above-mentioned deliverable
template, from all involved local ecosystem stakeholders (mainly from LHCs but also from FCs). In each
iteration, the LHCs or FCs were asked to provide or update information on specific sections of the report.
By the end of each iteration, CERTH evaluated the included information and provided feedback on required
updated/extensions and clarifications that may be needed to be included in different sections, in order to
incrementally improve the quality and final outcome of the information included in the deliverable.
Table 3 The iteration cycles of data collection process from LHCs and FCs

Iteration

Deadline

Scope for LightHouse Cities

Scope for Fellow Cities

1

Apr 2021

- Preliminary description of ICT
Baseline in each LHC (sections 3.13.2)

- Preliminary description of
ICT Baseline in each FC
(section 3.3)

- First description of pilot areas
(section 4)
- First description per IE (sections
5.X and 6.x)
2

Jun 2021

- Updated description in different
sections (sections 3, 4, 5 and 6)
- Preliminary information on
generic aspects (such as
cooperation roadmap/regulatory
consideration etc. – TBD (section
7)

- Based on descriptions
provided in section 5 & 6,
provide
preliminary
replication potential of
relates
Innovative
Elements in each of the FCs
(sections
5.X.3.3
and
6.X.3.3)

3

Aug 2021

Final updates as needed

4

Sep 2021

CERTH compiles and submits final version of deliverable
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Chapter 3
Currently available Smart City ICT solutions in
the LightHouse and Fellow Cities
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Chapter 3
3. Currently available Smart City ICT solutions in the LHCs and FCs
This section will present the currently available Smart City ICT solutions in the two LHCs and the six FCs, in
order to clearly extract and determine the starting point, setting the baseline for each city participating in the
RESPONSE project. As already defined, both LHCs (Dijon and Turku) are already operating a CIP, so this section
will facilitate the process for collecting and properly documenting the key technical aspects of these deployed
solution (in terms of sensors and types of collected data, data sources and data structures, open specifications
compliant with OASC-commitments, open APIs etc.
Furthermore, a similar study will be contacted in order to define the baseline status of the six FCs, determining
the readiness and also required extensions in these cities, towards replication of the proposed TA#4 solutions.
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3.1 Current available ICT infrastructure in the LHC city of Dijon

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE FOR ICT BASELINE PER LHC
LHC

Dijon

LHC MANAGER

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA LEADER RESPONSIBLE

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS LEADER RESPONSIBLE

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE /
CONTACT POINTS

3.1.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
3.1.1.1 ICT Platform: OnDijon Project
OnDijon is based on the remote management from a connected control centre of all urban equipment (traffic
lights, public lighting, video projection, etc) of the area’s twenty-three communes.
Urban equipment is connected and managed remotely from the control room and service vehicles are
geolocated: removal of obstructions, road cleaning, road traffic regulation, public space surveillance, etc.
Digital data recovered from operators, equipment and services (transport, waste management, safety, etc)
are shared in open date: This is the first time that an open data project on this scale has been developed in
France by a public administrative body.
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Figure 3 OnDijon overview

Citizen benefit from the project, with:


easier journeys with simple and relevant tools to help them choose the fastest method of transport,
check availability and even book parking spaces in advance



adapted service quality for roads, enabling citizens to report road or footpath problems or waste
collection issues simplified administration through the digitalization of the procedures



safer public spaces by coordinating public safety measures and implementing decision-making tools
for use in the event of a crisis



generalisation of the participatory democracy process to best involve inhabitants in the life of the city

In Dijon a 105 M€ contract was signed, which includes 53 M€ for public investments:


Renovation of more than 34,000 100% LED lighting units



65% energy savings at the end of the contract



205 geolocated vehicles and 130 fitted with radio communication sets



113 traffic lights and 180 buses fitted with bus-priority systems



Replacement of 269 Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras



180 buildings operated safely and securely, of which 13 renovated
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3.1.1.2 MUSTARDijon (UBFC Biogeosciences)
Since June 2014, hourly measurements of temperature (3 m above ground level) have been recorded by the
MUSTARDijon network1. In addition to the Meteo France station, 50 sensors have been deployed in 2014, to
sample and characterize urban temperature under contrasting urban morphologies (as inferred by Local
Climate Zones2). This network was designed to capture meso-scale rather than micro-scale thermal conditions.
It has been densified (59 sensors in 2016, and 71 in 2020), the latter additional sites being specifically
dedicated to urban cool islands and highly vegetated sites. In 2020 a sensor was stolen and were chosen to
deactivate three deemed redundant. At the start of 2021, the MUSTARDijon network thus comprises 67
stations in addition to the Meteo France station (Fig. 4). In the picture below (Satellite Image © Google Earth)
appears with: i) yellow, sensors deployed in June 2014, ii) blue, sensors deployed in May 2016, iii) green,
sensors deployed in July 2020 for urban cool island studies and iv) black, closed in 2020.

Figure 4 The MUSTARDijon network over the Dijon metropolitan area.

The sensors were placed for one week in a closed and dark room as a preliminary calibration step, to quantify
the uncertainty associated with the instrument. The amplitude thus obtained (0.194 °C, with a minimum of
−0.143 °C and a maximum of 0.051 °C) set the uncertainty limit at 0.2 °C. Each of the sensors was then
sheltered within a non-aspirated M-RSA Solar Radiation Shield (Fig. 5,6), which was then mounted on a street

1
2

Richard et al., 2018, 2021
Emery et al. 2018
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lamp with a hose clamp, 3m above ground level on 6 June 20143. Instantaneous air temperature (with ±0.2°C
precision for measurements between 0 °C and 50 °C) and relative humidity (±2.5% precision between 10% and
90%) have been recorded every hour since that date. Using data from the MUSTARDijon network, the
relationships between temperature and air quality were studied4 as well as between temperature and land
use5 or Urban Heat Island and Heatwaves6.
In 2020, the MUSTARDijon network joined the Service National d'Observation (SNO) Observil supported by
CNRS, the main French public research agency. Although the network has originally been deployed for
fundamental research studies, it has been entirely upgraded in 2020-2021 with connected sensors (Hobo
MicroRX) transmitting hourly temperature and humidity every 6hrs through 4G cellular networks, with solar
power allowing for their deployment in peri-urban areas (Fig. 5,6). The corresponding data fluxes will be used,
in RESPONSE, for near real-time urban heat island monitoring. Since 2020, three stations also include radiative
flux measurements (pyranometer: upper black sensor) and horizontal wind measurements (anemometer:
white sensor on the right), as shown in Figure 5,6.

Figure 5 Τemperature and humidity sensors(in the radiative shields)and their solar power panels

3

De Lapparent et al., 2015
Zito et al., 2016
5
Richard et al. 2017
6
Richard et al., 2018
4
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Figure 6 Τemperature and humidity sensors(in the radiative shields)and their solar power panels

3.1.1.3 Air Quality (Atmo BFC)
Air quality measurement stations
In Dijon Metropole, the regulatory monitoring of air quality is ensured by the deployment of various tools,
including a network of fixed stations. All of this is installed, managed and operated in accordance with the
European directives defining the organization of monitoring7. A fixed station houses one or more analyzers,
each of which measures a specific pollutant continuously and automatically. At least regulated pollutants such
as ozone (O3 ), nitrogen oxides (NOx ) and particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5) are measured. On the territory of
Dijon metropole, we count four fixed stations.

7

Directives 2004/107/CE and 2008/50/CE
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Figure 7 Map of air quality measurement stations Atmo BFC

Method of air quality measurement
ATMO Bourgogne-Franche-Comté is accredited by COFRAC Essais for ambient air quality monitoring
measurements of NO, NOx, NO2, O3 and PM10 / PM2.5. The measurements are carried out according to the
European CEN standards. These European CEN standards are shown in the Figure 8.

Pollutant

Standard applied

Ozone – O3

NF EN 14 625 (2013)

Nitrogen oxides - NOx

NF EN 14 211 (2012)

PM10

NF EN 16 450 (2017)

PM2.5

NF EN 16 450 (2017)
Figure 8 Pollutant European CEN standards
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Functioning of air quality station
Each fixed station is equipped with one or more air sampling heads, adapted to the pollutant measured by the
analyzer to which it is connected. Each analyzer is connected to an acquisition station, which centralizes all
the measurement results (one data item every quarter of an hour for gases, every hour for particles). These
data are transmitted via an Internet connection and a Virtual Private Network (VPN) tunnel to a database
where they are made available for Atmo BFC's work. The technical service can thus carry out certain operations
remotely, such as calibrating or rebooting equipment. As the measurement data are continuously fed into the
database, they are critically analyzed on a daily basis in order to validate their reliability before they are used.
Once validated, these data are available on our website, on regional and national open data spaces, they feed
air quality forecasts, modelling maps, alert devices, monitoring reports and other specific studies.

Figure 9 Functioning of air quality station

3.1.2 High-level overview of the RESPONSE ICT components in Dijon
The ICT ecosystem of Dijon is depicted in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The IS#4.2 covers the GENESYS secured
tunnelling and is shown in the upper left of the figures, the multi-energy monitoring solution is dipicted in
their upper center and all the other components are shown in bottom right of them. Components described
in IS#2.1 and IS#5.1 are framed. Arrows indicate flows of data; dashed flows indicate offline loops.
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Figure 10 Overview of ICT components in the RESPONSE proposal in Dijon and their users.

Figure 11 Overview of ICT components in the RESPONSE proposal in Dijon presented on 26/2
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3.2 Current available ICT infrastructure in the LHC of Turku

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE FOR ICT BASELINE PER LHC
LHC

TURKU

LHC MANAGER

OLENA ZINCHUK (TURKU)

TA LEADER RESPONSIBLE

SINI LAMOUREUX (TURKU)

IS LEADER RESPONSIBLE

JULIA KANTOROVICH (VTT), ANNIKA KUNNASVIRTA (TUAS)

RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE / CONTACT

ANSSSI AALTO (TYS), JOONAS RANTALA(TYS)

POINTS

3.2.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
The City of Turku’s CIP consists of two main repositories, a City Management Data Warehouse (CMDW) and a
Trimble Locus Cloud (Trimble) system. The CMDW stores e.g., energy consumption data, financial data
collected from the city’s operational information systems as well as and data collected from various Internet
of Things(IoT) sensors. Through linkage, location-based data stored in the CMDW can be retrieved in the
Trimble system. CIP data can be shared as open data and visualized in different kinds of dashboards and
knowledge graphs.
The CIP can also be understood as a standardized interface for urban information through which open
information can be retrieved. Currently the City of Turku is developing IoT infrastructure architecture to
provide OASC Minimal Interoperability Mechanisms (MIMs), a set of practical capabilities based on open
technical specifications and services through Open311 Application Programming Interface (API).
In summary, the CIP currently relies on two major components as illustrated in the Figure 12.
1) City Spatial Data
a. Map based interface of City information
b. Open 311 API to information
2) City Management Data Warehouse
a. Information Warehouse for management of city
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b. Collects information from various internal and external systems, for example
i. Legacy systems
ii. IoT sensors

Figure 12 The CMDW and Trimble as the City of Turku’s CIP

3.2.1.1 City Management Data Warehouse
The City of Turku’s IoT sensor and energy consumption information is collected and stored in the CMDW (see
figure 13). The CMDW also serves as a data storage for other kinds of city management information.
The city is currently piloting an IoT platform, the data storage is managed through the Microsoft Azure cloud
computing service. Today, energy consumption data is collected from about 40 buildings and IoT air quality
information from about same number of rooms in city office buildings.

Figure 13 City Management Data Warehouse
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3.2.1.2 Trimble Locus Cloud
Trimble is the City of Turku’s cloud-based city data spatial system. The Trimble solution is used for managing
spatial data and municipal data registers (see figure 14). Trimble enables maintenance and visualization of the
city’s GIS data and the city’s main processes. All information is managed as logical objects and the maintenance
of geospatial and attribute data is possible simultaneously. Spatial data can be maintained in both 2D and 3Dviews enabling the extension of base maps into 3D up-to-date city models. Data and models from different
sources can be combined and used together. The services can be opened to different stakeholders and
different interfaces allowing integration of third-party solutions.

Figure 14 Trimble Locus Cloud

Internal users
The core of Trimble is the Oracle Database, in which the data is stored and maintained. The database contains
updated municipal registers and so called ‘static GIS data’ which is produced by different projects. The
database can store different kinds of city data, which are tied to a location. Location data enables visualization
of data on a map interface.
A part of the data visible in Trimble is being produced by external datafiles (GIS solutions). These include
different datafiles and background maps. Data is transferred to the Trimble solution through the Warehouse
Management Systems (WMS) and Web Feature Service (WFS)-interfaces. Data is also imported from external

databases maintained by other parties, such as Trimble NIS Water (Turun Vesihuolto Oy), Trimble NIS Energy
(Turku Energia Oy) and Tekla Civil. The Trimble data sources also comprise of national registers, such as the
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Digital and Population Data Services Agency registers and National Land Survey registers. Trimble both imports
and exports data from and to the named national registers.
There is a bidirectional interface between Trimble Locus Cloud and the City of Turku’s eServices SQL-database.
The e-Services is an internal intranet service for public authorities and is used for strategic city planning and
contracts. Also, M-Files, which is a document archive for the technical sector, and Trimble Locus Cloud share
a bidirectional interface.
Trimble enables viewing of other map services through merger function linkage. Examples of map services are
Blom Oblique Aerial Photographs and Google Maps.
It is possible to share information from the Trimble with a database view. This kind of data transmission is
used in the MediGIS application owned by the welfare division of the City of Turku. The city is also sharing data
from different data transfers and data is visualized through the Power Business Intelligence (BI) service.
External Users (Authorities)
Currently Trimble has external authority users such as the neighboring City of Kaarina and external contractors
using the FieldUser application. The FieldUser application is being used for maintenance of public
infrastructure. The maintenance data can be viewed and maintained off-road.
Citizen’s View
Through the citizen interface and Internet Map Server, the City of Turku is offering different kinds of data for
the citizens to view. Data is also shared as open data via different interfaces, such as WMS and WFS, and via
the EU INSPIRE-interface (KuntaGML). The 3D city data model is shared in the CityGML format and as
downloaded data files, such as SKP and DWG.
In addition, there are different kinds of online service solutions (eServices) for citizens. These are for example,
eFeedback and ePermit. eFeedback is a web application for giving, managing and publishing feedback and
service requests. ePermit is a web-based application that enables citizens to apply for various permits online,
such as permits concerning construction and buildings, booking a boat berth or ordering e.g., the city’s GIS or
map data. The eServices and Internet Map Server have separate SQL-databases for storing the data. There is
bidirectional interface between the SQL-database and the Trimble Oracle-database. The Internet Map Server
is also importing data from external WMS- and WFS-interfaces. There are also bidirectional interfaces between
the citizens view and the Turku Exchange Layer (Turku ID) in the parts which are utilizing online payment and
Open311 API for eFeedback.
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3.2.1.3 eMobility infra description
Light electric vehicle (LEV) charging hubs are planned to be built in the proximity of the Tyyssija building. There
are various options and models available for LEV hub, a thorough mapping of available options for the Positive
Energy District (PED) will be made during 2021. In Finland there are several service providers on the e-charging
market of which the Virta service provider holds one of the biggest market shares. Virta was founded in 2013
by Finnish electricity companies, one of them being the RESPONSE partner Turku Energia. Virta charging
stations are connected to a cloud-based platform and provides remote security and energy management. Here
follows a list of services and features included in the Virta ICT solution to exemplify the potential ICT that
comes with a LEV charging station.


Charging station management system for customization, management, monitoring, and maintenance of the
charging station



Payment and invoicing solutions



Smart energy management features such as, Dynamic Load Management (DLM), Adaptive Load Management
(ALM), Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) and congestion management



Automated analytics



Customer communication and mobile app services

The final choice of LEV charging station provider will decide the exact details of the eMobility ICT in the PED.

Figure 15 Turku Energia and Virta's charging station located at the bus station of Turku
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3.2.1.4 PED-level ICT
Contrasec Oy

8

runs the IT infrastructure for TYS. Together with TYS, Contrasec is responsible for the

applications, processes, and platforms that support the IT and business operations.
This includes software specifications, installation and maintenance, database management, ensuring service
functionality, data recovery, implementation of new technologies, and customer support services.
A fixed internet connection is included in all TYS locations and for each tenant. University of Turku is in charge
of producing the service, troubleshooting, maintenance, and development. The University of Turku also
provides internet connections to external operators who support TYS operations.
Sensing layer
TYS locations have approximately 50 freely programmable Honeywell CPU devices from different time periods.
These units control, for example, the area’s lighting, locking systems, and apartment ventilation, heating, and
cooling. In addition to these, there are older devices that communicate using the RS485 bus and are connected
over Ethernet to the network switches of the University of Turku via separate protocol converters. This entity
is managed with the Honeywell EBi R600 control software, through which the user can operate the locations,
track history data collected by the system, and monitor system alerts.
The locations have camera surveillance. Recordings are stored via the network switches of the University of
Turku. The recordings can only be accessed over a dedicated VPN connection.
Front door locking systems are handled by iLoq. Access rights are managed centrally, and the locations have
key points at which new or modified access rights can handily be allocated. Some locations still use mechanical
Abloy keys.
The Aitiopaikka solar panel system produces electricity not only for the location but also for other buildings
on the west side of the Student Village. Data received from the solar panels is transferred using a separate 4G
connection, via the switches of the University of Turku, to TYS for monitoring.
We aim to develop house automation and implement new solutions in new construction and basic renovation
projects.
Communication layer
The University of Turku also provides a public IP address or subnet to TYS operators. An intranet is created for
the operators’ own devices and for IoT device traffic. The intranet is transferred over the village network to
the required buildings and to the network switches of the University of Turku there.

8

https://www.finlaysoninalue.fi/en/toimistot/office/13/contrasec-oy
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The backbone network for the housing locations is partly shared and partly belongs to the University of Turku.
We are working together to build a new fibre-optic network. TYS owns the general building-specific cabling,
including fibre-optic cables between the buildings and Ethernet cables that run from the MDFs to the
apartments.
Each building has network switches of the University of Turku. Tenants connect their devices to the village
network using a fixed Ethernet cable. Depending on the building, the speeds are either 100 Mbit/s or 1 Gbit/s.
The University of Turku is also responsible for distributing the world-wide WiFi network aimed at higher
education institutions (eduroam) to the housing locations.
A fibre-optic cable forms the transmission path between the buildings and in the backbone network.
Depending on the location, the fibre-optic connections between all buildings are either 1 Gbit/s or 10 Gbit/s.

Figure 16 PED level ICT infrastructure
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3.2.2 High-level overview of the RESPONSE ICT components in Turku
The ICT systems and components to be developed or engaged in the RESPONSE project demonstration can be
broadly classified as


those that entail potential integration into the city CIP – mainly consisting of IEs in IS4.1 and 5.2 (see
figure 17).



those that consist of energy systems operating on the PED level with potential integration into the
Positive Energy Building (PEB) owner’s operating system (TYS) and/or local Distribution System
Operator (DSO) systems (Turku Energia) – IEs in TA1-3 as well as IS4.2 (see figure 18).

Data input

TURKU CIP: CMDW + TRIMBLE LOCUS CLOUD

Integration of results

Mobility platform/layer

Potential integration of results

Buildings & energy data platform/layer
Climate & CO2 & AQ platform/layer

Turku Energia systems
AQ planner
app

5G AQ
sensors
network

FMI SILAM/PALM/LES/ENFUSER-model

TCD Knowledge Graph / n-bridges
5G Lighting
Poles data

Energy anomaly
detection
5G automated
driving

5G CCTV +
drone video

Figure 17 Turku City Information Plaform, current and planned layers and RESPONSE IEs intergration from IS4.1 and
IS5.2
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Cybersecurity possible measures
Turku Energia operational system
TYS operational system (Honeywell?)

District Heating network control and
management
“Tyyssija” EMS by Ferroamp

Retrofitted block EMS

System combining the following components:

HOGFORS Smart
“Fiksu” Control
System for heating

 HOGFORS smart district heating
substation
 VTT Apros® Energy Digital Twin Model
 Turku Energia dynamic district heating &
cooling tariffs

Controlling LVCD microgrid components:
 Solar Finland PV Plant’s sensors on Tyyssija
 Elcon DC coupled Battery Storage System
(BESS)
 Ferroamp V2G charging station
 LEV charging station

“Aitiopaikka” EMS

Sunamp PCM Heat storage for
DHW in Tyyssija

District heating PCM heat
storage-as-a-service

Controlling Aitiopaikka
components:



PV system (existing)
BOUYGUES 2nd life battery
system with AC coupling

Energy anomaly
detection

Egain Edge cloud service
EGAIN’s IoT
Tyyssija, TYS
own funded

VTT Human thermal
sensation control with
self-sufficient IoT
thermostats in part of
retrofitted block

Figure 18 PED level ICT systems (Enengy management systems, building automation, control systems) and their
interconnections in RESPONSE TA1-3 incl. IS4.2.
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3.3 Current available ICT infrastructure in the FC of Brussel

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE FOR ICT BASELINE PER FC
FC

Brussels

FC CITY Manager

Lea Kleinenkuhnen (BRU)

RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE / CONTACT

Filis Zumbultas (Smart City Coordinator),

POINTS

Frédéric Deramaix (Chief Data Officer)

3.3.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
Several IoT projects have been implemented (or still ongoing) in Brussels. All these projects have their own
platform, most of them working in a vertical, siloed way. Some of them are presented below:
3.3.1.1 Optical digitization-electronic archiving of the files
Processes are currently being digitalised and automated, which is a huge work that is currently being carried
out by the administration and its IT-partner. This a top priority for the City of Brussels because the whole
administration is moving to a new building (called “Brucity”) at the end of 2022.
This move presents a real opportunity for the city to rethink its services and '' implement new ways of working
and serve as a catalyst for the evolution towards a modern and efficient administration in the digital age. With
the move, the city will improve:
-

reception and processing of citizens' requests

-

the efficiency of working methods

-

staff well-being

All this implies a transition to digital, taking into account that there will always be physical movements at the
administrative centre and that part of the population is not digitally literate.
This “digitalization” of the operation of the city takes place at two levels. On the one hand, the implementation
of dematerialization which aims to transform paper media into electronic media (computer files) with an
identical document value. In this context, the city aims to set up an Enterprise Data Management (EDM) tool.
Dematerialization also concerns administrative documents intended for the public. Thus, via the Citizen Portal
on the City's website, the public can order administrative documents such as the household composition
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certificate, the extract from the criminal record, etc. The identification / authentication for these documents
is done through the electronic identity card (eID).
It is clear that digital information media require electronic document management which necessarily involves
a structured organization of data in the institution. The dematerialization of these paper supports only makes
sense if the processes that generate the paper are themselves digitized. This "digitization" (second level)
requires the analysis of processes, the automation of these processes as well as the use of an electronic
signature.
3.3.1.2 Integrated omnichannel
The City's approach is to continue digitalization in order to expand the offer to a real online service through
the implementation of a disruptive approach towards integrated omnichannel: the user experience is the
same, little imports the channel used (physical, digital or telephone). The end user (citizens, businesses, etc.)
will therefore be directly impacted. But for City staff too, there is change in the air. The City will intensify the
procedures for modernizing its administration, in particular by setting up reference databases (masterdata),
by computerizing its incoming and outgoing mail, new digital tools will allow more efficient and less redundant
work (also involving more support personalized for the citizen), teleworking will be generalized to all positions
that allow it (impacting the number of trips), the setting up of a contact centre are just a few examples of
projects that will change the way employees work.
3.3.1.3 Citizen Relationship Management (CiRM) tool
As of today, the City of Brussels doesn’t have a central City Information Platform in place. It does have a CiRM
tool, which is currently being rolled out. The objective of this tool is to have a 360° view on the (administrative)
interactions between the citizens and their administration.
3.3.1.4 GIS system (ESRI) and an open data platform
The city has also other tools, such as a GIS system (ESRI) and an open data platform9 in order to collect several
kinds of data. The challenge is to break vertical silos, to assure interoperability between systems, so that the
city can combine data and create added value (therefore, the city has not an overall overview of the IT data
infrastructure, since a lot of the systems are siloed and fragmented at the moment).

9

http://opendata.bruxelles.be/
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3.3.1.5 Public lighting system
The DSO (Sibelga) and Engie will start to install smart public lighting 10 in Brussels, with the aim to replace 25%
of all communal public lighting by smart lighting poles by the end of 2023. This is expected to reduce electricity
consumption of public lighting by 20%.
Light points compatible with this new technology are fitted with a Luminaire Controller, a small element about
8 cm in diameter which communicates and receives information via a given communication network. Most of
the time, this Luminaire Controller is placed directly above the luminaire and is therefore practically invisible
from the ground.
Luminaire Controllers communicate either via existing GSM networks (4G) or via a radio frequency network,
particularly suited to the needs of public lighting. In the latter case, a small radio frequency antenna is installed
to relay the data from and to the Luminaire Controller.
3.3.1.6 Crowd-monitoring
During events the amount of people is counted based on telecom data. For instance, during the annual
Christmas market which lasts for several weeks in December and January, the number of visitors is counted
based on the geolocalisation of mobile phones. The origin of the visitors is also collected in order to know how
many international visitors (but also from other regions in Belgium) come to the market. Data is being
collected in (almost) real-time bases and is anonymized by the telecom operator. As there are several telco
operators active in Belgium, the people count is based on an extrapolation and is not 100% accurate. In order
to have more accurate counts on a street level, the city is also testing wifi-sensors to count the number of
people in the main shopping street.
3.3.1.7 Enhancement of quality in public buildings
Improving the daily life of the population living in the city is of paramount importance. The key areas where
this can be achieved are the reduction of energy waste, water consumption and air pollution. Dataloggers and
other different sensors have been installed in order to achieve those goals and enhance the quality of people
life in public buildings. More specific, dataloggers are used to monitor energy consumption, thanks to the NR
Click system and sensors are being installed to detect water leakages and air quality.
3.3.1.8 Smart parking
In 2018, a pilot project was carried out to facilitate access to local shops. During 6 months, three Brussels
streets were equipped with so-called 'smart' parking spaces where parking is free and limited to 30 minutes
for easier access to local shops. These locations, which could be identified by signs and orange markings on

10

https://m.sibelga.be/fr/news/eclairage-intelligent-bruxelles-reduira-sa-consommation-electrique-2035
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the ground, were equipped with in total 9 intelligent sensors to detect the presence of a vehicle. The idea was
that if the car did not leave the space after 30 minutes of parking, a signal was sent to the agents of the parking
meter unit. The motorist then risked a fine of 25 euros. The sensors were active Monday to Saturday, 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Outside these time slots, residents were able to park in these 'Shop and Go' spaces without time
limitation. However, the results of the pilot project were inconclusive: since the sensors were installed on
parking spaces on the street, where it is difficult to enforce the delimitations of different parking spaces, the
sensors had difficulty in capturing which parking space was used for a duration exceeding 30 minutes.
3.3.1.9 Microsoft Azure (public cloud)
The physical implementation of the information system is positioned in Microsoft Azure (public cloud). The
aim is to use open source technologies whenever possible. In the diagram below the cloud based IT
architecture of the City is illustrated.

Figure 19 Cloud based IT architecture of the City of Brussels

3.3.1.10 Enterprise Data Management (EDM) and Master Data Management (MDM) program
The implementation of the information system is data-oriented. An EDM and MDM program is being
implemented. The data will flow within an Enterprise Data Platform (EDP)
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The data will circulate in the information system on the basis of a series of tools allowing their acquisition
(Data Integration Management), their quality storage (Data Quality Management) as well as their provision.
Even if the system is data-oriented, the current implementation is strongly oriented towards the "digitization
of processes” (as explained in the introduction) more than the pure data-aspect. This means that the tools in
place today are being used primarily for these processes but has already the technological capacity to meet
other needs in data processing.

Figure 20 EDM A story of data journey in a system
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Figure 21 EDM a history of data journey in a global technical system

Data exchanges take place in standard formats such as Json, XLS, CSV, XML. The majority of operations are
carried out on the basis of the exposure of Web Services.

Figure 22 Data flow management in EDM

The EDP is the center of data exchange. These data are exposed via a catalog of WebService.
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Enterprise Data Management through its EDP automatically cleans, enriches and organizes data, providing the
gold standard in data - fast, accurate and ready. The ecosystem has been built to be able to immediately
standardize the terms and establishes clear definitions of the data itself to produce the metadata component
for data governance. This would give managers a clear picture of information, how to access it, quality
assurance and ownership when they need it.
The implementation of the EDM solution makes it possible to integrate multiple data sources, apply specific
business rules and produce a copy of the data on which our customers can rely for accuracy, consistency and
transparency.

3.3.2 Overview of ICT infrastructure
For the new administrative building (move is planned at the end of 2022), there is a reflection ongoing to
integrate several IoT aspects (not formally planned yet):

Figure 23 Potential IoT aspects to be integrated into the new administrative building of Brussels

In all IoT projects described above the communication takes place either wired or wireless. Data
communication is mainly via lines (ethernet cabling) and therefore the information transmitted is only
accessible via other devices physically connected to the same network. Furthermore, Wi-Fi network is
available and usable if it is needed.
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3.4 Current available ICT infrastructure in the FC of Zaragosa

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE FOR ICT BASELINE PER FC

FC

Zaragoza

FC CITY Manager

Daniel Sarasa Funes (ZGZ)

TA#4
representative(s)

Technology

3.4.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
3.4.1.1 Information and Communications Technology Platform
Zaragoza municipality counts with a verticalized Information and Communications Technology Platform with
a common processing structure. The system includes (but lacks interconnection) data related to energy grids,
mobility, water irrigation system or urban parks among others.
Physically, the platform is located in two different places in the city, both in the Historical and Touristic core
(Plaza del Pilar) and a very important residential and business/administrative area in the south part of the city
(Seminario Building).

Figure 24 Location where ICT platrorm is located

The structure of the ICT is, however, verticalized and its data center not fully integrated in terms of common
applications or infrastructures at the level of software. In this sense it is important to integrate further options
to generate portals of information and to better organize the interconnected information.
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The platform has an important enhancement potential in terms of functionality and efficiency. The
participation of Zaragoza within RESPONSE project represents an important opportunity for the city as the
experience of LHCs (Turku and Dijon) in how the different above-mentioned systems were integrated in a
single platform could be partially replicated.
3.4.1.2 Data Processing Centers(DPC)
Zaragoza City Council has DPCs to house the IT equipment, providing sufficient security and availability.
Each Corporate Data Processing Center houses a SAN storage equipment.
Both DPCs provide production services and Disaster Recovery services. Each storage equipment houses
information from:



Logical drives for business continuity



Virtualization production environment: VMWARE.



Oracle DB environment

Figure 25 Data Processing Centers

However, Zaragoza counts with other ICT for specific services that are not directly connected with the
centralized system and works in stand-alone mode. Some of these systems are described below.
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3.4.1.3 Automatic Air Quality Network
Zaragoza has an Automatic Air Quality Network. It has eight Remote Stations, located in different parts of the
city, where a number of sensors measure the levels of different atmospheric pollutants. This data is collected,
processed, analyzed and validated at the Environmental Control Center.

Figure 26 Monitor shows the air pollution measurements

The platform used in the Control Center was developed for this service, it is based on a Windows server and
connects eight Remote Stations and four Meteorological Stations with the Control Center.
Each Remote Station measures continuously two particle concentrations (PM10, PM2,5) and five gases (CO,
SO2, NOx, O3 and SH2). Every remote station sent average data each 15 minutes. Daily data is collected from
a sampler and analyzed in the laboratory for PM10, PM2,5 and metals (Pb, Cd, Ni, As).
The continuous information is sent directly to the Environment Ministry each hour to inform about the
Atmosphere and Air Quality of the City.
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Figure 27 Automatic Air Quality Network

This information is also made accessible to the public in real time on the municipal website and sent to national
and international institutions. The Network also has four Meteorological Stations and an Information Panel.
To this structure we must add an Atmospheric Pollution Prediction System called PRECOZ.
Since 2007, Zaragoza has had an Atmospheric Pollution Prediction System for Zaragoza, called PRECOZ,
developed by the Environmental and Technological Energy Research Centre, CIEMAT, which allows air quality
to be predicted.
This system integrates local, large-scale weather forecasts and soundings from meteorological towers
(information from AEMET) and incorporates topography and land use, together with data from the inventory
of pollutant emissions into the city's atmosphere. All this information is incorporated into a pollutant
dispersion model that generates maps for each of the pollutants studied and the prediction of their evolution
over the following 48 hours.
Thus, systematically, from Monday to Friday, except for public holidays, the PRECOZ system allows the
production of prediction maps of the expected hourly immission levels (concentration) for the pollutants SO2,
CO, NOx, PM2.5 and PM10, for the 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours following the time the prediction is made.
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These expected levels are expressed in the prediction maps for each pollutant modelled by means of a colour
code for each of the established ranges, which are the same as those present in the information provided in
the Environmental Information Panel of the Plaza de Aragón.
The information provided by this system makes it possible to know in advance the possible immission levels
that may be registered in Zaragoza and to take decisions to maintain optimum air quality and prevent possible
episodes of pollution.
Work is currently underway on the development of a new PRECOZ 2.0 system. With the improved resolution
of the atmospheric pollutant dispersion models, it will be possible to obtain information on new pollutants
(tropospheric ozone O3 and nitrogen dioxide NO2) with a much higher resolution than that obtained at
present (up to predictions by districts and streets).

Figure 28 Atmospheric Pollution Prediction System PRECOZ

Regarding the available services and application layer, air quality data can be freely accessed through:
- sparql point11
- faceted search engine12
- An API that offers a series of parameters to customize the request to obtain better results13

11

https://www.zaragoza.es/sede/portal/datosabiertos/servicio/sparql ,
https://www.zaragoza.es/sede/servicio/catalogo/131#SPARQL
12
https://www.zaragoza.es/sede/servicio/catalogo/131#SOLR
13
https://www.zaragoza.es/sede/servicio/catalogo/131#API
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3.4.1.4 Traffic Control Center
Zaragoza counts with a Traffic Control Center that monitors 24 hours the road traffic in real time. The Traffic
Control Center is currently extending and updating the traffic plans that are activated depending on the traffic
situation. Based on the information received in real time, these plans make it possible to respond to situations
of congestion, works or incidents that may occur, such as accidents, crowds of pedestrians or problems on
cycle routes by managing, among other things, the programming of traffic lights. Since the last renovation of
the traffic control center, work is being done on intelligent traffic management so that it is smoother to move
around the city and traffic light times can be better adjusted.

Figure 29 Traffic Control Center

In total, there are currently 70 cameras, 25 of which are digital, but the aim is for all of them to be renewed
so that they can be brought closer and have greater visibility of every point in the city, even allowing
pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles to be counted.
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3.5 Current available ICT infrastructure in the FC of Botosani
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Botosani

FC CITY Manager

Camelia Harcota (PMB)

RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE / CONTACT

Gheorghe Acsinte (Botosani City Hall)

POINTS

Alin Sebastian Balan (Botosani City Hall)
Ion Murgescu (ICPE-CA)

The chart in Figure 30 shows the ICT fields where Botosani has been developed and the ICT fields that need to
be improved.

Figure 30 Overview of the ICT fields developed by Botosani

As shown in the Figure, ‘’Engagement and Participation’’ is a priority of the city of Botosani. Since 2017,
Botoşani has been part of an EU CLLD programme. Community Led Local Development (CLLD) is a new way of
supporting local development projects using structural funds from Europe. It aims to increase employment
and skills and social enterprise and ensures that local people are involved in developing projects, using
resources in the area to address local challenges.
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The city of Botosani is included in the DigiPlace Exchange & Learning research project. Botoşani’s focus within
DigiPlace is on the adoption of general digital experience from exchange with partners. This includes using
digital technology to engage more young people in public administration and on using digital innovation to
support a modern tourism.
Like many south and eastern EU cities, Botoşani has fast internet access. Digital literacy in the city is also
relatively high (also shown in the Figure 3), and the city does not consider the development of digital skills to
be a major issue for them.
Finally, as depicted in the Figure 30, in Botoșani, at this moment, Smart City technologies and mobility issues
are not implemented, but there are intentions to take steps in these directions. Parking spaces are not
highlighted on a digital map and the traffic lights work independently (they are not synchronized with each
other).
The following subchapters will present in more detail the ICT infrastructure developed in Botosani.

3.5.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
3.5.1.1 Public lighting system
The public lighting system (6489 light points) is equipped with SON T type lamps of 70W, 100W, 150W and
250W, the lamps being with sodium vapor. 76 Delfin-03 LuxM 10LED / 875-5700 LED lamps were installed on
Primaverii Street. The street lighting is fully automated and connected to astronomical clocks.
3.5.1.2 Broadband network
Romania has the best results in the Connectivity dimension due to the high use of very high speed broadband
and the wide availability of very high capacity of fixed networks, especially in urban areas. 49% of homes in
Romania are subscribed to very high speed broadband services (at least 100 Mbps). However, almost a fifth
of Romanians have never used the Internet and less than a third have at least basic digital skills.
There is an Optic Fiber infrastructure at the level of Botosani Municipality. There are also 32 Wifi points located
in all public gardens and all the points of attraction in the Municipality.
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3.5.1.3 Optical digitization - electronic archiving of the file of the Municipal Planning Service
Botoşani is at the beginning of this digital journey and it is acknowledged that the city is not as advanced as
many other cities. However, work to modernise the municipality in terms of digital tools for government has
already commenced. The city has implemented scanning of mail documents in 2019 an will be implementing
online tax payments and a new GIS system both by 2023. It is estimated that Botoşani has digitised
approximately 85% of city’s admin work, but there is further to be done in order to completely remove reliance
on paper.
3.5.1.4 Surveillance system of public spaces
The municipality of Botosani has a video surveillance system of public spaces in order to increase the safety of
citizens and prevent crime. For surveillance cameras installed in all areas of the city (squares, intersections,
parks, educational institutions) has been established a surveillance center nonstop, and all events are reported
by operators in real time to the Local Police.

Figure 31 CCTV Comand center
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Figure 32 Mounted camera – Old Town area

3.5.1.5 Air quality monitoring system
There are two areas for measuring air quality (one at the intersection of Eminescu Bulevard with G. Enescu
street and one at Casa Cartii). The Environmental Protection Agency is obliged to make available the collected
data on its website. The visualization of the air quality is also done by the on-site display of the data by the
one large panel. Monitoring station transmits the data to the Environmental Protection Agency. The
centralization of the data is done in annual and monthly reports by the Environmental Protection Agency.14

14

http://www.anpm.ro/web/apm-botosani/informare-lunara-calitate-aer/-/asset_publisher/sBMETYFfWseH/content/raportari-lunare-

calitate-aer-pentru-anul-2021?_101_INSTANCE_sBMETYFfWseH_redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.anpm.ro%2Fweb%2Fapmbotosani%2Finformare-lunara-calitateaer%3Fp_p_id%3D101_INSTANCE_sBMETYFfWseH%26p_p_lifecycle%3D0%26p_p_state%3Dnormal%26p_p_mode%3Dview%26p_p_col_id
%3Dcolumn-2%26p_p_col_count%3D1&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.anpm.ro%2Fweb%2Fapm-botosani%2Finformare-lunara-calitateaer%3Fp_p_id%3D101_INSTANCE_sBMETYFfWseH%26p_p_lifecycle%3D0%26p_p_state%3Dnormal%26p_p_mode%3Dview%26p_p_col_id
%3Dcolumn-2%26p_p_col_count%3D1
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Figure 33 Data display panel - air measuring quality

3.5.2 Strategic Environment - Plans & Projects
Several plans and projects are ongoing and under implementation in Botosani.
Botosani City Hall has the feasibility study and is currently on the verge of receiving the technical project
about two plans. First, 3D scanning and mapping of extensive underground cellars and tunnels beneath the
historic old town is planed (€500.000 EU funded project) and second a Digital city history museum, with
physical 3D exhibits and online equivalents, is also planned.
After the feasibility study and the technical project receiving, the works tender will be launched and the
works will start15 .
Also, a transport improvement program is on the process, including modern tram infrastructure, e-ticketing,
info panels, Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking and data analytics (€39.945.827). These systems are
part of the works contract (rehabilitation of the tram running rail), which is in tender. They will be available
at the end of the project, until December 2023.
Other ongoing projects is Linking of Cornisa Aqua Park with wider touristic offer and Digital government

program, including new GIS and online service systems. About the first, the marketing department of
Cornisa Aquapark and Sports and the National Tourist Information and Promotion Centre are working on it.
For the second, there are 2 contracts. A service contract signed by the City Hall which will end in May 2022

15

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=external&v=496282741361730
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and an other contract which is under tender preparation. By end next year we should have most of the
functionalities available.

3.5.3 Areas/buildings involved in renovations
There are some buildings that are important to the city of Botosani, such as the hospital and the school, and
for this reason it has a high priority to be renovated in order to provide better services to the citizens. These
buildings are described in the following paragraphs.
The area that contains the aforementioned buildings is located on the main street of the city.The district
consists of one highschool, one hospital and several residential buildings.

Figure 34 Botosani area of renovation

Botoşani High School “Alexandru cel Bun” was established in 1974 and offers education and vocational training
through: high school technologically technical profile, textile and leather industry (priority for the NE Region
and Botosani county in recent years). The total area of the high school is 6834.64 square meters.
The annual consumption of the high school is:
- electricity – 63 MWh / year
- natural gas - 33 MWh / year
- thermal energy - 970 MWh / year
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Figure 35 Botoşani High School “Alexandru cel Bun”

The medical-sanitary unit with beds and the specialized ambulatory, now called the "Sf. Gheorghe" Recovery
Hospital, was established in 1980 in a former school building with classrooms, due to the need to provide
unitary medical assistance. in the ambulatory and in sections with beds for patients with medical recovery
needs of the locomotor system (post-traumatic, rheumatic, neurological).

Figure 36 “Sf.Gheorghe” Recovery Hospital

“Sf.Gheorghe” Recovery Hospital has the following yearly figures:




4785 patients treated
3518 ultrasounds
145729 medical analysis
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16739 radiographs
23593 consultations in the specialized ambulatory

The total area of the old body of the hospital is 4450.47 square meters
The annual consumption for the old body of the hospital is:
- electricity – 192 MWh / year
- natural gas - 682 MWh / year
- thermal energy - 553 MWh / year
This year, 2021, the new Hospital for Chronic Diseases and Palliative Care will be inaugurated
St. George's Recovery Hospital is building a new building with an area of 3461 square meters, whose forecasts
for energy consumption are as follows:
- electricity – 225 MWh / year
- natural gas - 350 MWh / year
- thermal energy - 617 MWh / year
The project proposes to include the residential blocks belonging to the Owners Association 47 (Address: Calea
Nationala No. 39, Calea Nationala No. 35)

Figure 37 Botoșani Industrial Area

Botoșani Industrial Area - currently includes an extended area of total industrial spaces or partially abandoned,
with the closure or restructuring of all in the last two decades to the communist enterprises that owned
production facilities in the area. These were only partially reconverted for other activities (shopping centers,
production and service spaces, etc.), while many buildings are in pre-collapse, with a desolate appearance.
Among these buildings with industrial purpose were inserted, also during the period communist, collective
housing blocks, with very low comfort (often studios, with areas of 20-30 sqm), mainly for non-families
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working on the industrial platform of of the city and which are currently in an advanced degradation and which
also have a ghetto aspect, being inhabited by people from disadvantaged groups.
The annual estimated consumption of the residential blocks belonging to the Owners Association 47 is:
- electricity – 195 MWh / year
- natural gas - 565 MWh / year
- thermal energy - 1222 MWh / year
The year of construction of these blocks is 1979, the total surface of the blocks 5449.5 square meters, 135
apartments.
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3.6 Current available ICT infrastructure in the FC of Ptolemaida
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3.6.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
The Municipality of Eordaia has been running a series of different digitalisation/connectivity projects, in order
to modernise the current available infrastructures in the city. The most relevant projects are presented below:
3.6.1.1 Public lighting system
Eordaia has started the installation of stand-alone public lighting system. It is the best option for energy saving
through the dimming application, at the lowest possible cost of acquisition. The autonomous control of each
luminaire is possible both for the luminaires with discharge lamps and luminaires that are equipped with LEDs.
In the first case (discharge lamps), the possibilities for intervention by the user (percentage of dimming,
operating hours of the lamp with reduced consumption, etc.) are relatively small and is expressed through the
choice of two predefined current levels (original & reduced) and achieved by the use of a "two-stage" power
level (bi-power ballast). In the second case (fixtures equipped with LEDs) the user has more options to act, by
means of a special software which allows the user to form a "duty cycle" and therefore to build in up to five
"steps" for each luminaire. Thus, the user is able to define up to five different lighting levels during night
periods. Each luminaire can be operated independently, since each may have its own "duty cycle", or
alternatively, it is possible to create groups of luminaires with the same "duty cycle".
3.6.1.2 Remote control / telemetry system in the water supply – district heating network
The Municipality of Eordaia is about to install a remote control / telemetry system in the water supply
network of DEYA Eordaia. The system will consist of a Central Control System (CCS), 63 Local Control Stations
(LCs) and 1 Support Station (communications transponder). The CCS will assist to the complete management
of water resources, through electronic recording of the water transmission / distribution network. Thus,
through the installation of appropriate E / M equipment and configured software system, information will be
collected (and processed) from all water supply systems and which will provide data concerning a) Leak
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detection, b) water reserves, c) water balance, d) water consumption and e) monitoring of water quality. The
communications subsystem includes sixty five installation locations, which includes nine master radio modem
systems for the implementation of communications in UHF frequency band (440-450MHz or 169MHz) with
dual backup transceivers, peripheral radio modem systems for implementing communications in the UHF band
(440-450MHz or 169MHz), eleven General Packet Radio Service(GPRS) / 3G modem / router systems for
implementing communications through mobile service provider and Global System for Mobile
communications(GSM) networks GPRS / UMTS / HSPA and eight pairs of high speed microwave links at 24 GHz
frequency band, while three stations will be wired. The Computer Equipment Subsystem consists of two server
computers for the installation of Telemetry Software (SCADA), one workstation type computer, one laser type
network printer, one management console together with the necessary KVM switch, two Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line (ADSL) routers with support for VPN operation and one uninterruptible power supply system
for all the above equipment, rated power 3kVA. The figure 38 shows the pipe network and the proposed
installation locations for the control stations.

Figure 38 Proposed installation locations of control stations

A similar system is used by the Municipal District Heating Service (DETIP) in order to locate failures and
leakages on the district heating network.
3.6.1.3 Enhancement of environmental quality in the Region
In the Municipality of Eordaia is located the Environmental Centre of Western Macedonia (KEPE) which was
established by the 151/1997 Prefecture Council decision of Kozani Prefecture16, and it came into operation in

16

FEK B’ 179/25-2-1998
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August of 1999. Nowadays, KEPE operates as a Regional Enterprise of Western Macedonia Region. As a
Regional Enterprise is the Strategic Consultant of the Regional Government of Western Macedonia regarding
environmental issues and sustainable development policies. KEPE is operating an air quality laboratory
consisted from 14 air quality monitoring stations (four self-owned and 10 owned by others but managed by
Environmental Centre with agreements) providing real-time online measurements and information through
its website. KEPE’ s scope is the enhancement of the environmental quality in the Region of Western
Macedonia, by means of:
- Controlling and monitoring environmental quality
- Elaborating environmental research projects and studies
- Expertise provision in environmental issues
- Environmental data dissemination and partnership development
- Enforcing public awareness and safety
The recording system is based on the industrial computer solution. A special application must be installed on
the industrial computer which undertakes the automatic and continuous collection of measurements from
appropriate serial / analog / Ethernet inputs, their configuration and their recording. In addition, it supports
the transmission of data to the network PC and will transfer measurements and diagnostics to the existing
Enview Software Manager application in continuous time. Moreover, there is the ability to remotely control
and adjust the logger, application and analyzers connected to the system and the ability to monitor the status
of the station (analyzer status, control of internal temperature of the station, sending analyzer messages
(alarms), network voltage and providing appropriate Warning messages are sent to the central application.
The system continuously records all measurement and diagnostic data of the station instruments (connection
to the signal outputs of the analyzers - gases and particulate pollutants - and meteorological instruments),
performs creation of all required files, storage in memory and availability via RS232 port or and TCP / IP for
transmission and further processing. The system automatically saves the data of long-term measurements (at
least one year with 5-minute average values). The data transmission system consists of a suitable Router (4G),
connected to the industrial PC for internet connection and data transmission. The recorder has 4 RS232 inputs,
eight analog inputs with a suitable A / D adapter (freely selected between 0-1V, 0-10V, 4-20mA) and an indoor
thermometer whose readings are recorded and telemetered in parallel with the analysts' measurements and
of meteorological. The system works with devices connected to the RS232 / RS485 serial ports or the TCP / IP
ports and will collect the measurements of all the pollution measuring instruments as well as all the
meteorological sensors connected to an A / D analog signal adapter card / adapter. The application supports
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at least 16 channels. The data are depicted online17. The data of air pollution are evaluated based on the norms
and legislation of EU18. Based on these data, appropriate directions are given to the citizens (e.g. prohibition
of the use of passenger non-catalytic petrol vehicles in areas designated under the implementation of shortterm measures). The following picture shows data concerning the environmental pollution levels as well as
the directions provided to the citizens based on the aforementioned data.

Figure 39 Substations providing data for the environmental pollution for each area

3.6.1.4 Optical digitization - electronic archiving of the file of the Municipal Planning Service
The Municipality of Eordaia has started the optical digitization - electronic archiving of the file of the
Municipal Planning Service from its contractual form (physical file) in digital format, in combination with the
provision to the public of a Search Engine in an easy way to improve the quality of the building data in order
to serve the engineers and citizens and to upgrade the operational level of the services provided. The main
object of the project includes a complete web information system which will perform the management,

17
18

http://www.kepekozani.gr/
Regulation (EC) No 715/2007, Directive 2005/55/EC, etc.
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processing, control and utilization of the digitized material for the needs of the citizens and the municipal
planning service. Main Features of the System include:
1. Point map of the location of the building on a map and its mapping with the geospatial data.
2. Search by providing user criteria (e.g.: select a point on the map, property address, license number,
Contractor Name, Year of Construction)
The system administrators have the ability to process the data. The digitization of the file will be carried out
by scanning the archived material, which will be indicated to the contractor. The file consists of documents
and drawings of various qualities and dimensions up to A0 +. Due to the age as well as the importance of the
material, the digitization equipment that will be used should not cause damage to the material. For this reason
special book / drawing scanners for remote digitization (bookscanners) and drawing scanners (rotary) will be
used.
3.6.1.5 Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Station Plan
The Municipality of Eordaia is currently working on the elaboration of an EV Charging Station Plan. The plan
includes: Current Situation Analysis - Area Mapping -EV Recharge Electrical Vehicles Location - Recharge Point
Network Development Scenarios - Monitoring of EV Charging Needs.
In the context of the development of electric power infrastructure - electric vehicles - charging stations, the
Municipality of Eordaia is expected to procure the following equipment:
1. the supply of a total of ten (10) EVs of different sizes. More particularly: 1 Electric Bus, 1 Electric Road Cleaning
Vehicle, 1 Electric Garbage Truck, 1 Multipurpose Electric Vehicle, 1 Electric Collection Vehicle, 2 Electric
Transport Vehicles, 2 Special Purpose Electric Vehicles and 1 Electric Mini Van.
2.

the supply of ten (10) Charging Stations and in particular:
a.

9 (nine) Alternating Current (AC) Charging Stations with Charging Capability: 22kW,

b. 1 (one) Direct Current (DC) Charging Station, with a charging capacity of 40 kW

- Communication Protocols: Ethernet / Wi-Fi, 3G / 4G LTE, 5G, OCCP16j, Transactions: Supports payment
system with RFID card, compatible with the Majority of Existing and Future Electric Cars
3.

the supply of one (1) Vehicle and Charging Station Management Platform, for the integrated management of
the Municipal Electric Vehicles, the Charging Stations, with a secure API for interconnection of third parties'
systems, data management and analysis capabilities as well as statistical reporting software. The Management
Platform - Software provides the Municipality with the possibility to manage the charging points (Charging
Stations) with a backend system for the management of each Charging Station, (backend modules for monitoring
the stations, with indication of charging function, time period, availability for vehicle reception immediately
charging, as well as a mobile application or monitor inside the PC, for drivers to the nearest geographically
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charged charging station. The platform provided information concerning the position of the vehicle and the
adequacy of the battery of each vehicle (e.g., 20% alarm level). The purpose of the correct and smooth operation
of the software is to inform the user of the PC in a timely manner in real time:
a. for electricity consumption (per vehicle and for all vehicles).
b. for the time remaining until the total discharge of its battery systems.
c. for the nearest recharging point.
d. the available hours of the charging station for recharging, and
e. the required recharging time
f. secure API for third-party system interfaces, data management and analysis capabilities as well as
statistics and reporting functions.

The platform provides the following services:
a. Software in the cloud (Cloud) for unlimited use at the end user level (drivers or any municipal
employees or external partners, based on the license rules and user / user rights to be defined) for
handling unlimited charging stations, H / O and other municipal infrastructure, with the respective
usage rights per user and job.
b. The sensors are counted for the operation of the software
-

by the number of charging stations,

-

The PCs that the platform will manage and not the number of end users and / or the number
of charges, i.e.. it includes software licenses / monitoring sensor, secure cloud computing and
storage infrastructure, software updates and maintenance.

c.

Management of the available information on the status and energy level of the PCs, through direct
communication to the Vehicle and / or the driver users. Therefore, it provides information concerning
the nearest and immediately available charging points of the Municipality, offering the option for
securing the point by the interested electric vehicle driver.

Open system that has the ability to extend the functions of the software to future operating needs of
the Municipality.
4. the supply of one (1) Hybrid Renewable Energy Sources (RES) Unit (use of Photovoltaic equipment and energy
storage system) with Photovoltaics (PV) station using 90 kWh power efficiency panels and storage units, with
Lithium-ion accumulators (capacity 100 kWh) combined with inverters.

3.6.1.6 Traffic Study for improvement of traffic and organization of parking
The Municipality of Eordaia has started the process of elaboration of a "Traffic Study for the improvement of
the traffic and the organization of the parking ". At present the plan is under public consultation and the
proposed actions are under evaluation. The object of the study is the collection of data concerning the traffic
characteristics of the area, but also the parking, the re-evaluation of the traffic regulations and interventions
in the whole area at defined nodes and intersections and the formulation of proposals for the improvement
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of the traffic conditions and the organization of vehicles parking. According to the Technical Data, the study
includes the installation of a parking monitoring system with sensors on the street or with overhead optical
receivers that will recognize the parking spaces in dynamic time and will provide the appropriate data to
drivers / users of the application that will be developed.
3.6.1.7 Remote Management System for the Substations of District Heating Network
This system has the ability for remote control, taking measurements and showing errors from the new thermal
substations of district heating network (Figure 40). More specifically, the remote control and reception of
indications and errors from the regulation and operation device of the thermal substation (controller) is
implemented, as well as the remote reception of measurements and errors from the heat metering device. In
each thermal substation the control and operation device (controller) and the heat metering device are
interconnected locally through the Modbus protocol in the serial port RS485 of the GSM/GPRS modem and
through 3G / GPRS network are interconnected with the central control station. The existing consumer remote
management system includes 1185 consumer thermal substations. The following equipment is installed in
each consumer thermal substation:


Calorimeter control with Modbus port



Electronic regulator with Modbus port



A GSM / GPRS modem SGM 202 from Brunata, which connects to the devices via a serial RS485 port.
The modem connects to the internet via the available 3G / GPRS network with dynamic IP address.
The modem is programmed via sending an SMS message, which provides data for the Access Point
Name(APN) of the mobile phone provider as well as the static IP of the ADSL connection of the Open
Platform Communications (OPC) server. At the central control point of the system (DETIP Offices) is
installed a computer with installed software that works as an OPC server and the SiDio management
software of the company Brunata. The computer is connected to internet via an ADSL line with static
IP. It is clarified that it is possible to manage all thermal substations from one computer, while there
is also the possibility for scalability. The installed software supports two-way communication with
devices via Modbus protocol.



A GSM / GPRS (GSM / GPRS modem) wired network device is placed on the panel of each interface
module. The device is of the rail type (DIN rail), suitable for M2M applications and is accompanied by
the corresponding power supply for power supply to it. It is suitable for ambient temperature from 20οC to 50οC. The system contains the following features:
1. Location for installing a SIM card to connect to a mobile network
2. Ability to operate on all mobile networks (Quadband GSM / GPRS module)
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3. SMA socket for external antenna connection suitable for mobile networks. The antenna has a
magnetic base for mounting on a metal surface and its connecting cables to the device are 5
meters long.
4. Operating status LEDs, connection to the mobile network, connection to the OPC Server
5. SIM card PIN for automatic connection to GSM / GPRS network after restart
6. RS485 Serial Port for the connection of the thermal substation to the central communication
network
7. Asynchronous non-transparent CSD up to 9.6 kbps v.110
The communication data between the thermal substation and the central management station that are
presented either in the form of an operating diagram or in the form of a table are the following:
1) The values of supply and return temperatures in the primary and secondary circuit of the thermal
substation, the outside temperature, the actual room temperature and the desired room temperature.
2) The active limitations of the regulation and operation device of the thermal substation (controller).
3) The value of the slope of the compensation curve of the control device and operation of the thermal
substation (controller). The user has the ability to change the value of the slope of the compensation
curve.
4) The current day and date of the regulation and operation device of the thermal substation (controller).
5) The operating schedules of the control device and operation of the thermal substation (controller) for
each day of the week. The user has the ability to change all schedules that are integrated in the regulation
and operation device of the thermal substation (controller) and which can be changed locally with manual
settings of the regulation and operation device of the thermal substation (controller).
6) Indication of thermal energy consumption by the heat meter.
7) Indications of supply and return temperatures of the heat measuring device.
8) Indication of the water supply and the volume of water passing through the heat meter.
9) Error indication of the heat measuring device.
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Figure 40 Remote Management System for the Substations of District Heating Network
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3.7 Current available ICT infrastructure in the FC of Gabrovo
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3.7.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
3.7.1.1 Gabrovo`s City Information Platform
The main goal of Gabrovo`s City Information Platform is to ensure uninterrupted working process and security.
The CIP is built upon open-source software and contains several mutually interacting modules:
a.

Internal portal of Gabrovo Municipality – allows the municipality employees access to internal
resources and services (e.g., placing orders to the ICT department).

Figure 41 MoG Internal portal main page

All received orders to the ICT dept are being automatically redirected to another module that tracks the
progress and the processing of these orders.
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b. The order tracking module allows for optimization of the communication between various units within

the Municipality administration. It reduces response times, keeps track of modifications in
chronological order. The module tracks the progress of different document types: contracts, projects,
reminders, etc.

Figure 42 MoG internal communication tracking module

c.

Module for monitoring of critical devices and processes. The module tracks and signals deviations in
the performance of IT processes and systems.

Figure 43 MoG Module for monitoring of critical devices and IT systems
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Figure 44 MoG Module for monitoring of critical devices and IT systems
d.

ISO 9001:2015 & ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Portal – ensures effective and efficient management of all processes.
Exerts control on the data quality and security. Internal portal, accessible to all Gabrovo Municipality
employees

Figure 45 MoG ISO 9001:2015 & ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Portal
e.

GeoInformationSystem (GIS) – GIS technologies have been used by Gabrovo Municipality for over than
10 years now, mostly for quality control and improvement of different services: Cadaster and Spatial
planning; Water and Sewerage infrastructure; Waste collection and management; Economic analysis
and city landscaping; Public transportation; Tourism.
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Publicly available section of Gabrovo`s general GIS platform19

Figure 46 MoG GIS platform – screenshot (EN version is currently in process, so unavailable)

Official website of Gabrovo Municipality20

Figure 47 MoG official website – home page (EN currently unavailable)

19
20

https://gabrovo.bg/bg/page/1080
www.gabrovo.bg
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3.7.1.2 Tourist website
Gabrovo has its own website in order to facilitate the visit of the tourists in the city21. Offering the visitors
abundant information about city`s landmarks and key historical sites and places of interest, calendar and info
of the major cultural and sporting events (concerts, festivals, exhibitions, etc.), outdoor and hiking routes,
accommodation and restaurants, etc.

Figure 48 Visit Gabrovo home page

Figure 49 Visit Gabrovo – landmarks page

21

https://visit.gabrovo.bg/
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3.7.1.3 GIS application for public parking in Gabrovo

GIS application for public parking in Gabrovo:22

Figure 50 MoG Public parking app

3.7.1.4 Meteo station
The web-site23 offers MoG citizens and guests useful weather-related information (current conditions – air
temperature and humidity, wind and atmospheric pressure, solar irradiation, length of daylight time, dew
point, detailed and overall forecast, etc.), as well as some additional options such as satellite imaging, regional
web cams, etc.

22
23

https://gishub.gabrovo.bg/parking-zones/
http://weather.gabrovo.bg/bg/
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Figure 51 MoG Meteo Station forecast page

Figure 52 MoG meteo station home page
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The only data collection/IoT sensors in Gabrovo are the ones on the meteo station. The meteo station is of the
model Davis Vantage Pro2 Plus and contains the following sensors (which are wired to the console):
Anemometer, Rain collector, Temperature and humidity sensors, Solar irradiation UV sensor.
3.7.1.5 Pilot project for smart waste collection and management system in Gabrovo
A LoRa Local Area Network (LAN) based project is currently under implementation in Gabrovo – “Pilot project
for smart waste collection and management system in Gabrovo”. The project encompasses installation of
underground household waste containers to be used by the residents of 4 multi-family buildings. The waste
collection containers will be equipped with sensors which will broadcast real-time data to Municipality`s GIS
through a LoRa network.
3.7.1.6 WiFi coverage
Gabrovo offers free public WiFi coverage in certain town areas, sponsored under the WiFi4EU project:

Figure 53 Mog Map of public WiFi coverage

3.7.2 Overview of ICT infrastructure
The data is being stored in own servers with controlled access through adaptive directory. We are using
structured data base management systems - Microsoft SQL and MySQL.
We will rely on support for Gabrovo`s local technical partner in the project: the Institute for Energy and
Informational Technologies (IEIT).
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3.8 Current available ICT infrastructure in the FC of Severodonetsk

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE FOR ICT BASELINE PER FC
FC

Severodonetsk

FC CITY Manager

Tetiana Biloborodova (DITA)

TA#4

Technology

representative(s)

3.8.1 Currently available ICT infrastructure / CIP
3.8.1.1 System of daily monitoring of energy consumption
Severodonetsk has implemented a system of daily monitoring of energy consumption "Energy Balance"24 at
57 sites with a total area of 212.600 m2. It is a reliable metering and monitoring system for energy
consumption, followed by data analysis, which helps to identify weaknesses in a timely manner, notice the
effectiveness of energy efficiency (EE) measures and report on the reduction of energy consumption. The
automated energy monitoring system (AEMS) "Energy Balance" is a complex of software and hardware for
remote metering of the consumption of fuel and energy resources.
The currently available operational infrastructure in the city for this system in different layers is presented in
the following paragraphs.
Sensing layer
AEMS is a multi-level, hierarchical system and provides accounting of energy resources based on data received
from users. At this moment, only electromechanical meter is used. This means that the amount of energy that
has been consumed and meter readings can be entered manually by user at the end or at the beginning of
each month. Right now, smart meters are absent in Severodonetsk buildings but if they were in use, data could
be received automatically. In this case, the AEMS could also provide automated accounting directly from smart
meters for heat, electricity, cold water, as well as collecting information on alarms and indoor air temperature.
Communication layer
At communication level, LAN connection is used for entering meters’ data manually by user.

24

http://energobalans.com/energobalans_v2_siverodonetsk
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Services/Application layer
Functionality AEMS "Energy Balance" includes:
-

monitoring of energy consumption data at consumption objects received "in manual "mode (by
human input) monitoring of energy consumption data at consumption objects received in "automatic"
mode;

-

monitoring of energy consumption data at sources of supply;

-

identification of emergency situations in the operation of systems;

-

control of automation systems;

-

optimization of energy use during non-working hours;

-

informing responsible people about emergency situations and violations in operating modes;
formation of various reports for analysis and decision-making;

-

the possibility of commercial accounting; energy planning (modeling and forecasting energy costs for
future periods) data protection.

Data analyzed by AEMS "Energy Balance":
-

archival and current indicators of metering units for heat energy, electric energy and cold water in
volumes that are provided by devices;

-

indicators of temperatures of outside air, internal air, supply and return coolant in the heating system
of the establishment, hot water in the hot water supply system of the establishment, circulating hot
water in the hot water supply system of the establishment, cold water;

-

alarms (opening of doors, flooding of the heating point, malfunction of the equipment of the heating
point).

The system of daily monitoring of energy consumption is presented below.
At the authorise page user can choose the role (such as head, administration) and organization name. Also,
enter login and password, as it is shown in the Fig.54.
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Figure 54 Login page for user authorization

The main page can be available after user authorization. The main page contains tables with general
information about organizations with top efficiency (in green in the Fig.55) and top inefficiency (in red in the
Fig.55) in saving resources per 1 person, per 1 m, and total.

Figure 55 User main page

The program is designed in such a way that does not require the installation of any software. Data submission
into the system from sites is carried out by the user manually. All other operations are performed
automatically, which eliminates the human factor.
The program includes several components - Data Entry, Data Analysis, Administration.
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Data entry. This is a component for entering data collected from meters by responsible people in
each monitored institution. The users provide information about the internal temperature of the
room on a specific date and time



Data analysis. This is a component for collected data visualisation and analysis based on data,
which is obtained from institutions, in each category and in total. The simple bar charts are used
for data visualization. Figure 56 shows a graph of electricity consumption visualisation and Figure
57 shows a graph of water consumption visualisation.

Figure 56 Visualisation of electricity consumption

Figure 57 Visualisation of water consumption.
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The Data Analysis component includes the following modules:
-

Structure of expenditures: This module allows users of the program to clearly see the
structure of expenditures on all utilities and energy services for one object, category, or all
institutions, which is monitored in one month or year.

-

Building Energy Efficiency Index. This module allows users of the program to clearly see to
which energy efficiency class the facility for the consumption of fuel and energy materials
and drinking water belongs.



Administration. This component is used for entering data manually: from meters about electricity,
heat, gas water and hot water consumption. User can use this component for visualization of
historical information about amount consumption by the periods. Tariffs for heat and utilities are
formed on the basis of the procedure approved by the Cabinet of Ministers. Information about
actual tariffs can be manually changed at administration component for correct service bills
formation.
This (Administration) component helps to obtain the index of bulding energy efficiency, compare
energy efficiency of two buldings or two periods, and get information about the amount of CO2
emissions of building, as it is shown in the Fig.58.

Figure 58 Example of administration component

The following indicators are used for calculation of Index of building energy efficiency: building
category, name of institution, index calculation period (year), year of build, and index calculation
data, as it is shown in the Fig.59
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Figure 59 Part of Administration component with calculation of Index of building energy efficiency

The following indicators are used for energy efficiency comparison: bulding category, comparison
period and analysis periodicity (day, week, month) (see Fig. 60)

Figure 60 Part of Administration component with energy efficiency comparison

Bulding category and choice of period (year) are used to get information about amount of CO2
emissions of the building. The amount of CO2 emissions is calculated based on the building data
and consumption. (see Fig. 61).

Figure 61 Part of Administration component informing about amount of CO2 emissions of building

User`s information in administration component consists of the following data (Fig.62):
institution/object information, unit consumption (period (year), heated area (m2), number of
people in building, heating network length (m)).
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Figure 62 User`s information in administration component

The Administration component includes the following modules:
-

Tariff growth: This module helps to track information about tariff changes. Statistical
information on the tariff rate for each month by year, the increase in the tariff rate, and
the total increase for the period of using the AESM for electricity, heat, gas water, and hot
water consumption are visualized in the module.

-

Expenditure structure: This module helps to track information about cost changing of
electricity, heat, gas water and hot water consumption. Statistical information about costs
amount is visualized in the module.

-

Consumption with temperature adjustment: This module helps to track information about
changing outdoor temperature and consumption Moreover, it helps to compare outdoor
temperature fluctuations with fluctuations in gas or heat consumption in buildings.

3.8.1.2 The environmental monitoring station
The environmental monitoring station has been installed in Severodonetsk (Station ID: ISJEVJER3)25 for
weather and pollution monitoring for citizens’ purposes. Collected data can, also, be useful for weather and
pollution forecasting. This could be helpful for making predictions for the coming week in order to protect
from adverse and dangerous weather conditions, such as strong gusts of wind, thunderstorms and
precipitation.
The station carries out measurements in real time and transfers data to the dashboard. These measurements
are related to Temperature, Wind, Pressure, Precipitation, UV, Solar radiation data.

25

https://www.wunderground.com/dashboard/pws/ISJEVJER3
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Some relevant information for the station is presented below:


Station information: Weather Station ID: ISJEVJER3



Station Name: Severodonetsk



Latitude / Longitude: 48.951° N, 38.493° E



Elevation: 242 ft



Software: Weather logger V2.1.9 by sd.ua



Hardware: Ambient Weather WS-1400-IP (Wireless)



Hardware Specification: Includes Observer IP base module, WeatherBridge, (1) indoor
temperature/humidity/barometer sensor, and (1) sensor array, Multiple website and
application integrations, Wireless sensors and LAN connection (or optional Wi-Fi)

Sensing layer
Sensing layer of the environmental monitoring station is presented by
̵

indoor temperature/humidity/barometer sensor
̵

sensor array

Communication layer
Communication level is used for data transferring from sensing level. For sensors described above, the
following communication networks are used:
-

LAN connection

-

optional Wi-Fi

Services/Application layer
The following ICT-related solutions are already implemented and available to different city endusers/stakeholders, providing both technical and operation information on such services/applications.
Information dashboard for data visualization with Weather Station ID: ISJEVJER326 is presented below

26

https://www.wunderground.com/dashboard/pws/ISJEVJER3
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Figure 63 Summary information about the weather station

Figure 64 Interface of web app of the environmental monitoring station

There are also free smartphone apps, namely Weather Underground27 for IOS and Android, that are
available for visualization of Weather Station data.

27

https://www.wunderground.com/download
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Figure 65 Interface of mobile app of the environmental monitoring station

3.8.1.3 Severodonetsk trolleybus management
As a part of Severodonetsk Smart City, the project “Severodonetsk trolleybus management" enables residents
and guests to locate in real-time trolleybuses and plan a trip. GPS trackers use the GPS. GPS trackers are used
to monitor trolleybuses vehicles and to obtain the trolleybuses coordinates. The device stores the received
data on the trolleybus location at a specified time interval, after which it transmits them via GPRS or GSM
channel to server. From server, data is sent to applications: PC, web or mobile. The data contains the ID and
number of the trolleybus route. The portal of state services iGOV28 enables smart governance and electronic
document issuance while through “Electronic Cabinet” citizens can prepare, fill in and send tax electronic
documents.

28

https://igov.org.ua
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The currently available operational infrastructure in the city for this project in different layers is presented as
follow.
Sensing layer
Online tracking of trolleybuses on the map of Severodonetsk in real time. City transport is equipped with GPS,
which allows you to track its movement in real time, transferring data to dashboard29
Communication layer
Communication level is used for data transferring from sensing level. For sensors described above, wireless
connection has been used and in particular GPRS.
Services/Application layer
There is online tracking of trolleybuses on the map of Severodonetsk in real time and app application as well.
Application has following interfaces: PC, web and mobile.
Below is a map of the city indicating the location of the stop and nearby attractions30 for web interface

Figure 66 Interface of web app of Severodonetsk trolleybus management

29
30

https://globalposition.org/
https://sd.ua/files/handed/tr.htm
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The mobile app is also available for tracking public transport31.

Figure 67 Interface of mobile app of Severodonetsk trolleybus management

3.8.1.4 Digital City (city hub and a city council webpage)
The City Council actively cooperates with institutions of local economic development to provide information,
educational, consulting services for businesses. For interacting and engaging with citizens, the city has
established a city hub, unified system of local petitions32 and a city council webpage with consultations for the
public33.
Finally, the city envisions the creation of so-called “safe islands” starting from the already deployment of 11
online video surveillance cameras34 to the creation of a well-lit playground with a powerful video camera and
a patrol call button for the police. The “Safe City” system is planned as an information and analytical complex
that integrates surveillance systems in more than 60 potentially criminally dangerous places. It is planned that
the analytical center of the system will be located in the duty station of the Severodonetsk police department,
however, it aims to unite all the departments, whose activities are aimed at ensuring the life of the city. Police,
rescuers and other categories will be able to observe on-line what is happening on the streets of the city at
31

https://tnttransporter.pythonanywhere.com/static/downloads/tnt_transporter.0.0.1.apk
https://petition.e-dem.ua/severodonetsk
33
https://sed-rada.gov.ua/konsultaciyi-z-gromadskistyu
34
https://sd.ua/webcam-all
32
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this moment and instantly respond to emergency events, even without notifying them by phone. According
to the developed plan for the location of cameras, it is planned to cover the following categories of places:
administrative buildings, public places (squares, squares, parks, markets, etc.), places with a high
concentration of registration of criminal offenses and road accidents.
The currently available operational infrastructure in the city in different layers is presented as follow.
Sensing layer
In the sensing layer, 11 online video surveillance cameras have been installed. They have been working in
real35
Communication layer
For sensors are described above are used 3G, 4G networks

3.8.2 General current scheme
The high-level scheme of the current Severodonetsk Smart City ICT infrastructure is presented in the figure
68.

Figure 68 The high-level scheme of the current Severodonetsk Smart City ICT infrastructure

35

https://sd.ua/webcam
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From the scheme at the moment the ICT infrastructure of the smart city includes the following components:
public transport, video surveillance, air quality and weather. The available connection types can be used for
data transferring to data storages.
Open data can be obtained from national and local e-sources, not from the sensor layer. These sources play
important role in the smart city network.
Also, it is obvious, that the presented structure is scattered, there is no general decision for storing data and
access to information. Each type of sensor has its own data storage and its own application.
Sensing layer is presented by GPS sensors in public transport, video cameras in City hub and indoor
temperature/humidity/barometer sensors for air quality and weather monitoring.
Communication layer includes 3G, 4G, LAN and Wi–Fi connection.
Data layer
Free access data is available only in real time. The existing data sources and applications do not provide free
opportunities to use historical data for a certain period.
Now consortium partners aren`t directly linked/involved in the abovementioned aspects
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Chapter 4
4. Integrated and Interconnected City Ecosystems
4.1 Overview of selected pre-pilot, demonstration and replication areas in Dijon

Figure 69 The PED Area of Fontaine d’Ouche District

In Blue the Fontaine d’Ouche District; In Red the two replication areas; In Yellow the pre-pilot areas.
Details about Pre-pilot and Replication areas could be found in the RRSPONSE Project Grand Agreement. The
following subsections provide some information about demonstration areas. More details can also be found
in the RRSPONSE Project Grand Agreement.
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4.1.1 PEB 1
The selected PEB represents a wide variety of uses and has a net floor area of 17,316 m 2, including a sports
center, two residential apartment buildings (social housing) consisting of 83 and 56 dwellings respectively, a
kindergarten and a primary school and two car parks serving the needs of the citizens.

Figure 70 Overview of PEB 2

4.1.2 PEB 2
The second selected PEB has a net floor area of 16,923 m2, including three residential apartment buildings
(social housing) consisting of 40, 62 and 44 dwellings respectively, two kindergartens, two primary schools and
a recreation centre (within Amjou School), two car parks and a bleacher from a soccer field.
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Figure 71 Overview of PEB 1.2

4.2 Overview of selected pre-pilot, demonstration and replication areas in Turku
On June 11th, 2018 Turku approved its sustainable energy and climate action plan 2029 which includes climate
change mitigation and adaptation plans. The city strategic vision is a carbon neutral city area by 2029. This
objective is one of the most ambitious in the world, and Turku is well on its way towards achieving it. To
meet its goal, Turku strives to reduce greenhouse gases by 80 % compared to the 1990 level by year 2029. This
target will be reached through milestones that are set for each council term: by 2021, reducing emissions by
50 % compared to the 1990 level; by 2025, reducing emissions by at least 65-70 %; and finally, by 2029 at the
latest, reaching carbon neutrality and entirely compensating for any remaining emissions left. The heat, cold,
steam and electricity used in the Turku area will be produced in a carbon neutral manner at the latest in 2029
(considering compensations). The use of coal for energy will be phased out already in 2025.
The figure below shows the pre-pilot, demonstration and replication areas in Turku.
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Figure 72 The PED/PEB demonstration areas, the replication, and a pre-pilot area for Turku LHC

4.2.1 PEB 1
The selected PEB represents buildings of varying ages and uses and has a net floor area of 40543 m2.
The PEB includes residential apartment and mixed use buildings constructed in 1971 (cluster B4), 2004-2007
(cluster B5), 2011 (Ikituuri, B2), 2019 (Aitiopaikka, B1) and 2021 (Tyyssija, B3). Cumulatively, they are inhabited
by 1,024 occupants, which will be increased by another 250 upon Tyyssija’s completion. Two of the buildings
also include tertiary premises for grocery and retail shops, offices, restaurants and sport facilities. In PEB there
is a city bike-sharing station and e-vehicles charging station. The total yearly PEB demand (heating, electricity,
cooling) is 5.159MWh. Installed and planned RES include PV capacity 795MWh, heat pump upcycling from
heating 3.306MWh, heat pump upcycling from cooling 2.325MWh/a, and geothermal 338 MWh/a amounting
a total RES production 6.764MWh/a.
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Figure 73 The demonstration buildings (PEB) for Turku LHC altogether 13 buildings and 40,543 m²

Replication Districts are:
-

Replication District 1: Science Park – Itäharju

-

Replication District 2: Runosmäki

More details about these Districts could be found in RESPONSE project Gran Agreement.
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4.3 Overview of Integrated Solutions under IS4.1
The following Table 4 summarizes the innovative elements to be demonstrated and replicated during
RESPONSE separated by LHC. Responsible partners for the information provided or/and the implementation
of each IE is also given in these tables (subject to minor changes).
Table 4 TA#4 – Presentation of IS 4.1 Innovative Elements to be demonstrated in Dijon and Tuku LHs

Innovative Element (IE)

Demonstration
LHC

Technology providing
partners

IE 4.1.1 GENESYS tunnelling solution

Dijon

EDF / DM

IE 4.1.3 PEB Multi-Energy Dashboard

Dijon

EDF/ NetSeenergy (NS)

Dijon

DM

Merged

IE 4.1.2 Shared

Solution:

Data-lake

Energy
Climate
Platform

IE

4.1.4

Online

computation

Dijon

of

advanced energy and
climate indicators
IE 4.1.5 Energy-Climate

Dijon

EIFER

IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph ΑΙ

Turku

TCD

IE 4.1.7 Air-quality Journey planner

Turku

TCD, FMI

Turku

TUR-ENRG, VTT,

Dashboard

application for cyclists and pedestrians
IE 4.1.8 District heating, cooling and
flexibility control situational awareness

Egain, HOGFORS TCD

and anomaly detection
IE 4.1.9 Automated driving and Vehicle-

Turku

VTT

Turku

ELISA, SAH-JOK

to-vehicle communication of robot cars
via 5G
IE 4.1.10 5G Smart City lighting poles
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4.4 Overview of Integrated Solutions under IS4.2
The following Table 5 summarizes the innovative elements to be demonstrated and replicated during
RESPONSE separated by LHC. Responsible partners for the information provided or/and the implementation
of each IE is also given in these tables (subject to minor changes).
Table 5 Presentation of IS 4.2 Innovative Elements to be demonstrated in Dijon and Tuku LHs

Innovative Element (IE)

Demonstration
LHC

IE 4.2.1 EV charging points

Dijon

Merged Solution:

IE 4.2.2 Smart-charging

Dijon

Electric Mobility

infrastructure deployment

Tooling

planning tool

Studies

and

IE

4.2.3

partners
EDF, DREEV

Dijon

EIFER

IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging station

Turku

TYS

IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle charging Hubs

Turku

TYS

IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme

Turku

TYS

visualization

geographic

Technology providing

tool

for

enhanced decision-making
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Chapter 5
Detailed presentation of Integrated Solution
under IS4.1 - City Information Platformenabled innovations
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Chapter 5
5. Detailed presentation of Integrated Solution under IS4.1
This section will present detailed information around the IE identified and planned to be demonstrated in the
two LHCs, around the Integrated Solutions under IS4.1 on City Information Platform-enabled innovations.
These innovations comprise of:
a) in the city of Dijon, solutions around securely managing and monitoring energy assets/components, storing
of data in shared data-lake repositories and creating Multi-Energy Dashboards, to facilitate energy monitoring
on a PEB level, featuring advanced use of data mining and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, to
b) in the city of Turku, solution on the use of analytics and Machine Learning featuring real time anomaly
detection presented in the form of a Smart City Knowledge Graph, journey planner application based on air
quality, demonstration of automated driving with vehicle-to-vehicle communication of robot cars via 5G and
smart street lighting poles.
For each of these Innovative Elements, detailed information will be provided around the:
-

Pre-pilot phase, providing available information from each LHC where related elements have already
been tested, proving useful insights on the currently available technical know-how but also as a lessonlearnt and best-practices guide for the demonstration activities.

-

Demonstration phase, providing details on the planned activities towards the integration and
demonstration of the ISs in the two LHs cities, therefore paving the way for the core activities of WP6
and WP7.

-

Replication phase, presenting a first planning of the replication master planning, for both LHs and
Fellow cities (as preliminary activities of WP8).
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5.1 IE 4.1.1 GENESYS tunnelling solution

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.1 GENESYS tunnelling solution

LHC

Dijon

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Vojislav Stojanovic (EDF R&D)

Innovation owner
Technology providing partner

EDF / DM

5.1.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The IE GeneSys is a set of solutions for control, supervision and management of electrical grids and assets,
developed entirely at EDF R&D. It consists of software, hardware and engineering processes. Altogether, they
form an ecosystem which is normalized according to IEC standards, interoperable, agile and cyber secured.
The central component of GeneSys is the communication software named eCore. Its main role is to implement
the needed industrial protocols and APIs, and enable the communication with different devices of a given
system (for example inverters, battery management systems, protection relays etc.). There are many
supported protocols/APIs: Modbus, IEC 61850, IEC 60870-5-104, API REST, MQTT etc.
Signals harnessed thanks to communication protocols are afterwards mapped to the data model. The model
is made according to IEC 61850-7-4 semantics, and is uploaded to eCore by using standardised SCL (Substation
Configuration Language) file format. It is IEC 61850 file format based on XML (Extensible Markup Language).
This way, each data model used in GeneSys can be easily read by any other 61850 compliant device or tool.
The second GeneSys product to be deployed in the project is called EMPAIR (Equipement Modulaire de
Protection des Accès Industriels Répartis, in French). It is a hardware and software solution used in industrial
environments such as electrical substations, renewable energy plants etc. EMPAIR has several cyber security
features on the software and on the hardware level. Its main purpose is to protect TSOs/DSOs information
system against on one side, and on-site devices on the other side. EMPAIR is presented in the figure 74.
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Figure 74 EMPAIR’s hardware component

For the purpose of control and monitoring of self-consumption energy system, an EMPAIR will be
commissioned in the city of Dijon. An instance of eCore software will be installed on it and configured to
communicate with all the assets: zinium batteries, second life batteries, hot water tanks etc. The data will then
be transferred to the energy management system in charge of optimization. The architecture is presented in
the figure 75.

Figure 75 Self-consumption control system architecture

As illustrated, the main algorithm Energy Management System(EMS) is placed on a distant server. By playing
the role of a gateway device, GeneSys will assure the secured way of communication between EMS and the
assets. The tunnel is resilient and secured according to IEC 62351 standard.
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5.1.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
GeneSys tunnelling solution has been tested successfully by EDF on over 30 sites worldwide including France,
Italy and Greece. The use cases include wind farms, PV farms of different sizes, energy storage applications,
real– time virtual power plants, asset management, electrical substation supervision and control. The most
recent implementation of eCore with EMPAIR was done in 2020 for Enedis, where the solution was used to
establish a secured monitoring and control of renewable energy producers on middle voltage level.
All those projects have pushed GeneSys forward in terms of code industrialization, but also in terms of O&M
activities. There is a big number of ongoing projects, and the EDF R&D team has grown significantly in order
to be at disposal for commissioning and troubleshooting tasks. One of the most common architectures used
in those projects is depicted below.

Figure 76 GeneSys architecture

In this use case, two instances of GeneSys eCore software have been installed. The first one is on-site, near
other electrical devices, and is embedded in EMPAIR hardware. The second one is distant and is localised in
the dispatching centre, integrated into the information system of our clients. Two GeneSys instances
communication via secured tunnel by using either one of IEC 61850 protocols, either IEC 60870-5-104
protocol.
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5.1.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
Within RESPONSE, GeneSys ecosystem will be deployed on the scale of positive energy blocs (PEB) in Dijon. A
self-consumption solution will be applied in two PEBs, and GeneSys will be used to establish the interface with
all the critical assets. The PEBs are presented in the following figures.

Figure 77 Positive energy blocks in Dijon

Both PEBs have energy consumers to be supplied and assets like PV, EV charging stations, batteries and hot
water tanks. The preliminary control architecture is presented in the Figure 75.
The first step in installing GeneSys within the RESPONSE project is the clarification of the communication
interface with each asset. Afterwards, the final control architecture will be fixed, with the description of all
use cases and operation modes. As soon as all the needed protocols and APIs are identified, EDF R&D will start
the development of new protocols for GeneSys, if needed. In the same time, the separate communication
tests with each device manufacturers will be planned. The goal is to validate the communication with each
asset separately before the commissioning in 2022.
Another interface to asses is the one with the Data Lake of Dijon Metropole. The plan is to get an agreement
on which data have to be sent to the data lake via GeneSys, and on the API to be used.
Finally, the commissioning off the system will take place in 2022. After the system reception, the EDF R&D
team will stay at the disposal of Dijon Metropole for all maintenance and troubleshooting services.
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5.1.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Dijon and FCs
5.1.4.1 Dijon Replication planning
GeneSys solutions are modular, standardized and thus easily replicable. Since GeneSys is configured with XML
files, it is simple to reuse them for any future implementation. If there are new communication interfaces to
be added, the configuration of GeneSys can be quickly expanded. The same applies to the IEC 61850 data
model.
When it comes to EMPAIR, it is provided with the Linux operation system and cyber security applications, but
there are no functional constraints whatsoever. The same device can be applied for any system architecture
and use case. From that point of view, eCore and EMPAIR can be taken into consideration for replication in
other cities of RESPONSE project.
On a larger scale, GeneSys ecosystem is even able to manage the whole asset parks, so groups of several smart
cities could be monitored together in order to have advanced data analytics possibilities. EDF, R&D propose
tools for managing a bigger number of GeneSys instances in different sites.

5.1.4.2 Replication planning in the Fellow Cities
The table 6 summarises the preliminary assessment and identified needs and opportunities for the replication
of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.
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Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.1.1 GENESYS tunnelling solution
Brussels
Zaragosa

The City of Brussels is interested in the GENESYS tunnelling solution, since the

City is currently reorganizing its whole IT infrastructure.
Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project

It is suitable for any type of building, and by monitoring and forecasting
energy consumption, resources can be managed correctly.
We can use this technical solution in the future within the Cornisa
Amusement Park within the Municipality of Botosani, a park managed by the
Botosani

Municipality of Botosani, powered by medium voltage. For new monitoring
we must request the consumption data from the electricity distributor. We
cannot verify and control this electricity consumption. The only improvement
made by Botosani Municipality was the installation of reactive energy
compensation batteries. The Cornisa leisure park is one of the largest
consumers of electricity under the administration of Botosani Municipality.
Currently the city of Ptolemaida is not interested in this type of replication activity.

Ptolemaida

This is due to the low level of integration of data systems that currently exist.
Moreover, data collection may be an issue and a time consuming task.

Gabrovo

MoG will not study this IE – not relevant

This IE is a comprehensive solution that automates control, supervision and
management of electrical grids and assets. However, at the moment, the
limitations are: the low level of digitalization and the lack of automation of
Severodonetsk

the processes of metering energy consumption by the end user. These are
because the lack of smart meters in residential and office buildings and the
lack of a common urban IT infrastructure. Therefore, this IE will not be
considered at the present moment.

Table 6 Replication potential for IE 4.1.1 GENESYS tunnelling solution
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5.2 IE 4.1.3 PEB Multi-Energy Dashboard

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.3 PEB Multi-Energy Dashboard

LHC

Dijon

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points
Innovation owner
Technology providing partner

EDF/Datanumia

5.2.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The Multi-site Multi-Energy Dashboard, provided by Datanumia (previously NetSeenergy), is a remote energymonitoring tool in order to:


follow multi-fluid (water, heat, gas, electricity) consumption and production



prevent/alert abnormal data



assess energy efficiency action plan

Contrary to the shared Datalake in Dijon, the Multi-site Multi-Energy Dashboard (iBoard) aims to focus on the
PEBs/buildings layer, so that they can measure their energy efficiency throughout the RESPONSE project. The
solution will check the energy performance of the PEBs.
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Figure 78 Overview of ICT in Dijon

The iBoard will gather real-time data from various energy smart sensors in the building, store and share them
through a web platform that analyses the efficiency and the cost coming from the building. Moreover, an
energy Manager helps to manage better energy assets and prevent potential leaks/misuses in energy
networks.
This solution is already fully developed by Datanumia and more than 20,000 sites are already equipped.
Nevertheless, in Dijon, Datanumia will have to deal with agglomerated data rather than raw data coming from
usual sensors in order to get a deployment easier to replicate for the future. In that way, energy suppliers
(especially ENEDIS) have to provide a solution to Datanumia to collect such data (new sensors in the netwotk,
API HUB...).
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Figure 79 Overview of the iBoard Solution

Local network communication between smart sensors and data storage platform represents a key aspect in
the deployment of the iBoard Solution. It can be done in two ways : either wireless (through LoRa network),
either hardwire.
On the other hand, the communication between the local network to the global platform accessible through
a web platform has to be defined and multiple solutions exist according to the situation (LoRa network, ADSL,
GPRS). A technical visit will be planned to fix the way the solution will be deployed in the PEBs.

Figure 80 iBoard Web platform
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The iBoard Web platform is a user-based real-time data service following the multi-energy flows. The website
is only accessible to building operators and managers, not the inhabitants.
Several widgets enables to configure the features and the issues of interest:


multi-site monitoring (energy efficiency comparison between buildings in the PEB)



energy-contract management



advanced indicators automatically updated (moving averages, energy consumption profile...)



alerts to prevent leakage or misuse



energy performance action plans

Figure 81 iBoard Web platform action plans feature

5.2.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
The solution has already been successfully deployed with 5 public actors:


Conseil départemental du Pas de Calais



Communauté d’Agglomération de La Rochelle



Communauté d’Agglomération de ROISSY-Pays de France



Conseil départemental de l’Oise



Ville de Vénissieux

For the Communauté d’Agglomération de La Rochelle, the iBoard solution has been developed in an energy
consuming media library built in 1996. This public actor, wishing to refurbish the building, decided to back it
with a support monitoring tool. Thus, La Rochelle can fully estimate the range of the renovation undertaken.
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Thanks to the data collected with sensors (52,000 per year) and then shared through the web platform (data
analytics and data science), the media library has become more energy efficient with adapted action plans.
For the Conseil départemental du Pas de Calais, the iBoard platform has been deployed on 166 sites, mostly
academic places, but also gymnasium or administrative offices (prefecture). Since 2013, more than 300,000€
has been saved thanks to the smart energy monitoring tool. Many water leakages or abnormal consumptions
were prevented early due to the real-time data and analysis. Furthermore, the deployment of LoRa network
has enabled to lower installation cost and to guarantee a reliable, autonomous, low-flow communication
between sensors to local data storage platform.

Figure 82 Overview of Multi Site Monitoring (Pas de Calais)

5.2.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
The dashboard will be deployed in Dijon on three different levels: building / PEB / inter PEB in order to get
detailed or agglomerated views and make relevant comparisons. This enables to validate the development of
energy positive blocks in Dijon and to innovate on the usual use case of the iBoard (developed at the building
scale). The key innovation and technical point for iBoard in RESPONSE project deals with the agglomerated
data collection rather than raw data. This enables a deployment easier to replicate but solutions with energy
suppliers must be discussed. Moreover, agglomerated data are still untapped but gives a consistent and
relevant viewpoint.
The iBoard will be deployed/developed through a three-step approach:
1. Technical meetings with energy suppliers (water  SUEZ, heat  CORIANCE, electricity  ENEDIS) to
discuss the collection of agglomerated data
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2. Technical visit to adapt sensors and general meters
3. Showing results to stakeholders (Dijon Metropolis, energy suppliers, building managers) +
communication to the inhabitants
The agglomerated data collected by iBoard will be anonymized and respect RGPD legislation.

5.2.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Dijon and FCs
5.2.4.1 Dijon Replication planning
The Multi-site Multi-Energy Dashboard can be easily replicated in Dijon as the technology is based on the
building layer and does not interfere with the other parts of the ICT.
5.2.4.2 Replication planning in the Fellow Cities
Table 7 summarises the preliminary assessment and identified needs and opportunities for the replication of
the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.1.3 PEB Multi-Energy Dashboard
The City is currently investigating the opportunities related with the digital twin
technology and planning to launch a scoping mission for the development of a digital
twin in the current of 2022 (depending on budgetary constraints). The use cases

Brussels

tackled by the digital twin still need to be selected, but the monitoring of the PED
seems a promising one. Furthermore, as part of the JPI Cities4PED project, the City
of Brussels is tasked to develop a digital community dashboard for the PED, which
will allow to analyse and visualize energy data from the district. This dashboard
could be a first step towards the development of a digital twin for the PED.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project

Information from a multi-energy dashboard and the Energy-Climate
dashboard can be integrated. This will provide the municipality with a
Botosani

powerful tool for monitoring and awareness, obtaining a comprehensive
overview of consumption in buildings.
The municipality of Botosani has a database for all units subordinated to the
Local Council on energy consumption (in Excel), but these data are
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transmitted by each unit quarterly. Being reports sent by the employees of
the institutions, we encounter difficulties regarding the erroneous data
transmitted by them, not being specialized personnel. The energy
department makes certain checks and periodic training. A monitoring of
energy consumption for all buildings subordinated to the Local Council is
mandatory in Romania, they must be submitted annually to the Ministry of
Energy.
Currently the city of Ptolemaida is not interested in this type of replication activity.

Ptolemaida

This is due to the low level of integration of data systems that currently exist.
Moreover, data collection may be an issue and a time-consuming task. Also, there
are no official building operators.
MoG is interested in Multi-Level Multi-Energy Dashboard and will study the element
for potential replication. The specific objectives to be pursued are to monitor the
actual energy performance of PED buildings and overall environmental performance
and assess against the local regulations and norms. In addition, it will be an element
that will increase public awareness and will induce the citizens of Gabrovo to behave

Gabrovo

more responsibly from energy and environmental perspective.
Potential barrier for its implementation is the low level of internal technical
expertise at MoG.
The replication will be done at building level – Dashboards will potentially be
installed in the public buildings included in the PED (MoG Administrative building,
Healthcare Center, Orlovets sports hall).

Severodonetsk

This could be interesting, in particular in connection with the post–project PEB
replication. However, further investigation into the potentials is needed.

Table 7 Replication potential for IE 4.1.3 PEB Multi-Energy Dashboard
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5.3 Merged Solution: Energy-Climate Platform

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 – MERGED SOLUTION:
ENERGY CLIMATE PLATFORM
INNOVATIVE ELEMENT (IE)

IE4.1.2 (SHARED DATA-LAKE )
+ IE 4.1.4 (ONLINE COMPUTATION OF ADVANCED ENERGY AND CLIMATE
INDICATORS )

+ IE 4.1.5 (ENERGY CLIMATE DASHBOARD).
LHC

DIJON METROPOLIS

LHC MANAGER

ERIC TOURTE (EDF), OANEZ CODET HACHE (DM)

TA LEADER RESPONSIBLE

SAMUEL THIRIOT (EIFER)

IS LEADER RESPONSIBLE

DAVID FAU (DM), SAMUEL THIRIOT (EIFER)

IE RESPONSIBLE / CONTACT POINTS

NADÈGE ALLEGRI-MARTINY (UBFC), OMAR BENHAMID (EIFER), MATHIEU
BOILLEAUT (ATMO), DAVID FAU (DM), AMÉLIE GRELAUD (EIFER), BENJAMIN
POHL (UBFC/BGS), SAMUEL THIRIOT (EIFER), CHRISTOPHE NICOLLE
(UBFC/CIAD)

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDING PARTNER

DM + UBFC/BGS + UBFC/CIAD + EIFER + ATMO

Role and goal
The Energy-Climate Platform brings the benefits of smart city for climate change mitigation (monitor energy
climate plans, support concertation) and adaptation to climate change (monitor and predict local
temperatures and air quality):
-

The platform automatically gathers data on the energy distributed on the territory. This data is
initially collected by energy providers thanks to smart meters. Other sensor data might also be
connected if available (such as mobility monitoring data). A shared datalake collects it and shares it
with partners’ automatic processing layers. Data might also be inserted manually by the metropolis
when it will be available (for alimentation, agriculture, wood consumption, sociodemographic data,
etc.). Several indicators are computed regarding energy. (i) Indicators to monitor the achievement of
the goals defined in the energy climate plans (deployment of renewable energy, reduction of GHG,
reduction of energy demand). (ii) Indicators monitoring the projects or actions part of the energy
climate plan, to be used to support concertation with stakeholders: depending availability of data,
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mobility, PEB, PV power plans, etc. will be monitored. (iii) Indicators related to the evolution of
climate: average temperature, days of heat wave, etc. (iv) Usage of hybrid AI methods to create new
knowledge on the dynamics of energy and environmental conditions, and to facilitate the
understanding of indicators by the audience.
-

The platform automatically gathers sensor data regarding the status of the environment: micro
sensors for air quality, and micro sensors for temperature. These measures at specific locations are
then extrapolated into maps of temperature and air quality at the surface of the metropolis, and
maps of day-ahead predictions. These maps will be used by the Metropolis to identify the inhabitants
who might be exposed to hazardous environmental conditions, and recommend the safe and
comfortable locations in case of heat waves. They might also be used by inhabitants themselves (to
see where to go out for leisure, for instance), by the institutions managing public (schools, hospitals,
etc.), by institutions managing staff working in the territory (workers, delivery companies), or for
tertiary activities.

Innovative Elements
The Energy-Climate Platform groups together the following innovative elements: IE4.1.2 (Shared Data-lake),
IE 4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy and climate indicators) and IE 4.1.5 (Energy Climate
Dashboard).

Energy
Providers

Data sharing
Open data

Sensors

Dashboard

Dijon
DATA LAKE

Manual

Shared Datalake
Hybrid AI

Temperatu
re

air
quality

Energy
carbon

Energy Climate
Dashboard

&
Energy & Climate Indicators

Figure 83 Integrated Elements (rectangles), functional elements (orange) and their interconnections in the Energy
Climate Platform. The arrows represent automatic flows of data (1)

They are articulated functionally as depicted in Figure 83:
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-

The Shared Data lake (IE 4.1.2), designed, deployed and operated by DM, collects data from peer
information systems and manual inputs, then shares data with API, and hosts the execution of the
computation of indicators, then publishes part of this data to partners or openly (Open Data Base).

-

The Online Energy & Climate Indicators (IE4.1.4) are automatically computed on a regular basis. They
take as input data the information already crushed by peer information systems, for energy
distributed on the territory of interest, the temperature and air quality at various sensor places, and
data manually inserted. They automatically produce indicators over time and space (raster maps for
air quality and temperature; vector maps and time series for indicators for energy and GHG emissions).
These indicators are designed, implemented, maintained by several RESPONSE Partners: UBFC/BGS
for temperatures; ATMO and UBFC/BGS for air quality; EIFER for energy and GHG emissions;
UBFC/CIAD for hybrid AI. In practice, they are managed in the project as several distinct sub–
Innovative Elements.

-

The Energy & Climate Dashboard (IE4.1.5) designed and maintained by EIFER, displays the indicators
related to environment (air quality, temperatures) and energy computed by the partners. It connects
the Shared Datalake (IE 4.1.2) to retrieve the information computed by partners (IE4.1.4) so it can be
used by Dijon Metropolis (and other users) to monitor climate plans and preserve inhabitants.

Organization for the Energy Climate Platform
“Energy Climate Platform” is managed locally at Dijon Metropolis: part of the COTECH (technical committee
with LHC managers and elected officials), monitored weekly by the LHC managers TA4 and IS4.1 leaders, and
is animated by the IS4.1 leader in the form of workshops every 3 weeks.
Two elements are in the critical path for the Energy Climate Platform:
-

Being central, the shared datalake enables any operation on every aspect related to data. In term of
calendar, before the deployment of the datalake, partners can’t test connections to it, can’t deploy
their solutions, etc. In terms of nature of data, if a partner wants to manipulate raster maps, time
series, symbols, metadata, the datalake should accept it. The frequency of data retrieval, volumes of
data and therefore precision of data also depend on the datalake. Regarding processing capabilities,
if the partners expect their code to work within the shared datalake (as a flow processing, or as a
virtual machines running code calling APIs for reading and insertion), then the datalake should plan it
technically and on an organizational point of view. The shared datalake being subcontracted by DM
after a public call for tender, it comes with constraints on agenda, and a need to frame expectations
as early as possible. In order to secure the datalake, DM asked for consultancy (CGI inc.) on its own
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funds. In practice, DM intends to publish its call for tender in October 2021, and targets a first version
of the datalake in 2022.
-

If the datalake is the shell dedicated to the collection, storage and sharing of data, it is useless as long
as it does not contain the necessary data. Data collection requires to identify and lever legal &
regulatory barriers (permission to access/share the data), to get acceptance by partners who should
provide the data, and to create and maintain the technical aspects to gather the data automatically.

The data to be collected depends on the needs identified for the indicators & energy climate dashboard.
The shared datalake will be technically defined according to the data it should access, store and share. As
a consequence, the progress on the Energy Climate Platform depends on the clarification of use cases
and user needs. In order to secure this critical path, we adopted three-step dynamics:
1) DM & EIFER first wrote the use cases foreseen at the time of submission of the RESPONSE proposal.
This constituted a first general goal, thus giving grasp to discussion between partners (finished in April
2021).
2) EIFER (as TA4 lead) animates the concertation between the partners to list the potential use cases
they might foresee based on their expertise on their area of expertise (data usage for DM,
temperatures for UBFC/BGS, air quality for ATMO and UBFC/BGS, hybrid AI for UBFC/CIAD, energy
and GHG with EIFER and ATMO). This takes the form of a document of general functional needs
coedited with the partners after peer to peer interviews (finished June 2021).
3) EIFER (as developer of the Energy Climate Dashboard) subcontracts a study on user needs, with the
support or EDF (as partner bringing expertise on ergonomics), driven by European-certified
ergonomists following a user-centred design approach. They will use the steps 1 and 2 as an input.
They will interview about 25 potential users (elected, technical services of DM, other public bodies,
inhabitants, etc.) to identify their activities regarding energy climate plans and environmental
conditions. They will deliver a short list of features in September 2021, and a proposal of indicators
and user interface for these features in December 2021.
These three steps should refine more and more the use cases. DM uses the result of step two to feed in its
subcontracting process. The needs will be clarified by M12 of the RESPONSE project, in line with Master
Planning process managed in T3.1.
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5.3.1 Shared Datalake (IE 4.1.2)

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4

Innovative Element (IE)

IE4.1.2 (Shared Data-lake)

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Resposible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points

David Fau (DM)

Technology providing partner

DM + UBFC/CIAD + EIFER

5.3.1.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The shared datalake stores heterogeneous data dynamically and constantly updated by heterogeneous
providers, respecting the volume, variety and velocity requirements of Big Data. This datalake will aggregate
spatial data (maps, raster) and semantic data (such as labels added on curves, and concepts of the city explicitly
formulated into ontologies) and will be used as the interface among the partners of the consortium; thus,
guaranteeing access of partners to the data. Therefore, we have to refer to the state of art on information
structuration.
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Figure 84 State of the art of information structuration © 2021 Groupe CGI inc

With 19 local partners working on the local experimentation in the PEB, the local infrastructure needs to
organize and rationalize the several flows of data transiting between each one. Some partners do not have
the appropriate architecture to store historical measurement data, or provide the respective API to request
data. There is also less capability to apply any data model on them, or insert them into time series or spatial
localization.

Figure 85 Combined stakes © 2021 Groupe CGI inc.
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The shared datalake aims to offer to the local partners a repository to store historical and collected data, apply
on them a knowledge-based system provided by the CIAD laboratory, contextualize them on a spatial and
temporal environment. For data consumers, it offers the opportunity to access to heterogeneous data
provided by different partners through a unique generic API provided by only one platform: the share datalake.

Figure 86 Logical architecture components and features © 2021 Groupe CGI inc.

Another aspect that will be studied during the project is the capacity to integrate in the share datalake
computing environment for partners that need to perform code execution (such as linear regression model…)
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One of the goals of the actual prospective study by Dijon Métropole is to identify the right architecture to
meet the objectives, using the right components among this landscape of solutions.

Figure 87 Data and IA Lanscape 2020 © Matt Turck & FirstMark – mattturck.com/data2020

The main purpose of these months is to define the expectations and needs from the partners who will
exchange with the shared datalake, to specify the right architecture.
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Figure 88 Example of target architecture © 2021 Groupe CGI inc.

5.3.1.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
The OnDijon infrastructure already operates a data lake, i.e., a place where several ICT infrastructure merge
information, and are organized for data governance (Chief Data Officer).
The OnDijon smart city project, a 105€M contract financed by Dijon Metropolis, the Region of Bourgogne
France-Comte and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) made Dijon Metropolis the first fully
digital public administration in France.
The OnDijon dynamics includes many facets which include the development of ICT infrastructures, installation
or upgrade of urban assets, dynamics with local actors, and organizational changes in the metropolis regarding
the management of planning, data governance.
In a first part of this long-term project:


OnDijon reduced energy consumption by 65% thanks to a renovation of 34,000 lighting units with LED;



OnDijon relies on the EDF CitéGestion MUSE tool to manage urban assets (retractable access points,
street furniture, traffic lights, security in 180 municipal buildings), manage the maintenance planning
and operations, thus improving the quality of service delivered to inhabitants;
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A connected command post across all 23 cities of the Metropolis was inaugurated on April 2019, which
gathers security, police and security, mobility, and snow command posts as well as citizens call center,
thus enabling better coordination of the public services offered to inhabitants;



Sensors for air quality, temperature, mobility are gathered through an IoT communication bus, based
on Apache ActiveMQ, and are inserted using a rule engine powered by Node-RED into a data lake
based on Apache Cassandra exposed with APIs using a NodeJS server.

OnDijon stands as the first pillar of the Dijon’s smart city dynamics devoted to the management of
infrastructures. Thanks to this experience, Dijon Metropole developed skills on data governance, management
of IT and IOT infrastructure and open data. During RESPONSE, the shared datalake will build a second pillar of
the smart city devoted to energy (usages, potential reduction for mitigation of climate change) and climate
(expected impacts, adaptation resilience). The existing OnDijon infrastructure for the collection of sensor data
will be used to feed the new data lake using webservices.

Figure 89 Architecture of the OnDijon Infrastructure

5.3.1.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
UB/CIAD laboratory will support the definition of the knowledge model based on a review of the scientific
literacy and the interviews of the domain experts.
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Dijon Metropole will create a datalake able to store quantitative structured data, geospatial data, and
ontologies; this call will include components devoted to the management of user and permissions, APIs to
expose streams of data, APIs to query quantitative data, spatial data and ontologies, and a component to
generate the dictionary of data and display it as webpages.
Flows of information will be created between the Information Systems of ENEDIS (electricity counters),
CORIANCE (Heat networks monitoring), the existing OnDijon monitoring infrastructure (mobility, temperature,
air quality) and the ATMO Information System (predictions of air quality).
5.3.1.4 Replication Potential
The shared datalake is provided to cover all the local territory at the scale of the metropolis. Thus, it will be
understandably reused for any other similar dynamics in the Metropolis.
Succeeding in the provision of such a central data architecture depends on the ICT baselines in the territory
and the local partners’ dynamics in data sharing, governance and legal aspects. It also needs to serve multiple
themes to share investments in the several territorial projects. The shared datalake in Dijon Metropolis, first
built to facilitate/accelerate data sharing in RESPONSE, will also be useful and an opportunity for another
project of Dijon Metropolis on a sustainable food system for 2030. It is the willingness of the public
organisation to manage data in its territory by itself.
The replication of such a solution to another territory raises many potential barriers:
-

The cost is high (negotiation and agreement to access data with data providers; design, deployment
and maintenance of the ICT infrastructure; legal analysis of the responsibilities attached to data
management). As a consequence, such a dynamic need to serve several territorial dynamics to share
investments between these projects and should likely not be limited to sole design of a dashboard.
Yet this also constitutes an investment which supports the dynamics of a Metropolis in the
engagement of partners in energy transition and decarbonation; it triggers interactions, partnerships
and innovations; it opens possibility of valorisation of data and new business possibilities; it also
supports the core activities of public bodies on territories, including concertation, project monitoring,
decarbonation, and communication.

-

It requires a structured organization and governance: IT department, Chief Data Officer, Data
Protection Officer, sponsors in the organization (elected officials). Not only this organization should
exist within the organization in charge of centralizing the data, but it should also spread to data
providers such as energy providers, mobility actors.
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-

Replication of the RESPONSE datalake in Dijon Metropolis in another city can take benefit of the
RESPONSE project: identification of the potential use cases of such a platform to support mitigation
and adaptation; identification of data availability on a territory; identification of formats which
facilitate the interconnection of systems; definition of KPIs (Key Performance indicators) formula and
their visual presentation; general IT architecture; technologies selected after analysis. These facets
should simplify the replication to another territory and lower the cost of such a replication.

5.3.2 Air Quality Indicators

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4

Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy and climate
indicators): Air Quality Indicators

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Resposible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Nadège Allegri-Martiny (UBFC), Mathieu Boilleaut (ATMO)

Technology providing partner

ATMO + UBFC/BGS + DM

5.3.2.1

Solution overview and technical description of IE

5.3.2.1.1

Overview of the proposed solution

The objective of the work is to provide air quality data on the territory of Dijon Metropolis, at different scales
and for different uses. The data set provided will give a detailed view of this theme, offering:


the display of high-spatial resolution maps showing the distribution of different air pollutants



the visualisation of pollutants measured with both reference and micro- air quality stations installed
in the Dijon Metropolis



the possibility of aggregating data over time to provide a set of indicators, particularly with regards to
European Directives



the implementation of short-term air quality forecasts for today and tomorrow
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Beyond the interest of gathering and disseminating this information on air quality, this work will make it
possible to set up a major innovation on the modelling and mapping of air quality on a city scale. This
innovation concerns the use of the measurements of the network constituted of twenty UBFC/IRD QameleO
micro-stations spread over the Dijon metropolis to correct, refine and improve the daily maps of air quality
resulting from ATMO’s modelling and forecasting platform.
5.3.2.1.2

Technical specification

Air quality monitoring in Dijon Metropolis is implemented with different complementary tools:


Air quality measurements based on the AASQA ATMO BFC reference stations

In Dijon Metropolis, the regulatory monitoring of air quality is ensured by the deployment of various tools,
including a network of few referenced fixed stations. This history network is installed, managed and operated
in accordance with the European directives defining the organization of monitoring (Directives 2004/107/CE
and 2008/50/CE). A fixed station houses one or more analysers, each of which measures a specific pollutant
continuously and automatically. At least, regulated pollutants such as ozone O3, nitrogen oxides NOx, and
particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5) are measured. On the territory of Dijon metropolis, we count four fixed
stations.

Figure 90 Map of air quality measurement stations Atmo BFC
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Air quality measurements based on the UBFC/IRD QameleO micro-stations network

QameleO (Quality of Air Module for Environmental Learning Engineering and Observation) is an original air
quality measurement micro-station, based on a low-cost concept, modular in terms of measured variables,
autonomy (100% mains, 100% battery, or hybrid solution) or connection (GSM, Lora, Wi -fi in particular).
Developed in 2018 by the Biogeosciences (UBFC and Ummisco (IRD) laboratories), QameleO is under software
license since 2021. The tenth of QameleO already installed in Dijon offer validated/scientific measurements
of concentrations in particulate matter of diameter less than 10 µm (PM10), 2.5 µm (PM2.5) and 1 µm (PM1)
and indicate the air temperature and relative humidity. Twenty QameleO micro-stations are planned for
installation in Dijon by the end of 2022.

Figure 91 The QameleO Network in July 2020



Air quality forecasting platform

Modelling and spatialization tools complement the measurement systems described above in order to
estimate the air quality at any point in the territory (annual data and daily forecasts are now available through
modelling). Among these tools, an operational platform has been developed by ATMO BFC to provide daily
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maps of air quality forecasts for the Dijon metropolis. At the core of this platform, ATMO BFC implements
SIRANE, which is an atmospheric dispersion model for urban air quality. SIRANE was developed over 15 years
by the group AIR - Atmosphere, Impact & Risk of the Laboratoire de Mécanique des Fluides et d'Acoustique of
the Ecole Centrale de Lyon.

Figure 92 Daily maps of air quality forecasts for the Dijon metropolis

The ambition of the project and of the partnership between ATMO BFC and UB/Biogéosciences is based on
the articulation of a network of QameleO micro-sensors with the existing network of reference stations with
a view to correct the raw outputs of the forecast platform as explain in figure 93. The results of this work will
make available high-resolution PM10 and PM2.5 maps for D-1, D0 and D+1 ( D = Day).
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Figure 93 Data framework for correction of air quality map using QameleO and modelling

The steps in the work to be developed are:
-

the implementation of an automatic validation process for QameleO micro-station data in order to
remove outliers, inconsistent or defective values.

-

the development of a methodology for correcting the raw modelling maps using valid measurements
from QameleO sensors based on 2 steps:
o

correction of the raw forecasts at the QameleO measurement points using a statistical
learning method,

o

spatialization of this correction on the whole map by means of a geostatistical interpolation
method.

-

the implementation of the correction methodology in the operational forecasting platform in order to
apply this correction on a daily basis.

-

the dissemination of all mapped results for PM10 and PM2.5 in the RESPONSE datalake.
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5.3.2.1.3

Foreseen/Needed extensions

Table 8 details the specifications of the maps.
Corrected air quality maps :
File format

Geotiff

Mesh

10 meters

Geographic coordinate system

Lambert 93

Pollutants

PM10, PM2.5
Daily average (optional: hourly average for D-1)

Terms

D-1, D+0, D+1

Availability

Once a day (around 10 a.m.)

Numbers of files per day

6
Table 8 specifications of the air quality maps

Others air quality maps (without correction):
File format

Geotiff

Mesh

10 meters

Geographic coordinate system

Lambert 93

Pollutants

Ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), indice ATMO
Daily maximum

Terms

D-1, D+0, D+1

Availability

Once a day (around 10 a.m.)

Numbers of files per day

9
Table 9 Additional specifications of the air quality maps

All the tasks on air quality indicators will require a collaboration with CIAD to work on automation processes,
as well as investigate the possibility of implementing machine learning algorithms and artificial intelligence to
improve data processing and develop predictive system.
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5.3.2.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
5.3.2.2.1

Modelling and forecasting correction experience

Within the framework of the forecasting of pollution episodes and the triggering of prefectural procedures on
a regional scale, ATMO BFC uses an inter-regional modelling platform called PREV'EST. This forecasting
platform is managed by ATMO Grand Est, in partnership with Atmo BFC, and covers eastern France, western
Germany, Luxembourg and a large part of Switzerland. The forecasts of this platform are issued from a
sequence of treatments involving the following models:


Weather: GFS with WPS 4.1 and WRF3.936



Chemistry: CHIMERE V2017r437

Figure 94 Example of a map from the Prev'Est platform with the zoning covered




36
37

https://www.mmm.ucar.edu/weather-research-and-forecasting-model

https://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere/
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In the development and improvement of the Prev'Est platform, significant work has been done to use air
quality measurements to correct modelling. The raw chemistry outputs are processed in two phases:


A statistical adaptation of the classification by Random Forests and Multiple Linear Regression, at the
level of the background measurement stations present in the area.



Then, the results of this statistical adaptation, which are specific, are mapped by kriging of the
measurement/model differences.

The corrections are performed 3 times a day (8am, 10am and 4pm). This work can be used as an example and
methodological basis for the development that the UBFC and ATMO BFC will carry out in the framework of the
RESPONSE project.
5.3.2.2.2

Qameleo experiments

Figure 95 Examples of two QameleO micro-stations settled in Dijon metropolis : the Janin Square frequented by
children
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Figure 96 Examples of two QameleO micro-stations settled in Dijon metropolis the Gauchat street at proximity of a
traffic lane

The QameleO network was installed in Dijon in the frame of the POPSU PURE research program (2019-2021),
funded by the Ministry of the ecological transition and Dijon Metropolis. This experiment enabled to validate
and correct the PM10 and PM2.5 measurements from the QameleO micro-stations settled in a real urban
environment. It was also the opportunity to test the robustness of the “ground implantation index” defined
theoretically, based on criteria such as pollution sources (for instance traffic), site opening (height of
neighbouring buildings, width traffic lanes), presence of vegetation, population density. This criteria grid
ensures the diversity and representativity of the QameleO site. The QameleO micro-stations are then all
installed on candelabra supports according to standardized rules (for instance at 3-meters high on urban
candelabra support). This triple approach guarantees the scientific quality of the QameleO network and data
provided, as well as the possibility to generalize the methodology to other cities. Dijon is a pilot site for highspatial air quality network. QameleO is now being installed in Dakar (Senegal), Benin (Cotonou) and Côte
d’Ivoire (Abidjan) based on the Dijon experiment. The main limitation of the QameleO network could be one
of its strengths: its collaborative aspect. Indeed, the QameleO implantation requires authorization of the
metropolis. Another limitation could be the meteorological conditions that we did not consider in the
correction scheme of PM10 and PM2.5 yet because we miss long enough temporal depth data sets.
5.3.2.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
The results of this work will provide additional input to the energy-climate platform.
As for now, QameleO sensors are being implemented in Dijon Metropolis and UB/Biogéosciences is collecting
its data. These data will help to improve the knowledge of the various territorial actors, to better monitor
environmental factors to protect the population and to adapt to climate change. Data will be made available
in different formats, at different scales, for different users.
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Since May 2021, bibliography and works on methodology have begun. Then, the realisation (implementation,
data processing, coding) is planned between January 2022 and December 2022 and will aim at:


Providing air quality information on the Dijon Metropolis thanks to D-1 air quality maps that can be
aggregated into daily average maps, weekly, monthly and yearly. Then, it could be used by Dijon
Metropolis in order to take into account exposure to pollutants in mobility management and project
planning. Maps for the day before (D-1) will result of the correction of the modelling maps using valid
measurements from QameleO sensors and spatial interpolation (cf. §3.1.2.). As explained §3.1.2., only
valid measurements will be taken into account.



Providing short-term air quality information on the surface of the Metropolis with air quality maps
for the day before, today and tomorrow (D-1, D0 and D+1). The difficulty of this point is that it would
be necessary to model QameleO measurements. Indeed, for D0 and D+1, there would not be any
measurement; so it would be necessary to forecast it and then correcting the forecasting output.



Providing air quality information with hourly trend curves of air quality measurements (microstations and reference stations) over a past 2/3 days. It would allow stakeholders and citizens to be
aware of the short-term evolution of air quality measurements.



Identifying areas where air quality is degraded thanks to discriminated levels of intensity; and then
suggesting recommendations (behaviours to adopt, areas to avoid) to the inhabitants. This point
requires a collaboration with CIAD to improve the identification of those areas and propose a
reasoning system that advises inhabitants and metropolis in their decisions.



Identifying the causes and origins of deterioration and improvement in air quality and assigning a
causality percentage on it thanks to established causal links, collected parameters and indicators. The
establishment of this causality rules needs a collaboration within the CIAD and could rely on an
automation.



Providing a visual representation of the temporal evolution of regulatory air quality indicators. These
indicators can be: the annual number of days when the 8-hours average of ozone in the air exceeds
120 µg/m3, when the ozone exceeds the information threshold of 180 µg/m3, or the PM10 and PM2.5
yearly means. In the longer term, climatological indicators can be used. Then, with 10 to 15-year
historical data, we could identify trends in the evolution of indicators over times and have a more
accurate and discretized view of AQ elements. At the end, it would aim at supporting urban planning
and energy-climate plan report.



Crosschecking temperature and air quality data. Thanks to the causality rules established between
air quality and temperature, we could be able to put both results and their forecasting correlation on
a same map. Indeed, some phenomena have already been identified; for instance, heat island is
usually linked to high-level pollutant concentration.
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Empowering inhabitants: these data and maps could support WP4 (“Dijon implementation of digital
solutions for increased Citizen Empowerment and Climate adaptation”) tools such as the customized
Civic Digital Participation Platform for community engagement - design, created and launched by
CIVOCR - centralizing all the information related to the Dijon demonstration, accessible via the
project’s website.

5.3.2.4 Replication Potential
The replication of the air quality part of the Energy Climate platform is relatively independent of the global
infrastructure. To replicate this element in another territory, the following functional parts should be
replicated: sensors measuring air quality (QameleO) along with ICT infrastructure to gather and store the raw
data; a Modelling & forecasting methodology; integration in an automated chain of data processing (here
named the datalake); and presentation of the data in a suitable form for user needs (see dashboard
replication).
5.3.2.4.1

QameleO replication potential

The QameleO approach can be generalized to other cities. With its 20 QameleO micro-stations network, Dijon
is considered as a pilot site for high-spatial air quality network. Based on the Dijon experiment, QameleO is
now being installed in Dakar (Senegal), Benin (Cotonou) and Côte d’Ivoire (Abidjan). The main limitation of the
QameleO network could finally be one of its strengths: its collaborative aspect. Indeed, the QameleO
implantation requires authorization of the metropolis and the QameleO data validation/correction scheme
partially depends on data provided by reference instruments from air surveillance national agencies. Another
limitation could be the meteorological conditions that we potentially did not consider yet in the correction
scheme for the particulate matters of diameter lower than 10 and 2.5 micrometers (PM10 and PM2.5) because
of the missing long-term data sets. The longest continuous time series for QameleO datasets does not exceed
1 year.
5.3.2.4.2

Modelling and forecasting replication potential

Some fellow cities of the RESPONSE project and more generally many European cities have expressed their
interest in the implementation of a pedestrian and cyclist journey planner. Indeed, soft modes of transport
are strongly used or in full expansion in European cities, so it is interesting to propose to citizens, functionalities
allowing them to minimise their exposure to air pollution. This kind of tool can allow to:


Know the air quality where you are,



locate nearby areas with better air quality



Suggest cycling and pedestrian journey that take into account the distribution of air pollutants to
propose routes with less exposure
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But to provide this type of information, good air quality data is needed. Thus, the method of coupling sensor
data with modelling data (figure 93) that will be developed in the RESPONSE project will make air quality data
available with the required specifications. The potential for replication of this method is significant as it will
provide high spatial resolution maps of fine particle distribution, operationally on a daily scale, with minimal
uncertainty and with forecasts.

5.3.3 Temperature Indicators

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4

Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy and climate indicators)
: Temperature Indicators

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Benjamin Pohl (UBFC/BGS)

Technology providing partner

UBFC/BGS + DM

5.3.3.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
5.3.3.1.1

Overview of the proposed solution

This solution consists in two innovative elements: production of near-real time temperature maps at the
hourly timescale (year 1: 2021) and UHI prediction 1 to 2 days ahead (year 2: 2022).
Regarding near-real time maps, our methodology consists in retrieving hourly temperature measurements
from the MUSTARDijon network every 6 hours and applying multiple linear regression and kriging analysis to
produce hourly temperature maps at a hectometric (100m x 100m) resolution. Explanatory variables used to
build the model include geographical coordinates, topography, and descriptors of urban morphology, landuse and vegetation. The production of near real time maps is challenging since it requires a simple and efficient
code to interpolate hourly temperatures and it may be impaired by material breakage and GPS network issues.
While a permanent engineer is in charge of network maintenance in case of breakage, we do not have the
upper hand for GPS issues, which can cause delay in the production of hourly maps.
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Regarding UHI (Urban Heat Island) prediction, we will retrieve operational weather forecasts at high spatiotemporal resolution (typically, kilometer-scale forecasts at an hourly timescale) and construct a statistical
model to downscale them at a hectometric resolution (improving thus the resolution by a factor 100) based
on the same approach used to produce hourly temperature maps (multiple linear regression – kriging). Dijon
Metropolis will retrieve weather forecasts every 6 hours and provide them to UBFC/BGS. To assess the model
skill and, if needed, improve the model, we will first train the model over the past few years, which requires
accessing to past weather forecasts and deal with a huge amount of data. Predicting UHIs is challenging since
it strongly depends on the quality of weather forecasts. In order to assess uncertainties, we plan to provide
confidence maps (e.g., probability of UHI occurrence and intensity).
5.3.3.1.2

Technical specification

Figure 97 shows one of the 70 sensors used for measuring hourly temperature in Dijon Metropolis. The
measured temperatures are then interpolated at a 100m x 100m resolution (in year 1) to produce hourly
temperature maps such as that shown in Fig. 98.

Figure 97 Illustration of a
meteorological station measuring
hourly temperature in Dijon
Metropolis

5.3.3.1.3

Figure 98 Example of hourly map produced during year 1 of the RESPONSE
project.

Foreseen/Needed extensions

We are currently working with UBFC/CIAD to inter-compare our approach used to produce hourly
temperature maps (i.e., multiple linear regression and kriging of model errors) to hybrid artificial intelligence
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algorithms. Depending on the results, we plan to choose the most efficient method for temperature
interpolation and prediction.
Currently, the descriptors used as explanatory variables in the interpolation models are not optimal (e.g., one
vegetation map all year long). We are collaborating with the ThéMa laboratory in Besançon on new sets of
vegetation maps including the different phenological stages. These new maps will be included in the
interpolation model as soon as possible.
5.3.3.1.4

Current and expected TRL and solution key technical partners/technology providers

Our work will reach Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 5 to 7 (technology demonstration). It strongly involves
CIAD (inter-comparison of methods, detection of UHI/UCI), external academic collaborations (ThéMA) and
Dijon Metropolis (weather forecast retrieving, datalake, web application to visualize the interpolated
temperature maps).
5.3.3.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
The climate team of UBFC/BGS has been mostly involved in fundamental research so far, especially regarding
urban climate. Strictly speaking, we did not develop Pre-pilot studies prior to the RESPONSE project. However,
the models developed in Task 3.1 are based on strong background in spatial interpolation and weather
forecast acquired by UBFC/BGS in the past 10 to 20 years. In Dijon Metropolis, the MUSTARDijon network
implemented since 2014 has been mobilized to study UHIs during heat waves38 and the influence of urban
characteristics (e.g., building density and height, urban parks) and topography (altitude) on hourly
temperatures39,40. Within RESPONSE, we go one step further by extending previous works to each hour within
a day regardless of the season. The near real-time target is also a novelty that may help citizens to identify
UCIs. The UHI prediction (year 2) will benefit to citizens by allowing to develop an early warning system. Such
a system already exists at the regional scale but is not relevant in urban environments since alerts start too
late and finish too early at the regional scale, which mixes both urban and rural environments.

38

Richard Y, B Pohl, M Rega, J Pergaud, T Thévenin, J Emery, J Dudek, T Vairet, S Zito, C Chateau-Smith (2021) Is Urban Heat Island intensity higher

during hot spells and heat waves (Dijon, France, 2014–2019)? Urban Climate 35, 100747. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.uclim.2020.100747.
39

Richard Y, J Emery, J Dudek, J Pergaud, C Chateau-Smith, S Zito, M Rega, T Vairet, T Castel, T Thévenin, B Pohl (2018) How relevant are local climate

zones and urban climate zones for urban climate research? Dijon (France) as a case study. Urban Climate 26:258-274.
40

Emery J, B Pohl, J Crétat, Y Richard, J Pergaud, M Rega, S Zito, J Dudek, T Vairet, D Joly, T Thévenin (2021) How Local Climate Zones influence urban

air temperature: measurements by bicycle in Dijon, France. Urban Climate, in revision.
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5.3.3.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
Here, we focus only on the production of hourly temperature maps since the second task (UHI prediction) will
start in 2022. The multiple linear regression (MLR) models are fed by four categories of independent variables
to interpolate hourly temperature measurements: geographical coordinates, topography, urban descriptors
and vegetation (Fig. 99). Geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude) are used to emulate zonal and
meridional gradients of temperature generally induced by atmospheric circulation (e.g., westerlies dominate
in eastern France but northerlies are frequent in winter) and incident solar radiations (slight effect in the
meridional direction). The 50m resolution Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from the “Institut Géographique
National “(IGN) is used to extract altitude, humps and valleys. A hybrid product mixing the French BD TOPO
database (version 2020) developed by IGN and one satellite image from PLEIADE (June 2020) is used to derive
urban and vegetation descriptors. This hybrid product has been elaborated and provided by the “ThéMA”
laboratory in Besançon. Urban descriptors include the area covered by buildings and artificial surfaces
(buildings + roads). The distance from the city center is also considered since this factor strongly shapes
temperature gradients in urban environments. Three categories of vegetations are considered: forests and
water mostly located in the western part of the city, major crops in its northern and eastern parts and low
vegetation in its south-western part.

Figure 99 Four categories descriptors used as potential explanatory to produce near real-time maps of hourly
temperature in Dijon Metropolis
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In Figure 99, circles show the values in the neighbourhood of each station of the “MUSTARDijon” network that
are used to feed each MLR model.
One regressive model per hour is built when at least 40 out of the 72 stations provide temperature with no
missing value. Each model is built using (i) geographical coordinates of each station, (ii) altitude of the closest
50m pixel, (iii) hump and valley values averaged for the 7 closest 50m pixels to smooth out noisy structures
and (iv) the fraction of the area covered by each urban and vegetation category (building and artificial surface;
forest + water, major crops and low vegetation) within a circular buffer of 300m radius around each station.
Figure 100 shows the descriptors used to build (circles) and apply (grid cells) the MLR model. The obtained
temperature maps are not sensitive to the number of pixels averaged to smooth out hump and valley patterns
(7, 9 and 11 pixels) and to the buffer size used to derive urban and vegetation descriptors (150m to 600m
radius, every 50m).
(a) MLR model

(b) Kriging of MLR errors

(c) Final map (a+b)

Figure 100 Hourly temperature map produced for 29th August 2018 at 22 UTC (a) Map obtained with the MLR
model (b) Map obtained with kriging of MLR errors (c) Final map obtained by summing (a) and (b)

Each temperature map will be accompanied by confidence levels according to intensity and spatial errors of
the regressive model skill (based on RMSE and R2-Adj metrics, respectively). The code to build and apply the
regressive model and kriging has been written in Python, a free software. It can be provided to the RESPONSE
partners under request. We plan to write a scientific article presenting the method for mapping hourly
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temperatures, discussing the model strengths and weaknesses, as well as the role of land use and topography
on temperature along the annual and diurnal cycles.
5.3.3.4 Replication Potential
The methodology developed in RESPONSE on the territory of Dijon Metropolis can be replicated in other cities,
but this requires expert knowledge in atmospheric sciences, urban measurements, meteorology, and signal
processing. First, a connected network of temperature sensors is required. Such a network should be deployed
following the guidelines provided by the World Meteorological Organization41

42

, which can be time

consuming. This step is of major importance because the quality and reliability of urban air temperature
measurements directly and strongly depend on the choice of the sites and location of the thermometers.
Specific problematics may arise depending on the morphology and situation of the cities, like: influence of
water bodies, topography, urban morphology, construction materials, building colours, building height,
orientation, length or slope of the streets.
Corresponding costs include (i) the salary of the teams in charge of the design of the network (at least a few
months of work to select the best and most representative sites), and those that will deploy it (depending on
the number of sensors and density of the network); (ii) the cost of the connected sensors, including 4G
transmitting cells (800€ per sensor to monitor air temperature and humidity, 1600€ per sensor for air
temperature, humidity and wind, 1800€ per sensor for air temperature and humidity, wind and radiation); (iii)
hardware facilities that store and archive the data fluxes and that perform routinely the statistical analyses
and interpolations, every few hours. The predictor fields used to perform the high-resolution (hectometricscale) interpolations of air temperature are nearly identical for all European cities and can be recalculated
using open databases like Urban Atlas, Corine Land Cover, Open Street Maps, … More sophisticated predictors
including vegetation can be based on satellite images like PLEIADE. Overall, for the MUSTARDijon network,
the scientific team was composed of 5-8 scientists, and the overall budget exceeded 250k€ since 2013
(including human resources, equipment and operational/running costs, but excluding the salary of permanent
academic staff) for a network of 50 offline sensors gradually densified to 70-75 connected sensors since 2019.
The relevance of this task mostly depends on the size of the agglomerations (empirical relationships identified
that urban heat islands are, in good approximation, a function of the logarithm of the cities' population). It
may also depend on the way of life of the population, since daytime air temperature is more uniform spatially
(so the most relevant information to provide to the population is the access to shaded areas), while heat or
cool islands form at sunset and may be relevant to consider for night time activities (especially in summer
when thermal stress may cause major public health issues).

41
42

https://library.wmo.int/doc_num.php?explnum_id=9286
https://library.wmo.int/doc_num.php?explnum_id=3187
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In the case of Dijon Metropolis, technical and political support for the teams of the metropolitan services were
decisive steps to deploy the network and maintain it throughout the agglomeration. This is partly related to
the fact that, in France, a single agglomeration may be formed by several local authorities ("communes"). The
metropolitan services allowed for the scientific teams to have a single partner to discuss with, which greatly
facilitated the planification of the instrumental campaign (that later became a permanent measurement
network).
In order to replicate the full functionality delivered in the RESPONSE project, two additional steps should be
added to the methodology, expertise and sensor network. The first is an infrastructure which automatically
computes the data, interpolation and forecasting, which is here provided by the shared datalake. The second
is the relevant presentation of the results in a form adapted to the target audience, which is here ensured by
the Dashboard.

5.3.4 Energy & GHG Indicators

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4

Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy and climate indicators)

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Amélie Grelaud (EIFER)

Technology providing partner

EIFER + ATMO + DM

5.3.4.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
5.3.4.1.1

Overview of the proposed solution

Indicators only constitute a means to an end. The relevance of an indicator depends on the usage of the
indicator intended by the user in a given context given available data. In this perspective, in this IE of Dijon
Metropolis, we devoted much effort in the participative definition of the goal and role of the indicators, the
identification of the target audience, and the availability of data. This process took the form of workshops,
meetings with DM and EIFER, meetings with energy providers, and a user-centric study of user needs.
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After this process, two key usages appeared for Energy & GHG indicators. The first is to monitor the
macroscopic indicators at the scale of the Metropolis, in order to track the Energy Climate Plan. This first
need corresponds to computing an overview of GHG emissions, energy usage, and renewable energy
production in the territory. The corresponding indicators will be used by the services of the Metropolis to
monitor the plan, report progress to elected, and will be used to support concertation and communication
with the various audiences of these services: elected people, territory stakeholders, or inhabitants. The second
key usage of indicators is to support concertation on energy transition projects by demonstrating the
benefits of past and current projects on several domains. The services of Dijon Metropolis will use these
indicators in meetings with stakeholders to show how a given project has contributed to the global objectives,
how various projects interact, and argue, how they can be replicated in other places. Typical domains include
refurbishment of collective housing, residential energy demand, or mobility.
Energy and carbon indicators are split in:
-

Production of basics indicators in terms of energy and carbon field and projects indicators following
the progression of actions already implemented on the territory of Dijon Metropolis.

-

Production of a prospective overview of the carbon trajectory in a frame of a climate air and energy
local policy.

5.3.4.1.2

Project and basic indicators

Needs
Concerning the production of basics indicators such as energy consumption, or GHG emission and renewable
energy production, our methodology aims to collect all the data needed to implement these first innovative
elements.
Energy and carbon indicators are a challenging but approachable way to deal with the complexity to obtain
data at different scales: metropolis, PEB, and IRIS (Aggregated Units for Statistical information, generally
between 1800 and 5000 residents) scales for example. It also requires a temporal frame which is not too far
from reality (data availability up to one year, or monthly, weekly, daily etc). These automatic data have to be
available in the future in order to calculate the indicators result. Project indicators represent the same issue
regarding the availability of data. The metropolis may insert some data manually when those would be
available.
Objectives
-

Implementing specific and scalable calculation algorithms for various indicators

-

Storing calculation algorithms in the Data Hub (data reactor), in order to transfer the resulting
processed data from the data lake to the Energy climate Dashboard
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-

Getting clear results giving an equivalence (e.g. convert unit into percentage) to estimate and
understand key elements better in order to make any downstream decision regarding energy and
carbon policy

-

Getting pedagogic results which are significant for the metropolis in terms of public awareness and to
further collaboration between stakeholders

These tools are a good alternative for the metropolis to deal with updated data and having a decision tool in
its possession.
5.3.4.1.3

Carbon trajectory forecasting tool

Suggesting a prospective scenario regarding actual carbon trajectory. A representation of the carbon
trajectory would need to be available up to one year before the actual year (e.g., data from 2020 for the actual
year: 2021).
Overview of three different scenarios
-

The first scenario would refer to a pessimistic tendency of carbon trajectory. In that case some
elements are given to explain the results: Increasing of the GHG emission via mobility aspect (e.g.,
much more traffic - not enough decisions made in that regard). The idea is to warn the metropolis
about the forecasted scenario in case the metropolis does not act in time about some detrimental
long lasting occurring facts, those facts would be identified and highlighted.

-

The second scenario would refer to a neutral tendency of carbon trajectory: some actions are taken
regarding laws but without much incentive of the metropolis

-

The third scenario would refer to an optimistic tendency of carbon trajectory. It could refer to a
“transition scenario” which would include transition aspects such as: decarbonation of the energy mix,
emission of the agricultural sector as well as carbon storage

The main objective is to give access to a carbon trajectory in a frame of the climate air energy local policy. It
plays an innovative role in regard to the updated indicators. Usually most of the climate air energy documents
report GHG emissions with a gap between the reference year and the actual year (e.g., 2018 for a process
started in 2021).

Added value
-

Getting results via the indicators with updated data without exceeding one year between the results
and the collected data. This item will offer an overview which does not yet exist. It will be a
complementary tool to OPTEER developed by ATMO.

-

This tool can largely foster the dialogue between officers and councilors thanks to the pedagogical
approach of the updated indicators.
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-

Allowing the metropolis to cross data and indicators to go further and deeper in analyzing and
assessing potential and threat regarding air, climate, and carbon items.

In one hand, it will help to identify key elements: which actions are efficient and how to stimulate those
actions. On the other hand, it can facilitate a replication effect by communicating and being more transparent.
Other institutions have possibly a higher likelihood of adapting a similar model if the reduced energy
consumption is made visible. This effect can possibly be achieved via the transparency of the data and
indicators developed in the frame of the RESPONSE project.

Extension
An extension of these indicators will be given thanks to the upstream system carried out by EIFER and other
partners. Energy carbon indicators are strongly linked to the datalake and the climate energy platform
developed in parallel. Those indicators will be integrated in the platform in order to have an overview of the
diversity of indicators (air, temperature, IA) etc. The creation of the datalake allows the metropolis to have a
cloud at its disposal in which important data will be collected mostly automatically and provided through the
energy provider’s resources.

Current and expected TRL
We can expect to reach the fifth and a bit later the sixth TRL due to the possibility to test the indicators in a
significant environment which is Dijon Metropolis.

Key technical partners / technology providers


Dijon metropolis is our first conversation person involved in the process. EIFER and Dijon Metropolis
have a strong collaboration in order to estimate the indicators feasibility and to discuss around topics
like data availability, projects and key elements to take into account regarding energy carbon
indicators.



Energy providers are key actors in our process. Data collection is only possible when each stakeholder
is involved in providing data for the indicator’s calculation. It has a high importance on the final result
and allows having access to updated data in a time frame (e.g. monthly, annual).



In parallel, we also have the opportunity to discuss with other partners such as ATMO, BGS and CIAD
etc., who are also in charge of others indicators, which can be complementary to the energy carbon
ones.



Dijon Metropolis provides ICT infrastructure, as described in the “shared datalake” IE, which enables
to list available data, fetch data using APIs in an automatic way, execute code automatically, store the
result of EIFER computations in the form of indicators.
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5.3.4.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned

Available Pre-pilots
As part of its research activity on energy and territories for two decades, EIFER was part of many projects
which defined indicators for projects and territories. Part of these indicators were dedicated to energy utilities,
such as the assessment of potential renewable energy (wind, biomass, etc.), the potential of decarbonation
with heat networks, or the potential evolution of mobility needs. EIFER also piloted several assessment tools
for public bodies (including the energy planning platform named the EDF City Platform), in which territorial
projects were assessed on various dimensions such as renewable energy production, energy demand,
potential of refurbishment and GHG emissions. As a consequence, EIFER developed many KPI frameworks for
the topics of energy consumption (mostly residential, tertiary), building refurbishment (residential, tertiary),
mobility, GHG emissions, carbon capture and storage, energy potential (H2, biomass, efuels, heat and cooling
networks). EIFER also developed its own approach with the capacity to build indicators for ISO 37 122 related
to the concept of SMART CITY and quality of life. Due to the international nature of EIFER activities, developed
indicators tackle France, Germany, Italy, UK and other European countries, but also different international
contexts such as Singapore or Moscow. This knowledge on indicators feeds in the work on RESPONSE. Yet
when indicators are not built for institutional goals but for communication and planning by local actors, they
are more efficient when tailored for the specific usage of every project, rather than copy-pasted from the
previous project.
Dijon Metropolis created its first energy climate plan in 2010, and accumulated, since that date, experience
on the usage of energy and GHG indicators to expose problems and potential solutions, engage internal
services, stakeholders, and share with elected people and inhabitants projects and achievements on these
topics.
The OptEER statistical observatory for energy and climate was designed about 10 years ago by the THéMA
laboratory of UBFC; then its maintenance and operation were transferred to the ATMO BFC air agency. This
platform compiles various data sources provided by third parties; creates its own indicators, including a carbon
accounting compliant with the method recommended in the French territory (Base Carbone ® recommended
by ADEME); it displays various generic indicators, and also enables the creation of the ad-hoc thematic
dashboards tailored for specific services of the Metropolis. This platform is used by hundreds of users which
include the Metropolis of Dijon, many other communes of the territory, other public bodies involved in
planning, and third party delegated by communes.
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Lessons Learned
Prepilots highlighted the issue of the data availability. There is a significant dependency on data, a difficulty to
access data due to many barriers (legal, institutional, motivation of data owners, etc.), and a general
uncertainty regarding the quality of data (missing data, noised data, lack of contextualization, errors in
contextualization, etc.)
On the side of EIFER, the first feedback is the importance of the collective definition of the indicators with the
end-users and the local stakeholders. Indicators are only a means to an end. They should reflect the goals and
values of the project, and match the questions of the users and audience. Typically, an indicator which is
technically more precise (therefore recommended by researchers and experts) might also miss its goal if the
target audience does not understand nor trust it. DM underlines how communication with stakeholders on a
territory should generally not target an “expert” profile, but rather a “general audience” profile: indeed, most
stakeholders are expert in their own domain, but are still not expert in GHG or energy topics.
The experience of the Metropolis of Dijon concludes different indicators are required for different purposes.
Institutional or legal indicators are defined by a specific institutional context (law, regulation, labels), and
require specific computation; these indicators are often targeted to enable comparison between territories
and/or accounting over a macroscopic territory, but are not the best to popularize the topics towards a more
general audience. Indicators relevant to a large audience (for instance: reduction of X% of GHG emissions)
might not be operant for experts who need to identify levers for action. That’s why different families of
indicators coexist on every topic: institutional indicators, indicators for experts, indicators for public
communication.
DM observed that units constitute a key difficulty to communicate on energy and GHG topics. While most
people are familiar with standard units of weight, duration, distance, thanks to their everyday experience,
notions such as kWh, kW, Teq or TCO2eq are not intuitively understood. This strongly limits the understanding
of key messages such as the assessment of GHG emissions, the main levers to reduce them, and the sources
and usages of energy. A good solution is to use proportional units (percentage relative to previous year, or
goals), to show evolutions of indicators, to compare with orders of magnitude, and to explain in plain words
the story along with the indicators.
Experience in DM also shows how key finalities cannot be directly measured, despite of them being the main
target of policies and/or a key lever to reach a goal. For instance, GHG emissions can only be computed and
not measured. Refurbishment of individual housing is difficult to monitor, despite its key impact on the energy
and GHG emissions over an urban territory. More generally, the actual state of the situation can only be
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identified by consolidating many sources of data which are available about 2 years after the phenomenon
occurs.
Both EIFER and DM also identified how indicators should not only reveal a problem to be tackled (such as GHG
emissions), but should also convey positive messages (such as GHG emissions avoided, and success of past
projects).

Among other lessons learned with the OPTEER observatory, we note the existence of many users
(such as consultancy companies) who use the platform and data on behalf the Metropolis. We also
note the need to use the units expected by users (kWh rather than TEP for instance), to facilitate the
exportation of data in tabular format so users can build their own representations, the possibility for
users to upload their own data inside the platform so they can visualize it along with reference data.
EIFER studies emphasis how building indicators relies on spatial data processing. Any energy or GHG indicator
is more meaningful if compared with tertiary activity, number of inhabitants, surfaces, etc. A key in the process
is to identify the right level of aggregation and analysis which enables the mixing of various sets of data (for
instance in France, the statistical scale of IRIS provides socio-demographical statistics for housing and
inhabitants).
5.3.4.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE

Figure 101 Map of Dijon Metropolis
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Some of the indicators will cover the entire territory of Dijon Metropolis. It has an importance to gather data
at scale to get an overview of the energy and carbon trajectory. These data will be collected and transferred
automatically to the datalake which is a key element for the RESPONSE project. The datalake will allow Dijon
metropolis to obtain data in various fields and within different time frames (from hourly to annually).
Some other data will be completed manually with some project reference such as: Dijon metropolis unit which
has already taken part in refurbishment, in heat network, sustainable mobility. Other indicators will be
calculated at a project level like in Fontaine d’Ouche (e.g., Figure 101).

Figure 102 The 23 main cities of Dijon Metropolis

Data will be provided via different sources: possibly by captors deployed in Dijon Metropolis via different
partners, energy meters etc. (see data lake part).
On the technical side, indicators should be calculated with the same unit to avoid any mistakes in the final
result. The calculation methodology will be based on “carbon database”, developed by ADEME which contains
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the reference emission factors for carbon emissions for different energy vectors and usages. The carbon
emission will be calculated through the energy consumption.

Key partners
Dijon metropolis is our first conversation person involved in the process. EIFER and Dijon Metropolis have a
strong collaboration in order to estimate the indicators feasibility and to discuss around topics like data
availability, projects and key elements to take into account regarding energy carbon indicators.




Energy providers are key actors in our process. Data collection is only possible when each stakeholder
is involved in providing data for the indicator’s calculation. It has a high importance for the final result
and allows having access to updated data in a given time frame (e.g. monthly, annual).
In parallel we also have the opportunity to discuss with other partners such as ATMO, BGS and CIAD
etc. who are also in charge of others indicators which can be complementary to the energy carbon
ones.

Figure 103 Flow of data - Computation of Energy and GHG indicators in Dijon Metropolis

Issues identified
Three were identified in the implementation of the indicators:


Data is collected at different temporal and spatial scales



Data is not available to our expectations and needs regarding the temporal frame



Data cannot be flawless because of the limited system deployed to collect data
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5.3.4.4 Replication Potential
In principle these indicators can be largely deployed in fellow cities. Methodology and calculation can be
replicated in some conditions according to data availability and the city commitment (collaboration with
officers, councillors who are an incentive for the development of the solution). But the governance policy can
differ according to the city and can represent an obstacle in the development of indicators: no help from the
city to found data, no constructive collaboration etc.
The other concern is the data quality and availability. Indeed, the accessibility to a wide panel of energy data
can be more complex to get for some city or country. Since 2016, France has some obligations in terms of
open data and thus Dijon metropolis should not face too big of an issue getting corresponding data with the
help of energy providers. This can differ for other countries which may not have the same policy regarding
data. Another identified problem would be the lack of updated data. In France we have developed automated
meter reading which gives updated data to energy providers but maybe that is not the case yet in other
countries. This component is essential to get the real and not a simulated data.

5.3.5 Hybrid AI

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4

Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy and climate
indicators): Hybrid AI

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Christophe Nicolle (UBFC/CIAD)

Technology providing partner

UBFC/CIAD + DM

5.3.5.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The CIAD IE that will be demonstrated during the RESPONSE project concerns developing an innovative Hybrid
Artificial Intelligence (HAI) approach combining symbolic and connectionist solutions.
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Hybrid artificial intelligence is a recent and developing research field. The CIAD laboratory is currently working
on a large part of the state of the art in the form of a systematic literature review to better define the hybrid
strategy adapted in the context of RESPONSE project. A scientific paper on this part is being written and will
be submitted in an international review.
A human cognitive move is made of a collaboration of pieces of reasoning. Each piece is dedicated to a specific
reasoning (perception, identification, labeling, deduction, learning...). In this context, hybridization consists of
developing a digital aggregation of different types of algorithms from the artificial learning environment
(machine or deep), from data science (for example graph mining) and from the reasoning of knowledge. The
main final objective of the proposed solution is to implement an innovative hybrid artificial intelligence
approach to acquire and share new knowledge and generate new services thanks to the detection of
correlations and causality and contextualization of data and information in the datalake. Developed solution
will be used to improve the daily life in the metropolis by offering innovative services. Different applications
will be planned in order to detect urban heat islands, to evaluate the air quality and to manage energy
consumption of buildings.
Main relationships with other partners of the project are:
-

UBFC/Biogeosciences which provides data about urban heat islands that will be used to extract
knowledge needed in the HAI.

-

Dijon Metropolis that builds a datalake to store and share data needed for the whole project. The
laboratory provides advice.

Implemented solution will be delivered at the end of the project as API with TRL 3.
5.3.5.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
AI tools developed by CIAD have successfully solved complex problems. The algorithms based on data mining
and symbolic AI in CIAD stand as an international reference in the Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge
Engineering research communities and have been applied to automatically label time series with semantic
information in various application domains (forensic analysis (TRL6), resilience of mutual health insurance
(TLR7), multidimensional analysis of building thermal behavior (TRL4), life cycle analysis of the vine (TRL7)). In
this area, we generally combine connectionist and symbolic approaches (examples of implementation are
neuro-symbolic algorithms). Connectionist approaches aim to build models of reality by analyzing a set of data.
The reasoning movement involved is called induction. Symbolic approaches start from the knowledge of
expert domains on the form of a constraint model and a set of reasoning rules. The application of the rules of
reasoning on the knowledge described in the model is called deduction. Deduction allows the system to
discover new knowledge. Connectionist approaches raise correlations and symbolic approaches explain
causalities. Their combination helps explain the data and the machine reasoning to humans.
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Figure 104 Deduction VS induction Systems

The laboratory has experience in ontology engineering to develop causal reasoning and diagnostics about
knowledge, and in data mining approaches to build correlations between heterogeneous data. In this field,
scientific results and algorithms have been applied and tested in several academic and industrial projects in
collaboration with national and multinational companies (Active3D, ArchitecturalBus, Groupe archimen,
Qualipac, Qape, Mythmakers, Noes, Nobatek, E-Rowz, Alstom, TSO, Orange, R-Tech…). All these projects have
improved the scientific and technical skills of the members of the CIAD laboratory on the digitization of human
cognitive movement. Firstly, in giga-environments where the rules of reasoning are defined by the human
organization (for example Smartcity) and then in nano-environments where human reasoning is empirical to
understand the behavior and interaction of biological systems or physical (for example nanotechnology).
Several projects of the laboratory are in the process of maturation to valorize the TRL7 (Technology readiness
level 7: System prototype demonstration in a space environment) algorithms. Moreover, CIAD is known in the
fields of semantic BIM (Building Information Modeling) by developing ontologies-based facility management
system. The CIAD creating WITTYM Start-up in 201943, and was the winner of the world innovation competition
H2030, BigData category in 2014. The laboratory was been labeled institute Carnot ARTS in 2019.44
5.3.5.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
CIAD research works are exploratory; it is not possible to describe them precisely at this stage. We will provide
LHC with details of the data used and how we subsequently processed it. We will be dealing mainly with sensor
data, so it is important that the LHC follows the recommendations of other partners, notably UBFC/BGS and
ATMO, in order to be able to collect the data needed for the work that CIAD will be doing in the RESPONSE
project.

43
44

http://www.wittym.com
https://scholar.google.fr/citations?user=XLndPJoAAAAJ&hl=fr
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The work of CIAD in the coming months will be detailed in research papers (can be planned in international
research conferences or workshops). This work can also be explained in guidelines for LHCs if necessary.
5.3.5.4 Replication Potential
The replication of our work will depend essentially on the data collected by the other cities which will have to
follow very similar methods to those used in Dijon (comparable sensors, location according to similar
instructions, identical explanatory variables, etc.). These methods will be described by the partners in charge
of data collection in Dijon.
We will provide the necessary details for the development of the algorithms to the LHC when the models
developed in Dijon are satisfactory. Ideally, we want to facilitate the knowledge transfer, but it is important
to note that the data are city-specific and that the results may differ from one city to another.

5.3.6 Energy-Climate Dashboard (IE 4.1.5)

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4

Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.5 (Energy Climate Dashboard)

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER), David Fau (DM)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Omar Benhamid (EIFER)

Technology providing partner

EIFER + DM + UBFC/BGS + UBFC/CIAD + + ATMO

5.3.6.1

Solution overview and technical description of IE

In line with the goal of the Energy Climate Platform set in 5.3 to allow Metropolis to use collected data to gain
unique insight from this data, the Energy Climate Dashboard aims to provide a User Interface to allow various
actors to effectively use this data, many use cases can then be implemented such as monitoring progress of
projects and climate actions or gaining insight to improve citizen well being.
The concept of Dashboard is then well suitable for such a usage: a Dashboard can be defined as “a visual
display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives, consolidated and
arranged on a single screen so the information can be monitored at a glance.”
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Buildings such dashboard requires to setup a hole chain of processes to allow for data collection and
transformation before it can be visualized, hopefully, as described in 5.3.1, IE4.1.2, the Shared Data Lake aims
to collect and process data from diffent partners to provide it through a unique API. The Energy Climate
Dashboard will thus valorize the Shared Data Lake and enhance it.

Figure 105 Diagram – Steps for data presentation trough the Energy Climate Dashboard

As IE4.1.2 (Shared Data Lake) will cope with the issues related to how data must be collected, cleaned and
enriched, this IE will mainly focus on adressing the following issues:
1. Who are the key stakeholders who’s objectives are tightly related to the Energy and Climate data
available ?
2. What is the most important information they need to have in a Dashboard in order to allow them to
acheive their objectives ?
3. Is the data needed for this available ? In what format ?
4. What user interface features will help them take the most benefit of this data ?
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Figure 106 Diagram – Architecture: Data flow from Data Lake to Dashboard

The forseen architecture is described in the above diagram (figure 106) , the left hand side part describes
components that are expected to be developed by other Innovative Elements to collect and process the data.
In purpose, we do not make too much assumptions about the technical infrastructure that will be
implemented.
On the right hand side lays the architecture of the Energy Climate dashboard which is made of 3 main
components :
1. The Data Integration Process : this is an interface component which is responsible of receiving or
extracting the necessary data from the Shared Datalake and integrate it into the Energy Climate
Dashboard, aggregated, formatted and indexed in a way suitable for Dashboard access. This can be
implemented with an Extract Transform Load (ETL) or Publish Subscribe (Pub/Sub). The exact solution
will highly depend on the way the other IE 4.1.2 will be rolled out.
2. The Data Visualisation Cache: this is a system that :
a. Hosts the data in a format and indexing optimized for visualization.
b. Hosts the relevant metadata extracted from the shared datalake.
Most often, such system has a limited view of the data compared to original data: data might have degraded
resolution to optimize transfer over the web, it might have been pre-rendered to avoid the cost of rendering
original data, it might be limited in term of historic access: only the history necessary to implement stakeholder
use cases needs to be kept. The specifications of this system will be refined when the needs for visualization
and availablability of data will be consolidated.
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3. The dashboard management database: this system contains informations specific to manage
dashboard on functional and non functional aspects like:
a. Identity and Access Management data: user profiles, accounts, access restrictions ...
b. User preferences and customizations.
c. Technical informations to operate the Dashboard.
Technically, this can be implemented by a relational or non relational database system, eventually coupled
with a Directory system for access control and eventually with a Geographic Information System if Geographic
data need to be stored.
d. The Web Application Server: choice has been made to develop the dashboard as a web
accessible application, as this is the state of art for Dashboards as it provides easy access to
information to the stakeholders and better collaboration. For this is a Web Application Server,
that has the role to manage the interface with the Web Browser through the standard
protocols (HTTP/ HTTPs) and to enforce security and business rules when data is accessed
through the Web.
This architecture was designed to achieve Weak Coupling with other innovative elements: as data integration
task is delegated to a specialized component and as we decided to enforce all data access trough the cache,
the dashboard is weakly coupled to the IE4.1.2 (Shared Datalake). It has many advantages:
1. Reliability: if the upstream component is unavailable the dashboard has still the minimum set of data
to function.
2. Data Privacy: Only a controlled and filtered set of data is transmitted from the Shared Datalake to the
Cache, we can thus finetune the level of criticity of the data we want to publish depending on the trust
we have in the target infrastructure.
3. Security: when two systems are weakly coupled, one system does not have full access to the other, so
if for some reason one system is compromised the effect of the other system is reduced and
controlled.
Further, this architecture allows many approches:
1. On Premise / Cloud approach: The dashboard can be equally hosted on premise or on the cloud, as
long as the Data Integration Process can be devised to transmit the necessary data.
2. Off the shelf or custom application: as the presented architecture is inspired from state of art three
tier applications, it can equally fit a custom developed application or many off-the-shelf technology
stacks: Tableau , Kibana, Apache Superset, ESRI ArcGIS are some potential candidate tools that we will
consider...
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Notice that even if some use cases that involve alerting population on certain conditions (e.g, heat wave,
degraded Air Quality) might be identified, the Energy Climate Dashboard component is not meant to be the
technical infrastructure for such use cases as this will involve technical, functional and non functional
requirements that the Energy Climate Dashboard does not adress.
The Energy Climate Dashboard will take advantage of the basis we build for the EDF City Platform and extend
it in the following way:
1. Develop a user interface tailored to Stakholders objectives and tasks, we already sense that more
extensive diagram visualisations eventually on 2D geographic representation might be more suitable
than 3D visualisations in many use cases.
2. Extend storage system to better fit the Dashboard use cases in terms of Volumetry, Velocity and
Variability of data.
3. Add support data integration depending on the schemes required by the use cases and supported by
the upstream systems.
We envision at the end a near-industrial solution with a TRL level of 7 or 8, but, in the event of a difficulty
related to availability of data in the upstream systems or issues of interconnection, we could seed the Energy
Climate Dashboard with offline data which might lead to a TRL 6.
5.3.6.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
EIFER designed or co-designed several graphical user interfaces to support decision-making for urban
planning: the EDF City Platform for urban planning support, participatory graphical user interfaces,
participative GIS for territorial concertation, cartography, tools for deployment of heat networks, tools for
mobility assessment TODO. Among these many experiences, we will focus on the EDF City Platform, which we
applied on several cities over more than 11 years.
The EDF City Platform was designed to support master planning in international cities: Singapore, Lyon
(France) and Moscow (Russia). The platform is made of a web graphical user interface which features a 3D
representation of the city with temporal indicators and is used for: analysis of business as usual, definition of
scenarios of actions on the city over time, and comparison of the results of simulations.
Over the 11 years of development of the EDF City Platform, EIFER built an expertise on ergonomics,
architecture and project management for decision support. Key lessons learned of importance for RESPONSE
include:
-

Even if the technical tool enables the users to set up simulations by themselves, the decision-maker
rarely interacts directly with the decision-support tool in practice. In the case of important decisions,
setting up the parameters requires a good understanding of the solutions, of the city, of the decision
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support tool. Experts play the role of proxy to set up parameters, start the simulations and analyse
the results. The direct access to the tools gives the decision maker the freedom to ask someone of his
own services to build scenarios. The important cost dedicated to create a graphical user interface
accessible to anyone might sometimes be overpriced compared to its actual usage. As a consequence,
we did not propose in RESPONSE decision support platforms relying on advanced simulations, but
rather proposed simple KPIs used to monitor the progress of plans.
-

The decision-making in urban context is a collective exercise. Any decision involves several
stakeholders: elected people, technical services, public bodies, population, companies, etc. Therefore,
we aim to build tools which support concertation between stakeholders, not a tool dedicated to
support one hypothetical decision maker.

-

The decision-support aspect requires a good analysis of the actual needs of target users. There is a
large gap between what the sponsor (who pays for the tool) wants, and what the actual users of the
tool might expect. In our experience, several iterations were necessary to converge from the needs
initially formulated to the actual needs. Based on this experience, we decided to start the elaboration
of the Energy-Climate Dashboard by a user-centered design, considering this step is a major step for
a successful project.

Figure 107 Diagram – Architecture – Energy Climate Dashboard Data flow from the user standpoint

From architectural design stand point the architecture of Energy Climate Dashboard is an extension of the EdF
City Platform architecture to take into account the requirements related to the RESPONSE use cases but also
to take into account the following return on experience:
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Simulation Database: in Energy Climate Platform (ECP), data storage is a hybrid system based on an EntityAttribute-Value (EAV) model on a relational database layer coupled with NetCDF based storage for high
volume data. In fact, the EAV model demonstrated capability to handle variability of urban data that was
needed in the use cases, there are shortcomings when it comes to handling volume and velocity, that means
that the model is not adapted to highly detailed and frequently updated data. For high volume data, a
NetCDF storage-based engine was added to ECP, but there were no requirements for velocity (i.e., frequency
update). The ECP approach works in urban planning use cases, the state of art for the Information
Dashboard is to use a storage system capable of handling the three Vs of data natively. The extension will be
then to separate Dashboard Management data from the live data coming from the Shared Datalake, which
will be temporarily stored in the cache.
On the User Interface Tier: one of the important returns on experience is that the diversity of users and use
cases in the urban management processes implies very different ways to interact with the information. For
this reason, in RESPONSE we will start with an extensive and detailed user experience and ergonomic study
to precisely define the requirements for each stakeholder to develop solutions that exactly match these
needs.
5.3.6.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
The ultimate goal is to build this Energy Climate Dashboard and integrated with data provided by Dijon
Metropolis through the Shared Datalake IE. After the identification of stakeholders' phase which is in progress
the demonstrator will be published to real stakeholders for real-world use with real world data.
Of course, this will not be possible if the required data is not yet available in the Shared Datalake, another risk
is that stakeholders require information that we are not yet capable to collect or to publish for technical,
ethical or legal constrains. As a novel system, there can be a gap from the use cases identified during the study
and the actual usage that will be made by users, we need then to collect feedbacks from the users to learn
what will be the real interaction they will have with data. Finally, even if we estimate it at a very low probability
risk, the frequency and volume of data that the users need, might require massive infrastructures that are not
planned to be deployed in RESPONSE, to some extent we could use cloud resources whenever needed,
possible, and acceptable.
We then favour architectural choices for the Energy Climate Dashboard that allow, to some extent, to mitigate
these risks and to maximise learning and feedbacks even if some of these risks arise.
We favour approaches that allows to load and use manually collected data if ever the needed data is not yet
available in the datalake.
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We favour solutions that are agile enough to allow to quickly modify the visualisation according to user
feedbacks to gain new feedbacks and knowledge. For example, customizable solution based on widgets will
be favoured more than hard coded user interfaces.
To achieve this work, implication of all the contributors to the Work Package is critical as their contribution to
the upstream systems is a must have to implement the use cases of the Energy Climate Dashboard, further
specialized User Experience and Web development partners will be involved to make the studies and develop
solutions, finally Dashboard software vendors will be compared and selected to implement the Dashboard
components.
5.3.6.4 Replication Potential
5.3.6.4.1 Replication potential within the LHC
The Energy-Climate Dashboard displays several indicators related to the energy-climate plan. Therefore, it
already covers the whole territory, without need of replication.
The dashboard will also include project-level indicators, such as “reducing the number of old buildings”,
“reducing food waste”, etc. In a way, the dashboard infrastructure will be replicated to other projects over its
lifetime. This would take the form of adding new information and widgets to monitor these new projects. By
design, such a replication should be low cost, for instance 5-10% of the initial development efforts for a novel
project.
5.3.6.4.2 Replication potential to other cities
The Energy-Climate Dashboard has three different natures of dependencies to the other Innovative Elements
developed during RESPONSE in Dijon Metropolis.
The first and most obvious dependency is technical. The dashboard connects the shared datalake using APIs.
These APIs enable data fetching according to a protocol, and data formats. We identified two key solutions to
facilitate replication: usage of standard protocols as soon as possible (for instance for maps, use WMS/WFS
formats), and decoupling using methods for data ingestion.
The second dependency is related to data. In order to display air quality, temperature, energy and GES
information, the underlying infrastructure should calculate these indicators. This raises the question of
replication of every indicator. Part of the replication potential of the indicators also depends on data: for
instance, the dashboard displays maps of temperatures, which are computed based on a network of
temperature sensors spread over the territory. Replicating the visualization of temperatures means the
sensors should be deployed, operated, the IT infrastructure should exist to collect the data, the model should
exist to interpolate temperatures into a map, and share them in a way which is accessible.
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The third and last dependency is the user needs (which depend on the geographical, institutional contexts).
We build the energy-climate platform of RESPONSE with the goal of being able to replicate the dashboard to
other territories. Yet it will inevitably be biased towards the expectations of the first users at Dijon Metropolis,
in the context of French regulation and organization. For instance, the goals and indicators of “energy climate
plan” might differ from the French context in another European country. As a consequence, the replication
might have to include an adaptation of the dashboard. At least, the maps, reference data, would have to be
adapted for the alternative territory. Indicators might have to be adapted. Other key topics might exist in
another city: noise, public transportation, reduction of coal, etc.
Taking into account these various aspects, it appears the replicability of the Energy Climate Dashboard mostly
depends on the similarity of the target city to Dijon Metropolis, regarding user needs, available data and
technical protocols.
As often in software, replicability might be seen at different levels: reusal of the same software with
parameter settings (100% reusal); reusal of the same software with limited modifications (90% reusal); reusal
of the software with important modifications (40-70% reusal); redevelopment from scratch based on the
specifications of the dashboard (30% reusal, considering the definition of needs match 30% of the
development effort).
Even if, as described in IE4.1.5, we implement a weakly coupled architecture to facilitate eventual reusability,
there is always a tradeoff when software is developed between making it easy to use in a specific context and
making it reusable in different contexts.
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Figure 108 Tradeoff between software ease of use and reusabilty

As far as the Energy Climate Dashboard is concerned, we put priority on making the tool efficient and easy
enough to use in the context of energy climate indicators management, and specifically in the context of DM.
We thus expect by experience the reuse of the software to probably require a certain number of modifications,
so we expect that the results of RESPONSE will be of use for the replication, but between 30% to 80% of the
replicated dashboard.

5.3.7 Replication Potential to another territory
5.3.7.1 Replication as components or integrated components
The Energy Climate Platform we described is made of several functional components: the shared datalake
used to gather data from third party, store and share it, and run partner code to process data online; the
temperature indicators, air quality indicators, energy and climate indicators; and Energy Climate Dashboard
which display this information to the end users. Replication to another territory should embrace these
different components.
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Every city might already have part of the functions described in this platform, so they might only create the
functional components required to deliver the service.


Air quality maps and prediction: network of sensors, ICT infrastructure to collect it, methodology for
modelling and forecasting, visual presentation to the users



Temperature maps and prediction: network of sensors, ICT infrastructure to collect data, methodology
for interpolation and forecasting, visual presentation of the results to end users



Energy & Climate Indicators: identification of usage and audience, identification of available data,
definition of indicators, implementation as software processing automatically the data



Shared datalake: identification of data of interest in the project and Metropolis, identification of
relevant formats, architecture study to define the required functional components, technical
solutions,



Energy Climate Dashboard: display the information available in the shared datalake, and in the first
place the energy, GHG, air quality and temperature indicators. In the case of the Energy-Climate
platform, cannot be easily unplugged and plugged again in another territory without any change. Yet
individual processing chains can be air quality sensors, air quality modeling and forecasting,
temperature sensors, temperature interpolation and forecasting, energy indicators, energy climate
dashboard.

5.3.7.2 Questions opened for replication
The replication potential of the Energy Climate Platform opens several questions:


Use cases: how can a dashboard help a city improve citizen life?



Architecture: should there be a central datalake to replicate this merged solution?



Development and management processes: what are the steps to go through and the challenges to
solve in order to unleash the power of data in city management?



Replication of indicators: how much can the same indicators be replicated in another city?

5.3.7.2.1

Architecture for Replication

Throughout the project, the architectural choices that will be made, implemented and evaluated will be
shared. For example:


Is delegating data collection and archival to a datalake a good approach? What difficulties and
benefits?



How well will such architecture support the volumetry and variability of data?



How good are evaluated and chosen building blocks for the task?
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This will allow other cities to have a return on experience on the architectural choices to directly make the
right choices.
5.3.7.2.2

Development and management processes Replication

Many partners need to be involved at many phases in order to build the dashboard and, more importantly,
feed it with the right data in the right way. This requires a certain amount of functional and technical
coordination among participants and target users. This leads us to customize a specific process and set of
internal deliverables to allow this coordination. The return on experience of this project will help follower
territories have the right tools and tasks that they need to go through to ensure information is shared in a lean
but efficient way.
5.3.7.2.3

Replication of Indicators

Indicators are of interest to the decision-maker because of the trust in these indicators.
If the decision process is collective, then the indicator should be consensual for the various stakeholders. In
the case of Dijon Metropolis, in the French context, a method to compute GHG emissions should be compliant
with the accounting methodology (Bilan Carbone ®) recommended by the reference institution (ADEME). The
same indicator might be replicated on another French territory without problem; the indicator might be
scientifically suitable for another national context, but not match the institutional expectations.
Many indicators should be computed by a specific actor appointed as legitimate by the institutional context.
In France, air quality agencies such as ATMO are institutionally in charge of computing air quality in their
territory. Replicating the same indicators and models would make sense in the same administrative area
covered by the same air quality agency. Replication in another region of France would require working with
the local Air Quality agency (use their models, their IT infrastructure, their predictions), or at the least have
them validating the methodology.
If the indicators strongly depend on the local context, then a local actor might be mandatory to compute or
interpret them. For instance, prediction or interpolation of temperature at the scale of a city likely require
expertise regarding the local climate; so, the indicators for temperature computed by UBFC/BGS, who are
based on the very region of interest, might not be easy to replicate directly to another region; another local
university specialized in climatology might be more relevant there.
The indicators are often the reflect of a collaboration. Integrating the indicators in the energy climate platform
is a way to maintain, strengthen, or create a partnership between the city and the partner computing the
indicators. It makes sense to maintain a vivid connection with local actors (local university, agency, school,
startup, company) rather than reuse a blackbox coming from any other territory. In the demonstration
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planned in DM, the existence of microsensors for air quality and temperature exist because of long term
collaboration between the local university and the Metropolis.
As a consequence, the replication of the entire energy climate platform has to be considered as the
juxtaposition of several partners computing various indicators. In order to replicate the entire platform, a local
institution would be required for air quality computation, temperature. Depending on the local context, the
local actors, then we might reuse the very solutions developed in DM, or reuse local actors, or develop new
solutions from scratch.

5.3.8 Replication in the Fellow Cities
The following table summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the
replication of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Merged Solution: Energy
Climate Platform
IE4.1.2 (Shared Data-lake)
The City of Brussels is interested. The city (with its IT-partner I-City) is
currently reorganizing its whole IT infrastructure and aims to create a
datalake to store and centralize data.
Nevertheless, there are some obstacles to the adoption of those
Brussels

elements:


Obtaining the required data for detailed data analysis is
usually an important challenge, especially due to GDPR
requirements



Zaragosa

Botosani

Ptolemaida

Brussels also needs partners to store the historical data

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE
Project
It's for study, it is considered that it can be applied in Botosani
Municipality.
Currently the city of Ptolemaida is not interested in this type of
replication activity. This is due to the low level of integration of data
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systems that currently exist. Moreover, data collection may be an
issue and a time-consuming task.
Gabrovo

MoG will not study this IE – not relevant
At the moment, ICT technologies in Severodonetsk are represented
by separate solutions that are implemented by individual
organizations of the city, but, unfortunately, there is no solution that
would allow uniting all solutions on one platform. At the moment, the

Severdonetsk

ICT infrastructure of the smart city is represented by the follow
components: public transport, video surveillance, air quality and
weather monitoring. These components do not share a common data
store and have not been tested for format compatibility. However,
further investigation into the potentials is needed.

IE 4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy
and climate indicators)
The City of Brussels is interested. The main opportunities brought by
this element are the optimization of energy production and
Brussels

consumption, and the monitoring of indicators. It could be linked with
projects that the city is planning on implementing such as a digital
twin and a district dashboard for the North district of Brussels.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE
Project
It's for study, in Botosani there is a single air quality monitoring station

Botosani

managed by APM and an air quality presentation panel, with the
direct display of the air quality level. It is not clear if this idea can be
applied to Botosani.
In the city of Ptolemaida is located the Environmental Centre of
Western Macedonia (KEPE) which is the Strategic Consultant of the

Ptolemaida

Regional

Government

of

Western

Macedonia

regarding

environmental issues and sustainable development policies. KEPE is
operating an air quality laboratory consisted of 14 air quality
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monitoring stations (4 self-owned and 10 owned by others but
managed by Environmental Centre with agreements) providing realtime online measurements concerning energy and climate indicators
through its website. Thus, the proposed automatic online
computation system is not a high priority for the city of Ptolemaida.
Gabrovo

This IE is not of interest for MoG
At the moment, there is only one device for climate indicators
monitoring in Severodonetsk, and the dates for the installation of

Severdonetsk

additional sensors have not been set at the moment. Also, there is no
possibility of energy indicators monitoring. Therefore, this IE will not
be considered at the present moment.

IE 4.1.5 (Energy Climate Dashboard)
The City of Brussels is interested. The main opportunities brought by
this element are the optimization of energy production and
Brussels

consumption, and the monitoring of indicators. It could be linked with
projects that the city is planning on implementing such as a digital
twin and a district dashboard for the North district of Brussels.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE
Project
This will provide the Municipality a powerful tool in the awareness
and empowerment of the local citizens. The obtained data will be
analyzed by the municipality and will be used in the implementation

Botosani

of the following projects.
Botoșani is interested in obtaining data on air quality and
temperature and other information that can be provided by the
Energy Climate dashboard.
In the city of Ptolemaida is located the Environmental Centre of

Ptolemaida

Western Macedonia (KEPE) which is the Strategic Consultant of the
Regional

Government

of

Western

Macedonia

regarding

environmental issues and sustainable development policies. KEPE is
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operating an air quality laboratory consisted of 14 air quality
monitoring stations (4 self-owned and 10 owned by others but
managed by Environmental Centre with agreements) providing realtime online measurements concerning energy and climate indicators
through its website. Thus, the proposed automatic online
computation system is not a high priority for the city of Ptolemaida.
Multi-Level Multi-Energy Dashboard is an element that will also be
studied. Most probably, due to limited available financing and
technical capacity, MoG will have to choose between IE 4.1.5 and IE
4.1.3. The objectives and value added of this IE will be similar to the
ones already mentioned for IE 4.1.3 above – to track the energy
performance and environment quality and increase the overall public
Gabrovo

awareness. It is also expected that the potential replication of this IE
will enhance the city planning process with respect to distributed RES
energy production, refurbishment, electric mobility infrastructure,
etc.
The risks and barriers are also similar to those identified for IE 4.1.3 low technical capacity, insufficient technical infrastructure available,
shortage of funding.
At the moment, there is only one device in Severodonetsk that
monitors climatic indicators. At this stage, IE is limited by the lack of a

Severdonetsk

sufficient number of sensors to monitor climate change indicators in
various districts of the city and the necessary ICT infrastructure to
deploy a general information system. Therefore, this IE will not be
considered at the present moment.

Table 10 Replication potential for Merged Solution: Energy Climate Platform (IE4.1.2 + IE4.1.4 + 4.1.5)
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5.4 IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph AI

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph ΑΙ

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk, Turku

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Jussi Vira (TCD)

Innovation owner

TCD

Technology providing partner

TCD

5.4.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The business problem
So far, the economic activity generated by open urban data has been low, despite the large number of different
types of open data available today. The crux of the problem is that the number of individual data sets does
not tell us anything about their quality.
There are many definitions of data quality, but in this context, quality refers to the suitability of data for a
variety of real-world use cases i.e., the real value of data from business perspective. Without a clear focus on
data quality, the goal of publishing as much data as possible without understanding its possible uses is a
haphazard activity whose benefits are questionable. For the same reason, the sheer number of open datasets
is a poor measure of the success of data-driven innovation.
The solution
The Smart City Knowledge Graph combines various smart city data into a unified structure consisting of
interconnected nodes and edges. It provides a natural and intuitive way for describing real-world concepts
and their relationships. Systematic expansion of the structure will gradually produce a hugely valuable source
of data that offers unprecedented insights into various smart city problems. Enriching the data structure using
various mathematical methods and further publishing the enriched data through easy-to-use APIs create
excellent conditions to deliver on the promises of open data.
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Picture 109 illustrates a graph that consists of some common smart city concepts such as streets, buildings,
addresses etc. Through these connected concepts, the graph provides a unified structure for all the smart city
data. For example, “building” is located at a certain street segment and has one or more floors, each of which
includes a number of rooms. From each room, we can collect visitor count data or other IoT data. Now, using
this structure, we can very easily create complex semantic queries such as “show me all city-owned buildings
that reside within 500-meter radius from my current location and have had more than 100 visitors this week”.
Without the context readily provided by the graph this kind of query would be difficult to create by combining
data from different relational databases using traditional methods.

Figure 109 The Smart City Knowledge Graph

The data
The Smart City Knowledge Graph is formed by integrating data from both public data sources such as Open
Street Map, and from proprietary RESPONSE participant systems. What data the other RESPONSE participants
exactly can produce, is yet to be seen.
Picture 110 shows some potential data sources. The data can be either static or dynamic. Static data describe
slowly changing city structures such as streets, buildings, and addresses. Dynamic data, in turn, represent
constantly unfolding events like temperature measurements or air quality observations. To enable automated
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data ingestion, standardised APIs are provided. Using best practice data formats and transfer methods allows
data providers to easily connect with the Smart City Knowledge Graph.
The Smart City Knowledge Graph data serve as input for AI algorithms that perform anomaly detection and
journey planning. Anomalies are abnormal instances observed in time series data that is generated for
example by numerous IoT processes. AI methods can provide automated real-time insight and early warnings
of issues when data are abundant and incomprehensible to humans.
Using the graph data as basis for AI journey planning allows performing complex route planning that
simultaneously considers several factors such as air quality, shortest routes and possible other preferences.
Both the anomaly detection and the journey planning functionality will be published as easy-to-use developer
APIs.

Figure 110 The Smart City Knowledge Graph connects both static and dynamic smart city data to enable AI powered
analytics and application development.

The technology platform
The technology solution is based on the Turku City Data (TCD) n-bridges platform. At the core of the platform
in Figure 111 there is a graph database that stores information about static city structures that form the
backcloth for constantly unfolding stream of events, from which meaningful observations are filtered and
stored in the graph. The graph data is further enriched and used in real-world problem solving using various
AI methods.
Application developers and analysts can access the data and readily available functionality through easy-touse APIs that TCD provide as a cloud-based SaaS service.
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Figure 111 The technology platform

The current TRL is between 3-6 depending on the platform technology component. The TRL of the Smart City
Knowledge Graph and event streaming is six (6), whereas anomaly detection AI service TRL is three (3).
In the RESPONSE project, the aim is to extend the current data model and create new interfaces to fetch the
relevant smart city data into the Smart City Knowledge Graph. Furthermore, relevant algorithms will be
created to provide capability to perform complex route planning needed for Air Quality Journey Planning using
multi-factor AI constraint solving. In addition, a mathematical capability will be implemented to detect
anomalies from time series data.

5.4.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
TCD has already piloted and tested the formation of a street network using Open Street Map data for Turku.
Also, some potential approaches have been tested to perform complex route planning. As soon as there is a
deeper understanding of what kind of data other RESPONSE participants can produce for Turku area, TCD will
be able to proceed with data modelling and development of both anomaly detection and route planning
capabilities.

5.4.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
TCD’s plan is to create a demonstration environment in accordance with Figures 110 and 111 using data from
Turku area still during 2021. As soon as TCD has a deeper understanding of the plans and schedules of the
other participants regarding their ability to produce and publish smart city data, the sooner TCD is able to start
designing an environment that more correctly reflects real-world requirements. TCD expects the project
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organization to coordinate the planning activities of the participants to make sure collaboration opportunities
are identified in a timely manner.
The starting point for using the Smart City Knowledge Graph data is to understand what are the use cases that
the city of Turku wants to implement. Discussions around Air Quality Journey Planner are already under way
with the city and the picture is quite clear. At the moment, TCD’s understanding is that Air Quality Journey
Planner can be implemented using public data sources and the Finnish Meteorological Institute’s (FMI) air
quality data that has been assured to be available by FMI. For the anomaly detection, TCD needs to understand
what type of anomalies the city of Turku wants to monitor and what kind of time series data will be available
by the other participants. It should be noted that VTT has already earlier developed mathematical methods
for anomaly detection. The applicability of the VTT methods in comparison to other available methods are
subject to further discussions between TCD and VTT.
TCD already now has a limited ability to demonstrate the Smart City Knowledge Graph, should someone be
interested in having a closer look at that. In other words, TCD has a testing environment where the different
aspects of the Smart City Knowledge Graph can be explored.
The main dependencies (and risks) are indeed related to availability of the data produced by the other
RESPONSE participants. TCD can proceed to a certain level of readiness based on public data sources only, but
sooner or later we need proprietary data as well. TCD expects the RESPONSE project organization and the local
ecosystem in Turku to be active in this matter, since TCD cannot drive the data production work on behalf of
other participants.
Based on TCD’s experience so far, TCD is confident that the technological questions can be solved and most of
the key technologies have actually already been tested. For anomaly detection, we are still considering a few
technology alternatives.
Since the assumption is that the data sources do not include personal identifiable information (PII), we do not
expect issues with data privacy.

5.4.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
5.4.4.1 Turku Replication planning
The solution can be replicated to any other city that is able to provide similar data sources as will be used in
Turku. At the moment, there are no plans to implement the solution in other cities. The value of the solution
needs to be demonstrated in Turku first.
Open Street Map data is already available for most of the cities, but for example high granularity air quality
observations may not be that easily obtainable. Otherwise replicating the solution is fairly straight forward.
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As the work in Turku area progresses, we will create definitions of the required data and data formats in such
a way that they can be applied also in cities other than Turku.
5.4.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
Table 11 summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the replication of
the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph AI
Brussels is interested in this element due to accomplice, in conjunction with
Brussels

the other elements, the planned implementation of a digital twin and a district
dashboard for the North district of Brussels.

Zaragosa
Botosani

Ptolemaida

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project
Botosani does not have a database to make available, and property documents can
οnly be available for public buildings.
This replication activity requires a vast amount of data that the city of Ptolemaida
seems very hard to collect.
This IE will be briefly studied in the context of a pre-condition of the replication of IE

Gabrovo

4.1.7. MoG has insufficient level of data collection and analysis capabilities so most
probably replication of IE 4.16 will not be feasible in the short term.
The Smart City Knowledge Graph ΑΙ could be interested as a variant for combining
various smart city data into a unified structure. At the moment ICT structure is
scattered, there is no general solution for storing data and access to information.

Severodonetsk
But some detail is not completely clear. The Smart City Knowledge Graph will be able
to provide similar data sources as will be used in Turku. Data can be different, so,
further investigation into the potentials are needed.

Table 11 Replication potential for IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph AI
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5.5 IE 4.1.7 Air-quality Journey planner application for cyclists and pedestrians

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.7 Air-quality Journey planner application for
cyclists and pedestrians

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk, Turku

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Jussi Vira (TCD), Niina Ruuska

Innovation owner

TCD

Technology providing partner

TCD, FMI

5.5.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The awareness of global warming and the importance of greener travel choices even on individual level is
growing fast. In Europe, transport is responsible for nearly 30% of the EU’s total CO2 emissions, of which 72%
comes from road transportation (Figure 112) 45.

45

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20190313STO31218/co2-emissions-from-cars-factsand-figures-infographics
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Figure 112 Evolution of CO2 emissions by sector (1990-2016)

Along with the growing environmental awareness, the need for new kinds of green route planning applications
is increasing.
Functionality overview
Turku City Data’s (TCD) ambition is to provide a new kind of route planning tool for pedestrians and cyclists in
the spirit of sustainable development of smart cities. More specifically, we want to combine the following
objectives in our wayfinding initiative:
1. Shortest (fastest) routes
2. Safest routes
3. Greenest routes
TCD assumes that both pedestrians and cyclist have preference for routes that take them fastest to their
destination. In addition, the route planning algorithm should ensure the fastest route is also the safest and
greenest.
The solution is based on the Smart City Knowledge Graph that connects source data into a unified structure
including the street network to which air quality observations can be connected. Using various graph
algorithms, we can then create complex queries to define the desired travel routes.
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Whereas the definition of shortest or fastest routes is straightforward, we need precise definitions of “safe”
and “green” to be able to effectively use of graph analytics. Since the project is still at an early phase, the final
definitions are not available yet. To create the definitions, input from the city of Turku is needed. After all, the
city has the best visibility to what safety and greenness mean to their citizens.
A possible definition for “green” has already been proposed by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI):
“route with smallest total exposure to air pollutants, based on Air quality Index (AQI)”. Unless a more suitable
definition is found, this one will be used.
Technology overview
Air Quality Journey Planner is an application that will be built using the TCD n-bridges platform services. In the
core of the concept there is the Smart City Knowledge Graph that connects various smart city data into a vast
unified data structure. The concept illustrated in Figure 113 has been described in more detail in WP3-T3.1-IE
4.1.6 documentation.

Figure 113 Smart City Knowledge Graph

Air Quality Journey Planner is a lightweight application that utilizes the functionality provided by the TCD nbridges platform. The functionality, such as the multi-factor route planning, is delivered through easy-to-use
APIs. This way application developers can focus on maximizing the user experience instead of spending a lot
of time designing and implementing complex mathematical algorithms and other computational details.
Since our main focus is on creating functionality that can easily be added to existing city applications, web sites
and so on through the n-bridges APIs, the end-user application serves mainly demonstration purposes.
According to our experience it is not reasonable to assume citizens would easily adopt yet another app for
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route planning purposes, given the widespread popularity of well-known apps such as Google Maps. How to
eventually introduce the service to the citizens needs further thinking together with the city of Turku.
TCD focus is on the internal workings of the n-bridges platform and therefore the lightweight demo of theuser application will be created with the help of an external service provider having experience of UX design.
The service provider has not been chosen yet, thus subcontracting is foreseen.
Data
Ideally, the used data sources should be available for as many cities as possible. This is an important
prerequisite for scalability. Our current assumption is that we can largely rely on Open Street Map (OSM) data
in creation of the knowledge graph model. However, since our data ingestion interfaces will be standardized,
we could also use other available data sources as long as they conform to the interface specifications.
When using open initiative data sources such as OSM, we need to be prepared to accept the incompleteness
that is inherent to such data. Despite its pitfalls OSM data is in most cases still sufficiently accurate for creating
useful applications, and certainly adequate for demonstrating the potential of the Air Quality Journey Planner
application.
To be useful for pedestrians and cyclists, the air quality data should be available on micro-level. In other words,
the resolution of the data should be high enough to allow meaningful route planning based on air quality
criteria. The Finnish Meteorological Institute's ENvironmental information FUsion SERvice, FMI-ENFUSER
model can provide approximately 10x10m AQ data for hourly concentrations. This has been tested to be
sufficient for similar use cases at least in Helsinki. The model combines dispersion modelling techniques,
information fusion algorithms and statistical approaches￼.
Current status
The TRL of the Air Quality Journey Planner is 2 for the end-user application. For the rest of the functionality
included in the n-bridges platform the TLR is between 3-6 (see documentation for WP3-T3.1-IE 4.1.6 for more
details).

5.5.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
So far, TCD has successfully tested the Smart City Knowledge Graph concept with OSM data. The OSM data
serve as basis for the street network to be used in route planning. Based on preliminary testing, is estimated
that it is able for other data sources to be integrated into the graph model, once they are available, such as
FMI ENFUSER.
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5.5.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
As previously stated, the primary focus is on designing and implementing the Air Quality Journey Planning
functionality within the n-bridges platform and then publishing the functionality through easy-to-use APIs.
Since it is likely that in real-world smart city use cases, the functionality will be integrated into existing city
services rather than being published as an independent new application, the end-user application plays a
minor role in the project. Nevertheless, producing a demo version of the end-user application is necessary to
showcase the functionality to potential users.
TCD’s plan is to create a demonstration environment using OSM and FMI-ENFUSER data from Turku city area
still during this year. Alternative ways are being investigated to integrate FMI-ENFUSER data into the Smart
City Knowledge Graph.
The solution’s ability to perform journey planning covers the entire area of the city of Turku. In addition to
FMI and the city of Turku, no other participants are required to create the solution.

5.5.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
5.5.4.1 Turku Replication
The solution can be replicated to any other city from where there is OSM and air quality data available. At the
moment there are no plans to replicate the solution to other cities. The value of the solution needs to be
demonstrated in Turku first.
While we know that for most cities OSM data is available, there are some questions related to the availability
of air quality data. The FMI-ENFUSER model needs to be adapted to each new city. Although FMI future aim is
to automate data creation to as large extent as possible, this introduces additional implementation costs that
for some cities may form an obstacle to using such as data source. This needs to be further discussed and
clarified with FMI.
To cope with the uncertainties related to data sources, the n-bridges inbound interfaces will be designed in
such a way that they are data source agnostic. In other words, since we recognize that there may be alternative
data sources for example for air quality observations, a standardized interface definition will be created that
is systematically used irrespective of what source the data is coming from.
5.5.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
Table 12 summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the replication of
the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.
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Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City

IE 4.1.7 Air-quality Journey planner application for
cyclists and pedestrians
The City of Brussels is interested in this application due to the possible synergies with
existing platforms such as the cyclist platform of the Region of Brussels. Moreover,
links can be made with other local dynamics like the Good Move plan (regional
mobility plan) and the “Chercheurs d’air” initiative (campaign allowing citizens to

Brussels

install air quality sensors at home).
However, the availability of data from sensors is a concern for the air-quality journey
planner: to make precise journey recommendations, additional sensors would be
needed.
Zaragoza does expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project
Given the increasing use of bicycles in Zaragoza for daily journeys, the municipality is
interested in replicating the journey planner app for cyclist and pedestrians in order
to further support this kind of mobility. This planner will be closely linked to the local
shops, giving the customers optimal routing to their favorite street shops and also the
possibility of payment in collective and sustainable transport (electric buses,
tramway, bikes, …)
The system will implement transversal policies across city domains such as mobility

Zaragosa

and local shopping, giving discounts to promote sustainable behavior. This could be
done through incentives and gamification. This will benefit local shop owners and
clerks, but it will also be beneficial for the local residents. The outcome of these
policies will be attracting more customers and improving mobility and air quality
around the area. The idea is to reward users who use public transport with points that
can be redeemed for use either in small stores or to access public transport.
This system can be prototyped for specific commercial areas (11 of these areas are
planned in the Local Commerce Plan, from which 2 of them are adjacent to the two
replication sites: Actur/Arrabal and Delicias/Milla Digital), but can be expanded
throughout the entire city.
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Regarding the opportunities found, there is already a municipal, very widespread
existing application to promote shopping in local commerce, and this could be used
as a leverage for effectively deploying the new gamification services. As barriers, it is
important to mention the silo effect, that hampers the ability of the municipality to
deploy transversal policies. However, we expect to use the urban data collected
through this app to create new organizational incentives for horizontal integration.
It is expected to develop a minimum product during the execution of RESPONSE. The
actions will be implemented gradually, using agile methodologies that will allow
several user-driven iterations and a short testing and refinement time until they are
optimally implemented. Thus, the degree of implementation of the measures will
depend on how they are accepted by the municipal areas, directly affected
neighborhoods, citizens and any other agent involved. To ensure a high level of
acceptance we will plan several workshops and dynamics of citizen engagement and
a good set of incentives, following a lean start-up approach.

Botosani
A similar system is under investigation in the “Traffic Study for the improvement of
the traffic and the organization of the parking”. Therefore, the City of Ptolemaida is

Ptolemaida

interested in this application due to the fact that the city is trying to promote cyclist
and pedestrian activities. Moreover, this system may be coupled with bicycle sharing
systems that are under investigation in the aforementioned traffic study.
Journey planner app replication options will be studied. Several key objectives will be
pursued through this IE:
-

Raising the overall awareness of the citizens/guests of Gabrovo about the
actual air quality and the importance of it for the overall well-being of the
community

Gabrovo

-

Inducing the citizens to carefully plan their itineraries in order to reduce
traffic and GHG emissions

-

Improve the overall transport safety in Gabrovo

The implementation will not be location specific. General barriers for implementation
are the low internal technical capacity at MoG, lack of reliable 5G network as well as
absence (at this stage) of most of the key infrastructure components required for
implementation of the Journey planner.
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The City of Severodonetsk is interested in this application. Over the past five years,
the total number of industrial enterprises influencing the air quality in the city of
Severodonetsk has increased. Along with this, city residents actively use bicycles as

Severodonetsk

an ecological transport, and walking around the city is also an easy and convenient
way to get to their destination. Cycling or walking is a widespread type of physical
activity in Severodonetsk. The current limitation is the lack of sufficient sensors to
monitor air quality indicators.

Table 12 Replication potential for IE 4.1.7 Air-quality Journey planner application for cyclists and pedestrians
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5.6 IE 4.1.8 District heating, cooling and flexibility control situational awareness and
anomaly detection

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.8 District heating, cooling and flexibility control
situational awareness and anomaly detection

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk (Turku)

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Mikko Virtanen/ Jari Shemeikka (VTT)

Innovation owner

TUR-ENRG/ Egain/ HOGFORS

Technology providing partner

TUR-ENRG, VTT, Egain, HOGFORS, TCD

5.6.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
A real time anomaly detection (TRL 6→7) on the Smart City Knowledge Graph platform to support the
situational awareness and cyber security of the district heating, cooling and flexibility control in the PED (IS2.2).
The increased generation of data in the PED through IoT sensors and other monitoring capabilities facilitate
the formation of more accurate situational awareness. Providing the energy management professionals of the
PED a clear and reliable overview on the situation and conditions within the district enables them to make
more elaborated decisions on the thermal flexibility, sending demand response request for example.
However, as the number of sensors in the data gathering increases, a possibility for error grows. The error can
be of equipment, programming, human or even deliberate. To detect the errors in the data stream and to
alert the users of the situational awareness tool, anomaly detection algorithms are used to observe the data
and to detect possible anomalies in the data stream.
The end user view for the situational awareness tool will be implemented on top of the n-bridges platform46
(Figure 114). At the core of the platform is a graph database that stores information about slowly changing
46

https://n-bridges.com/
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urban structures such as streets, addresses, buildings, etc. They form the canvas for constantly unfolding
events, such as air quality observations. Instead of storing data for all events, only meaningful events that are
relevant to the current problem are stored in the chart. The chart data then serves as input to various AI
methods used to further enrich the data and perform tasks such as anomaly detection.

Figure 114 n-bridges platform
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Figure 115 Knowledge graphmodel including examples of measurement data

A demonstration of the platform application will be launched by the end of April 2021. The anomaly detection
has been so far applied on building level, implementing it on district/PED scale is the objective in RESPONSE.
The data between the IoT platform(s) containing the data, the Smart City Knowledge Graph and functionalities
such as real time anomaly detection is exchanged through data collection interfaces such as REST API
(Representational state transfer application programming interface).
Key technical partners involved in the implementation are:
Turku City Data (TCD) providing the platform of the situational awareness tool, VTT together with Egain
providing the anomaly detection algorithms and functionalities for the tool, Egain providing IoT sensors for
collecting the indoor condition data to be used in the anomaly detection, HögforsGST providing data for the
anomaly detection, Turku Energia as the DH operator as the end user of the tool.
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5.6.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
The solution has not been pre-piloted in the extent that it will be implemented within RESPONSE project.
Partners Egain and VTT have made applications to analyse indoor condition data with different techniques to
detect anomalies within the data.
Egain, has developed a rule-based anomaly detection solution for the indoor climate, that is applied to all its
buildings. This solution gives an alarm message on a dashboard when the indoor climate has been above or
below the goal temperature for some time. However, Egain is improving this solution with Machine Learning
to increase its detection rate of true anomalies and remove the noise of false anomalies. A Machine Learning
Algorithm can learn which parameters are responsible for the indoor climate of a building and predict the
indoor climate to a high level of certainty, with weather prediction. An anomaly detection model is also trained
to learn when there is an unexpected peak in the indoor climate and classify it as an anomaly. The biggest
challenge is to have energy and indoor temperature data available for at least 2 years, during heating season,
and having hourly sampling resolution. Parameters used in this pilot ML solution are the historical energy
consumption, Egain’s predicted energy consumption, historical indoor temperature, and a set of
historical/predicted weather variables such as outdoor temperature , sea level pressure, solar altitude and
dew point. Data quality is essential to handle before applying any ML algorithms, to deal with e.g., missing
data or false data. An organized and well-structured data environment makes the data quality issue take less
time to solve. Egain has a highly developed backend infrastructure, where data is structured and easy to query,
to handle challenges mentioned above. To find the best suited algorithms for the solution described above,
different algorithms needs to be tested and evaluated carefully. This solution will be per building, and to speed
up the process the solution needs to be able to handle automatical training, evaluation and remodelling with
set rules that are carefully tested. VTTs calculation model for creating a digital model uses an approach where
certain of the model parameters are known (e.g. building energy consumption data, weather data) and some
are learned from data by machine learning (Figure 116). Dynamic phenomena are included in the creation of
the model by means of genetic algorithms and related continuous population generation.
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Figure 116 Digital twins for smart buildings utilizing machine learning

After the digital twin is created and configured, it can be utilized for anomaly detection in the data stream
from the building. The gap between the data from the measurements and the output of the digital twin is
continuously measured. In case the gap is small, the conclusion is that there are no anomalies. If the gap
between the measurements and the digital twin grows too big, the AI begins learning a new digital twin.(Figure
117) The new digital twin is then checked for parameters which have changed from the previous and suggest
these to be the faulty ones causing the anomality.

Figure 117 Digital Twin for detecting problems (anomalies) in building
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5.6.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
In order to improve the situational awareness regarding the energy management of the PED, a situational
awareness tool for the energy management professionals of the PED will be developed. The web-based tool
will be equipped with real time anomaly detection, in order to facilitate the decision making of the energy
management professionals in controlling the energy flows within the PED.
In the demonstration of the situational awareness tool the PED buildings generating sufficient amount of data
for the anomaly detection feature of the tool will be incorporated. Buildings equipped with IoT sensors and
constant indoor air condition measurement are the new Tyyssija building (B3 in Figure 118) and the retrofitting
block (B4 in Figure 118).

Figure 118 Turku PEB

The approach will use graph modelling implemented in the Smart City Knowledge Graph of partner Turku City
Data (TCD) to combine the grid, district heating and cooling networks and data from the IoT sensors throughout the PED into one single real time view of the critical infrastructure to allow automated anomaly detection.
The anomaly can be a hostile or any other abnormal activity in the measurements or in the AI-modelled
foreseen behaviour. This will be used by the energy system operator for the safe operation of the combined
district heating and cooling systems.
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5.6.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
5.6.4.1 Turku Replication
There is no clear idea of replication area yet. The replicability of the solution as well as suitable replication
areas will be further studied as the implementation of the IE progresses.
5.6.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
The following table summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the
replication of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City

IE 4.1.8 District heating, cooling and flexibility control situational
awareness and anomaly detection

Brussels
Zaragosa

There is currently no district heating and cooling in Brussels North district, therefore
this IE will not be considered at the present moment.
Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project

Buildings that generate a sufficient amount of data for the instrument
Botosani

anomaly detection feature will be incorporated here. Botosani does not own
such buildings.
This system may be of great interest in the city of Ptolemaida as a district heating
network operates for more than 25 years. The proposed solution may be integrated

Ptolemaida

with the Remote Management System for the Substations of District Heating
Network that the Municipal District Heating Company (DETIP) already uses. This may
help in safer data acquisition, in the anomaly detection and can prove to be a
significant tool for situational awareness.

Gabrovo

MoG is not intending to replicate this IE – not relevant
The scientific community of the city of Severodonetsk is interested in studying and

Severodonetsk

adopting experience in technology of situational awareness with real time anomaly
detection.

Table 13 Replication potential for IE 4.1.8 District heating, cooling and flexibility control situational awareness and
anomaly detection
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5.7 IE 4.1.9 Automated driving and Vehicle-to-vehicle communication of robot cars
via 5G

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.9 Automated driving and Vehicle-to-vehicle
communication of robot cars via 5G

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk, Turku

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Maria Jokela (VTT)

Innovation owner

VTT

Technology providing partner

VTT

5.7.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
VTT’s robot cars Marilyn (Citroën) and eLvira (Volkswagen, pictured in Figure 119) will drive in PED area in
Turku and demonstrate the applicability of the low-latency 5G network on automated driving. The aim is to
save vehicle’s energy by shutting down and restarting automation sensors when devices and systems on other
vehicles and infrastructure provide the same information as vehicle’s own or possibly even more refined and
detailed data. This would increase electric vehicle’s range especially in city area where sensors on
infrastructure are more densely located.
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Figure 119 VTT’s electric robot car eLvira to be used in the project

Additionally, the vehicle could act as an intelligent data hub and collector. As it drives around the city area, it
collects and combines data and information from its own sensors, other vehicles and infrastructure along its
route. It covers a wider and more versatile area than stationary sensors on infrastructure side creating a living
view of the city. Fast and low-latency 5G network provides communication channel between vehicles and
infrastructure as well as streaming collected data and processed information forward to Turku City Data. The
electric vehicle could also act as a client for the Smart City Knowledge Graph which is kept and implemented
by Turku City Data. For example, it could ask for data regarding available charging stations and their rates and
plan its route and stops according to that information.
Now, devices installed in the vehicles include LiDARs, cameras, radars, and of course, communication 5G units.
New sensors to monitor e.g. air-quality and noise could be installed and added to the data logging system.
From their collected data and information new attributes for route planning could be introduced, e.g. for a
less noisy route.
-

At the moment, the TRL of 5G communication and applications built around it on VTT’s vehicles is 45. Proof of concepts exist and have been tested in real traffic environment but they still need finetuning before exploitation.
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5.7.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
VTT has been developing and implementing the connected driving support functions in several EU projects: in
5G-DRIVE developing C-V2X, in SHOW piloting last-mile traffic and and 5G-MOBIX cross-border evaluation of
5G functions. The Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory (GLOSA) and intersection collision avoidance systems
are supported by 5G based remote system operation. The AUTOPILOT -project studied the V2X
communication applications for automated vehicle functions. The intersection warning applications are vital
to automated vehicle due to limited vehicle sensing capability. Figure 120 shows architecture of the subsystem implemented for the V2X trials. The mobile roadside unit is the smart traffic running with intersection
(vulnerable road user (VRU) detection) support algorithms. The data is sent via LTE/Pre-5G channels to the
backend server and the traffic light data is read via the MQTT interface. The virtual traffic light read from the
cloud via the LTE communication channels. The local communication channels are C-V2X based representing
PC5 based solutions with low latencies.

Figure 120 C-V2X IoT trials in Finland (picture from 5G-project)
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Figure 121 Architecture of the GLOSA and Intelligent intersection test cases in Finland (picture from 5G-DRIVE
project)

The main challenge of AUTOPILOT is to use the commercial traffic light systems, without adding additional
hardware to the traffic lights. The main challenge is to get latency sufficiently low (sub- second), but for traffic
lights information on duration of pre-green can be taken into account for mitigating the effect of delays in the
transmission path. Another challenge is that the information is not available in the SPaT/MAP format used in
C-ITS applications. Two test cases were studied: GLOSA and Intelligent intersection. In GLOSA -case the
autonomous vehicle received traffic light status messages and in Intelligent intersection -case the VRU
trajectories were transferred to autonomous vehicle.
At crossings, there may be conflicts at green between different road users:


Vehicles turning right may have green at the same time as pedestrians and cyclists (VRUs) moving
straight. Cyclists approaching the green light are not always reliably detected by the vehicle sensors.



Vehicles turning left may have additional conflicts with vehicles driving straight. These vehicles may
not be directly noticed if it is behind a vehicle turning right.

VTT has been using the following V2X devices: NEC LinkBird-MX and Intrinsyc - Qualcomm® CV2X Technology.
Both fulfilling the following specifications: IEEE802.11p, frequency range: 5725MHz – 5925MHz, maximum
power: <21dBm.
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5.7.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
The demonstration will take place in Turku PED area shown in Figure 122. The vehicle will drive along
Inspehtorinkatu passing the student village (YO-kylä) which in the map is marked with a blue arrow. The
precise route and its ending points are to be determined later. The area is already covered with 5G network
built by ELISA and more base stations will follow improving network’s performance further.

Figure 122 Demonstration area for V2V communication of robot cars via 5G (via Google Maps)

The robot vehicles are already equipped with sensors for environment perception, such as LiDARs, cameras
and radars. These as well as other devices and systems inside the vehicle (e.g. GPS antennas, IMUs) are
selected and used with the automated driving in mind. Thus, possible new sensors and algorithms providing
information for other traffic users or from their point of view could be added to the vehicles’ setup, too. Such
systems might be sensors measuring air-quality, or algorithms estimating the traffic situations. For
communicating with other vehicles and infrastructure, the vehicles already have vehicle-to-X 5G
communication units installed.
As always, when demonstrating on public roads among real traffic, traffic safety is a key issue to be taken into
account. In our chosen PED area, there are a lot of students which presumably are mainly vulnerable road
users (VRUs), e.g. pedestrians and cyclists. Additionally, the construction site for Tyyssija building will also
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cause its own set of difficulties and interruptions with its heacy machinery, trucks and perhaps changing traffic
arrangements.
As mentioned, ELISA is one of the key partners reagarding in this demonstration providing the 5G network
infrastructure. Turku City Data will enrich the Smart City Knowledge Graph platform which will collect data
gathered throughout the project, including data collected and processed by VTT’s vehicles. Their aim is to use
real-time analysis of the data to increase situational awareness, citizen safety and improve the efficiency of
city operations.

5.7.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
5.7.4.1 Turku Replication
At this stage, we are unable to provide a description of the replication planning for the automated driving and
V2V communication of robot cars via 5G.
-

The potential barriers for replication include e.g. legal frameworks for automated driving as well as
the technical development of robot cars in general.

At the area of the river Aura, the 5G CCTV drone will be replicated for the municipal rescue missions.
5.7.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
The following table summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the
replication of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.
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Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City

IE 4.1.9 Automated driving and Vehicle-to-vehicle communication
of robot cars via 5G
There is a clear interest in this element, mainly due to the potentiality of combining
data from the vehicle itself, other vehicles and infrastructure along the route. There
are links with existing dynamics in Brussels: Local partner Up4North is planning to
launch (potentially electric) shuttle buses that could indeed be automated. The
presence of the headquarters of Engie (utility company) in the district offers
possibilities for pilot projects (to be further explored during the course of the project).

Brussels

The main barriers would be the reliability of the detection of cyclists and pedestrians
and the fact that the 5G technology is still in test phase in Brussels. A deliberative
commission of citizens presented a report in which a partial 5G roll-out is
recommended, focused on business and public service. This still needs to be debated
in Brussels’ Parliament.
The Belgian telecommunication company Proximus is also headquartered in the
district and could be interested in participating in a pilot project (to be explored
during the course of the project).

Zaragosa
Botosani

Ptolemaida

Gabrovo

Severodonetsk

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project

In Romania, a wide availability of 5G is expected until 2025. 5G technology has
not been launched in Botosani.
This solution is of no interest to the city of Ptolemaida as 5G systems are not installed
in the area and it is not yet known when these systems can be installed.
MoG is not intending to replicate this IE – not relevant. 5G still in almost in very early
stage of deployment.
There is currently in Severodonetsk no automated driving car, robot cars and 5G
technology. Therefore, this IE will not be considered at the present moment.

Table 14 Replication potential for IE 4.1.9 Automated driving and Vehicle-to-vehicle communicaof robot cars via 5G
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5.8 IE 4.1.10 5G Smart City lighting poles

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.1.10 5G Smart City lighting poles

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk, Turku

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Ville Nieminen (Sähkö Jokinen)

Innovation owner

Sähkö Jokinen, Elisa

Technology providing partner

Sähkö Jokinen, Elisa

5.8.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The Sähkö-Jokinen Smart Pole will serve as a platform for devices that combine usage of 5G technology and
the street lighting. In the design phase, this particular product is called the SmartPole. The pole in itself does
not produce or receive any information. Instead, the pole and the devices integrated into it make the pole a
smart pole. Together, these smart poles form a 5G network that allows for very fast data transmission speeds.
The fast 5G network of the smart poles makes it possible to control and collect data with a variety of sensors
from different functions monitored in the project, such as self-driving cars and drones.
The goal is to develop as an extensive pole solution as possible that, in addition to 5G devices, supports any
other devices that can be potentially integrated into the pole. It is possible to install speakers, cameras,
chargers for vehicles and a variety of sensors to the pole. The design is based on a modular structure that can
be customised according to different needs. A default feature of the pole in the RESPONSE project is the Elisa
5G antenna, which is integrated into the pole structure. The 5G antenna will be fitted into the pole structure
as imperceptibly as possible but in a way that allows for optimal direction of the antenna and the best possible
functionality of the device.
The 5G antenna will be installed at a height of about 5–7 metres at the top of the pole. It is possible to cover
the antenna with a protector that conceals the antenna inside the pole structure.
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Figure 123 The S-J SmartPole

5G technology requires devices to be installed inside the pole structure, which must be considered as the
design process advances. By default, the system will not require backup power, but it will be considered as an
option. The device cabling and required connection equipment may affect the space inside the pole reserved
for connections and the possible need for cooling, which will be studied as the project advances. A streetlamp
will also be installed into the pole with the aim to harmonize it with the overall design. The objective is to
integrate the control equipment of the lamp into the inside of the pole structure.
Particular attention will be paid to the appearance of the pole in the design phase to make the end result as
stylish and suitable with the urban landscape as possible. A separate decorative light element will be installed
in the middle section of the pole to make the pole more visible and to illuminate the street. An additional aim
is to add a feature that improves safety in the case of collisions as an option.
The aim is to use galvanised, powder coated steel to achieve a finalised appearance in the manufacturing of
the pole. Special parts that will be machined or laser cut will also be used in the manufacturing of the pole.
The structure of the pole requires careful planning and the strength of materials and the production methods
used will be specified as the planning advances. The modular structure will be enabled by flanged joints and
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particular attention must be paid to the feed through of cables and device installations. The shape of the pole
will be straight and tube-like in order to make the end result as light as possible and the pole as suitable with
the surrounding urban landscape as possible. The pole will be coated with VOC-free powder. The pole will be
completely manufactured in Finland and all of the materials used are produced in Finland as well. This allows
us to verify the carbon footprint of manufacturing and support Finnish industries.
The current TRL level of the 5G smart city lighting poles is 6, by the end of the implementation and start of the
demonstration the expected TRL is 7.

5.8.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
Until now, the massive size of smart poles has posed a challenge. There are lots of technological solutions and
cables related to devices installed within the poles that take up a lot of space. There are considerable
differences in the sizes of antennae and transmitters produced by different manufacturers, and the first
devices have been really large. The devices had to be placed outside the pole, which makes the solutions’
suitability with the urban landscape very varying. In addition, there have been limitations on where the poles
can be located as the massive structures take up a lot of space on the streets.
The installation of data transmission and power cables also has a great impact, and the planning of their
installation must be planned at an early stage as it has a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the end
result. Information about the measures and installation methods of devices should be available at as early a
stage as possible, as they have an essential impact on the structures of the pole. The rapid development of
devices and changes in their physical dimensions during a project poses a challenge. The compatibility of the
poles and devices plays a key role and will directly affect the functionality of the 5G network and how the
systems that use the network function and collect and transmit data. Power management will also pose an
additional challenge as the power allocated for street lamps is timed or otherwise automated to be enabled
at certain hours of the day, but the devices connected to the 5G network must function 24 hours a day.
The location of the poles at the installation site must be planned carefully in order to ensure the coverage of
the network and that the maximum benefits of the devices that use the network or collect data through the
network are gained. The distances between poles and the orientation of devices must be considered at an
early stage in order to avoid the need for any compromises at the final stages. All limitations and obstacles
must thus be considered at a very early stage and solutions for these must be planned together with different
parties.

5.8.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
10 novel 5G smart street lighting poles will be installed in the PED area near the Tyyssija building by partners
ELISA and, SAH-JOK to collect, aggregate and connect IoT data from the PED (robot cars and drones) to other
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smart city data. The current plan is to place the 5G lighting poles in the proximity of the main road of the PED,
Inspehtorinkatu.

Figure 124 Overview of Inspehtorinkatu, PED main road

Figure 125 Street view of Inspehtorinkatu and the Tyyssija building

The capacity of the 5G connection will be piloted with the use of the VTT robot cars and the 5G connected
drone carrying the high-resolution CCTV camera sending live 4K video stream to the city safety control room.
The corresponding real-time analytics and learning algorithms (AI) will be implemented by Turku City Data to
process continuous stream of data.
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5.8.4 Replication planning in the LHCs of Turku and FCs
5.8.4.1 Turku Replication
The City of Turku is interested in replicating the 5G smart lighting poles in the city centre, more precisely in
the proximity of the newly renovated market square and along the river Aura. There is also an interest in
replicating the lighting poles at the river ferry Föri’s start/stop stations, located on the opposite sides of the
Aura River. The Föri fits 75 people and is operating around the year. The purpose of the lighting poles in
connection to the Föri would be to monitor citizens walking and biking nearby and automate the control of
the ferry. At this stage, city employees from various departments (urban development, urban planning and
city infrastructure) have been introduced to the 5G lighting poles. Further discussions will take place as the 5G
lighting pole planning and implementation proceeds within the RESPONSE project.

Figure 126 Photo of the river Aura and the Föri ferry (for internal use only)

Already at this stage barriers for replication in the city centre have been identified, a significant part of the city
centre and the riverbank is heritage protected. Installing lighting poles in the heritage protected areas might
require adjustments not only in the visual design of the lighting poles, but also in the installation of the poles
as digging and cabling might be limited due to archaeological reasons. The lighting pole provider, SähköJokinen has previous experience from designing lighting poles also for historical areas.
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Another replication idea is to situate 5G lighting poles along the lines of planned tramway network in Turku.
At this stage the Turku tramway project is on the planning stage, the tramway plans will continue by the
creation of general plan and an implementation plan for the core lines of the foreseen network. The City
Council will make an investment decision on the construction of tramway approximately in 2024.
5.8.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
Table 15 summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the replication of
the specific IE in the RESPONSE FCs.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.1.10 5G Smart City lighting poles
Brussels
Zaragosa
Botosani

Ptolemaida

At the moment, there is no willingness by the distribution network operator to
implement this element due to vandalism problems in the district.
Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project
In Romania, a wide availability of 5G is expected until 2025. 5G technology has not
been launched in Botosani.
This solution is of no interest to the city of Ptolemaida as 5G systems are not installed
in the area and it is not yet known when these systems can be installed.
At this stage MoG will refrain from replicating this IE due to the low penetration of 5G

Gabrovo

in the city. We will keep track of its development anyway and will eventually study
this element as soon as the 5G is available.
Recently in the city of Severodonetsk, a modernization of street lighting has been
carried out with the use of energy-efficient lighting elements and in the near future it
is not planned to replace them with those that are considered within the framework

Severodonetsk

of this IE. Moreover, at the moment, there is no opportunity to implement this
element in Severodonetsk due to inaccessibility of 5G technology, self-driving cars
and drones, which are planned to be used to control and collect data with a variety
of sensors from different functions. Therefore, this IE will not be considered at the
present moment.

Table 15 Replication potential for IE 4.1.10 5G Smart City lighting poles
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Chapter 6
Detailed presentation of Integrated Solution
under IS4.2 - E-mobility Grid Integration and
City Planning
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Chapter 6
6. Detailed presentation of IS under IS4.2
This section will present detailed information around the IEs identified and planned to be demonstrated in the
two LHCs, around the ISs under IS4.2 on E-mobility Grid Integration and City Planning. These innovations
comprise of:
a) in the city of Dijon, solutions around EV charging points with Smartcharging and Vehicle to Grid (V2G)
operations. Smartcharging infrastructure deployment planning tool and 3D visualization tool to integrate
energy and e-Mobility.
b) in the city of Turku, solution around Fast Vehicle to Grid charging station, Light Electric Vehicle charging hub
(LEV Hub) and Shared EV’s providing mobility sharing schemes with e-vehicles.
For each of these Innovative Elements, detailed information will be provided around the:
-

Pre-pilot phase, providing available information from each LHC where related elements have already
been tested, proving useful insights on the currently available technical know-how but also as a lessonlearnt and best-practices guide for the demonstration activities.

-

Demonstration phase, providing details on the planned activities towards the integration and
demonstration of the ISs in the two LHCs, therefore paving the way for the core activities of WP6 and
WP7.

-

Replication phase, presenting a first planning of the replication master planning, for both LHs and
Fellow cities (as preliminary activities of WP8).
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6.1 IE 4.2.1 EV charging points with PV, shading and battery featuring smart-charging
and V2G operation

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.2.1 EV charging points with PV, shading and battery featuring smartcharging and V2G operation

LHC

Dijon

LHC Manager

Oanez Codet Hache (DM), Eric Tourte (EDF)

TA leader Resposible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Thierry Brossier (EDF)

IE Responsible / Contact points
Innovation owner
Technology providing partner

EDF, DREEV

EV charging points coupled with PV carport / shading structures and a stationary battery. The chargers will
embed features to allow Smart-charging and Vehicle to Grid (V2G) operation. The parking spot would be
located in areas so as to avoid potential degradation (natural or human made).
The following objectives are estimated to be achieved through the application and implementation of the IE
“EV charging points with PV, shading and battery featuring smart-charging and V2G operation”:
a1) Maximizing RES electricity used for charging, with the use of PV electricity, either directly or stored in the
battery. This will be achieved through decentralized intelligence, embedded in the overall energy management
system of the Positive Energy Blocks (TRL6→8);
a2) Operating smart-charging to limit power demand on the grid, favouring the use of stored electricity at
peak hour;
a3) Vehicle to Grid feature, which will allow increasing the flexibility of the local electricity system by using onboard batteries to absorb / reinject electrical energy. This requires specific embedded software, as well as an
operation platform, currently developed and operated by partner EDF’s affiliated entity DREEV (TRL6→8). Carsharing configuration will be investigated;
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Description of DREEV’s V2G solution:
DREEV's technical solution is based on an end-to-end technical solution which is composed of:


an ABB V2G charging station



a V2G aggregator platform



a communication protocol which enables advanced communication between the chargers and the
platform



a V2G mobile application which grants user with a high level of controls

The ABB V2G charging station has the technical characteristics shown in Table 16:
General Specifications

AC specifications

Operational
temperatures

-25°C to +50°C

Input
AC
connection

Storage temperatures

-40°C to +85°C

Input Voltage

340V to 440V

Derating temperature

40°C

Maximum AC current

20A

Humidity

0-95%

Full power AC voltage

340-440V

Altitude

0-2000m

Discharge Rated Power 10.5kW

Weight
(without
charging cable)

25kg

Earthing systems

Installation solution

Pedestal
mounted

IP rating

65

IK rating

IK10

Peak efficiency

>94%

Standby
consumption

power

or

power 3-Phase

wall- Frequency

Embedded protections

TT
TN-S
TN-C-S
45-65Hz

- Overvoltage
- Undervoltage
- Overcurrent
- Surge protection
- Over temperature
- DC injection protections
- Overfrequency
- Underfrequency

<25W
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MCB

compatible with a C-type
MCB

RCD

compatible with a type A
RCD
DC specifications

Operational
range

voltage

Charge
discharge
power
Full
Power
Voltage

Number
connectors
Connector type

and
rated

DC

of

Certification*

150V-500V

CE certified

Yes (*)

11kW

Grid Codes

DIN VDE 0126
G99
EN50549 (HW compliant**)

312.5-500V

Chademo

Chademo
V2H
2.1
certification
Nissan V2G certification***

1

Chademo
Communication

Measurement characteristics

Protocol

OCPP 1.6-J (with V2X AC power
adaptations)

- sampling rate of 50ms;
- resolution of 1W;
- accuracy of 0,5% (from 10%
of the rated power and higher)

Cybersecurity

OCPP
1.6
security frequency
extension - Profile 3: TLS
with
Client-Side
Certificates

- sampling rate of 50ms;
- resolution of 1mHz;
- accuracy of 10mHz

AC energy

- sampling rate of 5 min;
- resolution of 10Wh;
- accuracy of 2% (from 10% of
the rated power and higher)

DC energy

- sampling rate of 5 min;
- resolution of 10Wh;
- accuracy better than 4%

Table 16 ABB V2G technical characteristics
*CE declaration of conformity will be provided
**It is not possible to get certified for the EN50549-1 standard as the associated testing standard is not available yet. However, the
hardware of the charger is already compliant with the EN50549-1 standard requirements.
*** Certification of ABB charger provided in Appendix. A specific attention was paid to interoperability with the different Nissan Electric
Vehicle models. In addition to taking and passing the Nissan Certification, interoperability tests have been conducted with all existing
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Nissan models and model years. The charger is therefore interoperable with all model years from MY11 including MY18LEAF and
MY18E-NV200.

V2G Aggregator Platform
The DREEV V2G Aggregator will compute the power setpoints of the V2G charging stations to respect (in a
best effort approach) the power targets provided by the energy management system of the eco-district while
respecting the users’ mobility needs (minimum SoC requirements) and the limits on local power circuits.
Mobility
needs

Power
setpoints

V2G Charger #1

Power limits provided
by the eco-district EMS

DREEV
Platform

Power
setpoints

Eco-district
energy
management
system

Power
setpoints

V2G Charger #k

V2G Charger #n

Figure 127 V2G Aggregator Platform

Communication protocol
The ABB V2G charger and the DREEV V2G aggregator platform communicate by means of the Open Charge
Point Protocol (OCPP) 1.6-J communication protocol. Among other OCPP 1.6 functionalities, the charger is able
to communicate meter values to the platform via standardized timestamped MeterValue OCPP messages.
In addition, this communication is secured by mutual TLS authentication following the specifications from the
OCPP1.6 security white paper extension (profile 3 implemented: TLS with Client-Side Certificates).
As OCPP 1.6 is not V2G-compliant, specific messages have been designed and implemented by DREEV for the
operation of the V2G service. DREEV is working with OCA to get these messages standardized asap.
These specific messages enable the platform to control very accurately the charging/discharging process of
the chargers. The platform can either send power setpoint profiles or Droop Curves (Power-Frequency curves)
which are then applied locally by the charger.
The communication between the chargers and the platform has been designed and configured to reduce as
much as possible the communication traffic and the communication costs (while still remaining compliant with
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the OCPP standard). It has also been designed to provide very performant services (e.g., a very reactive
frequency regulation service).
V2G Mobile Application
A V2G mobile application has been developed to grant EV users with a high level of control on the charging
process of their EV.
Thanks to this mobile application (available on Google and Apple stores), the EV user has the following
possibilities:


see real-time information about the charging process (including EV SoC)



request for an instant charge: the charger starts charging at the maximum available power as soon as
the instant charge is requested



schedule a trip (either one-off of recurring trip) composed of a departure time and a requested SoC:
the mobility needs always prevail over the energy strategy, such that EV user mobility needs are
always respected

6.1.1 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
Limited in size, V2G pilots installed in countries as UK, NL and FR are pioneering these new services, some of
which being managed by EDF.

6.1.2 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
Three V2G charging points will be installed in each of the two PEBs in Dijon located at parking spaces, equipped
with PV carports. Charging will be provided through low power DC (typically 7 to 10kWe) and PV panels (3-5
kWp overall) connected to a stationary battery providing additional flexibility (1 charger ~ 10 kWh flexibility).
At the beginning of the project, so that the V2X business cases can make sense - regarding the availability of
the EVs as storage resources - at least 8 V2G-ready electric vehicles owned by partner DM and other local /
public companies will be made available. The number of EVs available is expected to increase rapidly over the
2021-2025 period. Dijon Metropole and other local partners and stakeholders are ensuring V2G ready vehicles
are made available since Day 1 of the project The adequacy to potential car-sharing configuration will be
investigated.
EDF in coordination with the metropolis of Dijon is looking for areas and uses to install the 6 charging stations
involved in the grant agreement.
Several uses are being defined in the 2 PEB:
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-

PEB1 :

Two V2G chargers implemented in PEB1 to contribute on collective self-consumption; we are looking to set
up a car-sharing service with two vehicles from the CITIZ Company. Several avenues for professional use of
this car-sharing service are being investigated
-

PEB2 :

One V2G for an electric vehicle belonging to Grand Dijon Habitat (project partner) to participate in the
collective self-consumption operation of the Grand Dijon Habitat area.
Other uses are being discussed between DM-EDF and other companies that are interested in electric vehicles
adapted to V2G chargers.
Major risks:
-

Currently only the NISSAN-LEAF model is able to be integrated to V2G chargers, which brings a lot of
constraints.

-

Car-sharing users: The survey conducted among residents does not reveal a need for this service,
which is currently not known, residents are more in the process of owning their own vehicle

Key technical partners:
DM/EDF: look for use cases to implement the 6 V2G charging points
DREEV: design of the control platform and installation of the V2G charging point
GDH: buildings’ owner in RESPONSE project, beneficiary of 1 charging point
CITIZ: beneficiary of 1 charging point

6.1.3 Replication planning in the LHC of Dijon and FCs
6.1.3.1 Dijon Replication planning
Dijon CHU (University Hospital) has a captive fleet of more than 100 vehicles, that could be electrified and
used for V2G, fed by around 20 charging stations. The installation of around 20 public Charging Stations (CSs)
will be envisaged on the University site. Eventually, a dozen of public CSs can be deployed in the Arsenal
District, in the framework of the possible electrification of SNCF’s fleet located there. Partner EDF has
committed to the EV100 initiative, which aims at decarbonising companies’ vehicle fleets worldwide. With
more than 30,000 vehicles in EDF Group’s fleet, the potential to replicate and fully deploy this solution for the
EDF Group is major. EDF also created in 2019 an affiliated company called DREEV (commercialising Vehicle-toX (Grid or Home or Building) solutions).
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6.1.3.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
The following table summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the
replication of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.2.1 EV charging points
The City of Brussels is interested in the deployment of EV charging points since it has
the ambition to increase the number of charging points on its territory in order to
meet demand. The city of Brussels is currently defining a new Smart City strategy, in
which the installation of new charging points and their mapping might be included.
Belgian government policies, which heavily support company cars, tend to encourage
more and more electric company cars (only electric company cars will be deductible
from tax from 2026). The city needs to check if the companies in the North district
offer company cars to their employees and estimate the total fleet size, to be included

Brussels

in the evaluation of the potential of this element.
Moreover, all aspects related to EV charging stations need to be discussed with
distribution network operator47 (Sibelga) and the capacity of the electricity grid to
absorb new loads from EV charging points needs to be analysed.
The idea is interesting to create links with the Transformation Axis 1 of the RESPONSE
project and be able to integrate PVs and batteries to the charging systems. From this
perspective, the multinational energy utility company, Engie48 could be involved. The
possibility to obtain an economic benefit from the V2G would also be an advantage.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project
The city of Botosani is interested in ISs for charging electronic mobility.
In Botosani there are currently no charging points managed by the Municipality of

Botosani

Botosani.

The number of cars registered at the Botosani Tax Directorate, on

15.09.2021, within the Municipality of Botosani.
- 24 electric cars

47

https://www.sibelga.be/en/

48

https://www.engie.be/nl/
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- 266 hybrid cars
Electric cars have their own charging sources.
In order to initiate e-mobility planning, Ptolemaida is interested in this particular
activity. This solution will help in the realization of EV Charging Station Plan that
Ptolemaida is currently developing. The plan includes Current Situation Analysis - Area
Mapping -EV Recharge Electrical Vehicles Location - Recharge Point Network
Development Scenarios - Monitoring of EV Charging Needs. In the context of the

Ptolemaida

development of electric power infrastructure - electric vehicles - charging stations,
the Municipality of Eordaia is expected to procure a) the supply of a total of ten EVs
of different sizes and b) the supply of ten Charging Stations. This potential replication
activity may assist in the maximizing RES electricity used for charging, with the use of
PV electricity and as there is implementation of smart charging system, this can help
in limiting the power demand from the grid.
Smart charging infrastructure can be developed throughout Gabrovo center district
where most of the public and business buildings are located. This IE will be studied in
parallel to IE 4.2.4 due to their technical similarity. Only one of them will be potentially
replicated. The value added and objectives to be achieved through this IE are identical
with the ones identified for IE 4.2.4 below: mainstreaming the EV use in Gabrovo,
Decarbonization of the transport and overall improvement of the air quality in the

Gabrovo

town.
The barriers for replication are: limited available public funds, possible lack of interest
from private sector partners, limited space in the PED zone, risk of vandalizing the
charging station or/and the Solar Panels.
EV charging points will potentially be installed in the city center (close to the MoG
administrative building) as well as near the Orlovets Sports hall.

Severodonetsk

There is currently no public charging point yet. Current legislation does not address
V2G operation. Therefore, this IE will not be considered at the present moment.

Table 17 Replication potential for IE 4.2.1 EV charging points
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6.2 Merged Solusion: Electric Mobility Tooling and Studies

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 – Electric Mobility Tooling
and Studies
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.2.2 Smart-charging infrastructure deployment
planning tool +
IE 4.2.3 Geographic visualization tool for enhanced
decision-making

LHC

Dijon Metropolis

LHC Manager

Eric Tourte (EDF), Oanez Codet Hache (DM)

TA leader Responsible

Samuel Thiriot (EIFER)

IS Leader Responsible

Thierry Brossier (EDF)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Marie Sevenet (EIFER)

Technology providing partner

EIFER

6.2.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The goal of the “Electric Mobility Tooling and Studies “is (i) to anticipate the needs of Charging Stations for
Electric Mobility on a territory, (ii) to propose potential deployment locations to match this demand, and (iii)
to deliver this information in a visualisation tool which facilitate their appropriation by decision-makers.
Consequently, the aim of the tool for decision makers is to assess different strategies on positioning electrical
charging infrastructure at the scale of a district. The location of charging infrastructure is mainly based on
activities distribution (residential, services, economic activities…) and parking slots. Charging infrastructure
deployment planning tool consider geographical information such as population density, housing & working
places, parking slot, on-demand charging points for residents without dedicated parking spaces. Technical
specification is strongly related to first IE 4.1.2 (Datalake). Currently data collection is done manually, in
Response it will be experimented connection with datalake. The secondary objective is the integration of the
data and result of IE4.2.2 with the new datalake and indicators. Partner EIFER will apply a platform, to allow
urban planners, local authorities, investors and citizen to grasp the impact of mobility sharing scenarios,
number of parking lots, or influence of fuels on CO2 emissions, air quality and/or commute time.
The simulation tool is based on spatial analysis methods. The model permits to simulate the use of electric
vehicles, of electric car sharing and of electric bike. Not included to the simulation are the two modes e-bus
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and e-rivershuttle. Gas or hydrogen technology are not neither integrated because they are refuelling at patrol
station.
The IE 4.2.2 consists to integrate traffic history and power grid capacities.
Traffic history will be made accessible through the On-Dijon project, which will allow to receive real data on
traffic. This represents an important step forward, by allowing optimal charging infrastructure deployment in
urban context, where more than 80% of the charging events are taking place.
The feasibility of both IE 4.2.2, and the presentation of results in IE 4.2.3, depend on the availability of data to
feed in the model and drive the studies. In order to secure this aspect, EDF (as IS 4.2 lead), ENEDIS (data
provider), and EIFER (as solution designer) organized monthly meetings starting January 2021 to define which
data can be shared by ENEDIS regarding (i) the shape of the electric network and capacity for V2G, (ii) the
format of these data and their validity, and (iii) the legal framework to communicate this data. This led to the
identification of an experimental framework within ENEDIS which enable the communication of data.
A supplementary goal of the “Electric Mobility Tooling and Studies“is (iii) to deliver this information in a
visualisation tool which facilitate their appropriation by decision-makers. This visualisation tool is the IE 4.2.3
“Geographic visualization tool for enhanced decision-making”
Currently, IE 4.2.2 is using two way to visualise e-mobility infrastructure plan: ESRI solution (ArcGIS online in
Figure 128) or EDF City Platform (Figure 129 and Figure 130).

Figure 128 The result of the location of charging station proposed by the EMOB model is displayed in a web interface
based on ArcGIS
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Figure 129 Visualization example of expected results of IE 4.2.1 based on EDF City Platform (Map)

Figure 130 Visualization example of expected results of IE 4.2.1 based on EDF City Platform (Graphic)

The objective is to proceed in a unified way than dashboards (TRL7→8). Technical specification is strongly
related to first IE 4.1.5 (Dashboard).
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6.2.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
Pre-piloted during the “Modelisation Urbaine Gerland” project, ended in 2017, allowed to develop a planning
tool for on-street e-Mobility infrastructure, applied to a neighbourhood in Lyon. Visualisation interface was
not provided by EDF/EIFER, it’s the reason why results above are shown with ArcGIS online (Figure 128). This
was complemented for off-street e-mobility by a project in Moscow (2018-2019), still not accounting for
electricity grid capacities and mobility flows. Figure 129 and Figure 130 shows an example of output from EDF
City platform.
The objective of the IE 4.2. of the current proposal is to integrate energy and e-Mobility in the same planning
tool. ENEDIS has developed an innovative tool which helps project owners to evaluate the electric connection
and its costs.

6.2.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
In the frame of the EU H2020 RESPONSE project, EIFER engaged to deliver tools for the deployment of charging
stations. RESPONSE will demonstrate e-mobility and smart city planning solutions for advanced citizen services
(see TA#4, IS-4.2, TRL≥6), encompassing technological improvements such as charging infrastructure
deployment planning tool and accounting for local geographical information
As mentioned above, the IE consists to integrate traffic history and power grid capacities in the Electric
Mobility Tool: Traffic history will be made accessible through the On-Dijon project and network constraints
will be considered in optimising the location of charge points. These data will be provided by ENEDIS. The
feasibility of both IE 4.2.2, and the presentation of results in IE 4.2.3, depend on the availability of data to feed
in the model. This led to the identification of an experimental framework within ENEDIS which enable the
communication of data.
Currently, IE 4.2.2 is using two ways to visualise e-mobility infrastructure plan: ESRI solution (ArcGIS online on
Figure 128) or EDF City Platform (Figure 129 and Figure 130). The objective of the IE 4.2.3 is to integrate the
IE4.2.2 with the new datalake (IE 4.1.2) to enable the holistic monitoring of the city from various fields (air
quality, mobility and energy, among others) processed in a unified way and the energy climate dashboards –
IE 4.1.5 (TRL7→8).

6.2.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Dijon and FCs
The tool is already replicable in France and Europe, it has to be tested to validate the module (grid and traffic
integration. The main concern is the data quality and availability and their use.
In RESPONSE,
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Fontaine Douche is the demonstrator district. Data provided by ENEDIS on network constraints will be
considered in optimising the location of charge points first at this spatial unit.



After validation of the study done in Fontaine Douche, IE 4.2.2 and IE 4.2.3 will be extended to the
Métropole of Dijon to conduct a second study.

This IE can contribute to test replicability in another context or countries.
Note: this IE was formerly referred to as “3D visualization tool for enhanced decision-making”. During the
clarification of needs and targets with the end users, partners concluded 3D presents not added value to the
tool, might introduce confusion in the understanding of results by the audience, and would add useless
technical constraints. As a consequence, we decided to rename it “geographic visualization tool for enhanced
decision-making”. This does not affect the actual content (expertise, value delivered) of the IE.
6.2.4.1 Replication in the Fellow Cities
Table 18 summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the replication of
the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Merged Solution: Electric
Mobility Tooling and Studies
Replication potential for Integrated Solution IE 4.2.2
Smart-charging infrastructure deployment planning
tool
The relevance of the deployment of such a tool needs to be discussed
with the distribution network operator, Sibelga, since it would only
Brussels

make sense to implement this at the level of the whole metropolitan
region of Brussels (consisting of 19 local authorities of which the city
of Brussels is the largest).

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE
Project
Interested in infrastructure deployment planning tool

Botosani

They will be located in the parking lots in the area of the institutions
and in the parking lot for the inhabitants of the area.
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The municipality and the government encourage the purchase of
electric cars by subsidizing prices and reducing taxes. In this sense,
there are several projects for the location of electric charging stations
and through other programs, so this project would complement
them.
The energy system located in Botoșani supports charging stations
regardless of their type and power.
Their integration is also followed in a web application through which
someone can make reservations for upload prices.
In order to initiate e-mobility planning, Ptolemaida is interested in
infrastructure deployment planning tools. These tools can cooperate
with the activity described in 1.11 and can help in the assessment of
Ptolemaida

different strategies on positioning electrical charging infrastructure at
the scale of a district. Moreover, the use of electric vehicles, of electric
car sharing and of electric bike can be simulated via this proposed
solution and traffic data may be assessed that may allow optimal
charging infrastructure deployment in urban context.
Smart charging infrastructure deployment planning tool is of interest
as a complementary component to the other EV infrastructure related

Gabrovo

IEs. The simulation model would allow MoG to assess different
strategies on positioning electrical charging infrastructure and make
decisions on the distribution and location of charging points.
There are currently no public charging points and, therefore, smartcharging infrastructure could be interesting for exploration for the

Severdonetsk

future planning to assess different strategies on positioning electrical
charging infrastructure at the scale of a city. Therefore, this IE will not
be considered at the present moment.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution IE 4.2.3
Geographic visualization tool for enhanced decisionmaking
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The potential of this element is with respect to the possibility of
unified data (air quality, mobility, energy, among others), however,
the obstacle is data quality and availability. In Brussels the projects in
Brussels

development related the present element is the district dashboard,
where data is being collected to map energy consumption and
generation initially. More functionalities will be added to this platform
within the next year and a half. Similarly, the Digital twin idea is in
planning phase.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE
Project
The municipality of Botosani is interested in the implementation of EV

Botosani

charging points in the hope of encouraging the purchase of electric
cars by the citizens of Botosani.
As mentioned in 1.11 and 1.12 Ptolemaida is interested in this
solution in order to initiate e-mobility planning. The current solution

Ptolemaida

along with the ones presented in 1.11 and 1.12 as well as in 1.14 may
help in the planning, implementation and promotion of EV’s use.
Although there is a significant concern for the data collection and
their quality.

Gabrovo
The potential of this element as a complex solution for heterogeneous
Severdonetsk

data analytics could be interested, however, the obstacle is data
gathering and availability.

Table 18 Replication potential for Merged Solution: Electric Mobility Tooling and Studies (IE4.2.2 + IE4.2.3)
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6.3 IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging station

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging station

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk, Turku

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

Innovation owner

TYS

Technology providing partner

Ferroamp

6.3.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The proposed V2G chargers will be directly connected and integrated to the local DC grid in the buildings that
are developed in another IE of the project. This concept is illustrated in the picture below where the DC grid
allows multiple buildings as well as the V2G chargers to share power from the connected solar cells and the
battery system. By connecting the V2G chargers to the DC grid in this concept it allows a higher peak power
during charging as all available power from the solar cells, the stationary battery and from the connected
buildings can be combined. During V2G mode (discharging of the car battery) the system provides full freedom
to direct the energy from the connected cars to any of the three buildings, to the stationary battery system or
to be exported to the grid through any of the buildings for example to provide ancillary services such as
frequency regulation.
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Figure 131 Illustration of local DC-grid with PVs, BESS and V2G

Figure 132 Example of system communication

The communication standards for V2G operation, ISO 15118-20 as well as the new version 2.0.1 of the OCPP
standard, are still in development at the time of starting the project and their implementation is therefore a
bit uncertain.
In order to allow the greatest compatibility and interoperability with not only the V2G chargers used in this
project but also future chargers from other manufacturers the project will try to use as much of the
standardized protocols as possible.
Since the project will use the European CCS standard there are no production cars available with V2G
functionality at the time of writing. However, this is expected to improve throughout the course of the project.
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Therefore it is important to early on in the project establish a partnership with a European car manufacturer
so V2G enabled cars can be available for the project.49
The V2G charging technology is currently at TRL 3-5 since there is a lot of ongoing work outside the project on
standardization and business models, there is also uncertainty about different car manufacturers plans to
support V2G functionality as well as how the future business models will look. Throughout the course of the
project these issues will likely advance the TRL for V2G charging technology to 6-7 although all of these issues
can not be addressed within the scope of the project.
Preliminary data for the V2G chargers are shown in table 18. This data is subject to change.
Electric vehicle side
Vehicle connection standard CCS type 2
Rated charging power 10 - 22 kW

DC grid side
DC bus voltage, VDC 760 V (nominal)
DC bus voltage range, VDC 740 - 780
Maximum DC bus fusing 63 A

(TBD)

DC bus connection 3-wire (L+, L-, PE)
Max efficiency 96 %
System communication Narrow band power line
communication (PLC)
Installation

Connectivity

Ambient temperature -20°C – 40°C

Ethernet

Degree of protection IP 65

OCPP 1.6 / 2.0
Modbus/TCP
Charging mode IEC 61851, mode 4
Table 19 Preliminary specification of V2G chargers

49

Directive 2014/94/EU (Deployment of alternative fuels Infrastructure, Article 7)
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Figure 133 High level overview of the main components in a bidirectional DC/DC EV-charger

6.3.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
In general, research in V2G technology that include renewable energy resources, oftenly describe systems
with a connection to the AC-grid regarded as both a power source and a way to store excessive electricity
produced. Test facilities created tend to result in suboptimal energy efficiency and a poor payback, as the
facility owner does not always get the same amount for upstream energy as he has to pay for the downstream.
Many V2G-projects show the traditional way of connecting vehicles with a bidirectional AC/DC
inverter/charger, one per vehicle, to provide the wanted AC-grid support also called ancillary services.
The described system has one centric AC-grid connection via the power module "Energyhub". It has a phase
current balancing capability in its AC-side and a bidirectional DC-nanogrid connection on the "opposite" side,
which extends a connection to further power modules as solar string optimizers and energy storage
optimizers.
With these power modules the DC-nanogrid is created, and in combination, it may optimize for the usage of
own produced electricity "behind the meter".
By extending the DC-nanogrid to go in between other source- and load-devices (including DC EV-chargers) the
overall energy efficiency can significantly be improved and the need for AC-inverter modules can be reduced,
compared to traditional DC-charger systems.
Bidirectional DC/DC EV-chargers will be connected to the DC-nanogrid. Hereby, a V2G-enabled vehicle can
provide some new opportunities that will be demonstrated.
The quick charger from Ferroamp is the result of a project together with Chargestorm and No Picnic and with
support from the Swedish Energy Agency. Ferroamp is supplementing its EnergyHub platform with DC chargers
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for electric cars. The advantage of this technology, where efficient charging of electric cars can be combined
with local solar production and energy storage, opens new opportunities to charge electric vehicles in urban
environments without major infrastructure upgrades.
The first product in this series is a quick charger of 50 kW in collaboration with project partner Chargestorm.
The second development is a smaller DC charger prepared for bidirectional function, so-called V2G (Vehicle to
Grid) where the electric vehicle's battery can be used as part of the property's energy storage.
Technology development and pilot testing with bidirectional power flow is progressing. Own results are not
available for publication at this time, but its incomplete status is aligned with the following description.
When V2G-enabled vehicles connect to the DC-Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), the vehicle's battery
capacity is added with the capacity of the installed Battery Energy Storage System (BESS). The total amount of
energy is calculated according to both storage's basic capacity and its State Of Charge (SOC). The charging
profile may decide which battery will have priority for charging and the total capacity must be within given
thresholds before a V2G-service may be started.
In facilities a number of DC/DC EV-chargers equipped with a bidirectional capability are connected to the same
DC-nanogrid. The charging power may be set differently according to user demanded charging profiles. The
V2G contribution can be different depending on properties for the vehicle model and actual SOC level and
limitations.
In the same DC-nanogrid, there might be challenges to efficiently synchronise both V2G-enabled vehicles and
regular power sharing among non-V2G-enabled vehicles. A moment of discharging power, for doing gridservices, externally requested, may lead to recharging another vehicle that is not V2G-enabled, unless its
charging session is disabled for the interval of the requested grid support.
To avoid overload situations, the system shall be capable of power sharing among the connected and V2Genabled vehicles that will have different limits for utilization, charge level (SOC) and different battery
capacities.
User-feedback is important in all phases to establish a picture of which business models will be the most
attractive, and which will get the users interested and used to always plug-in while parking the vehicle.
Assumed that a central location of chargers and a high degree of convenience is crucial. (E.g. Fixed and orderly
hanging charging cable. Cleanliness. Weather protection, below ceiling. Well lit. Easy authenticate and enable
procedure. Language options on display.)
Space for device-installation may be somewhat larger compared to a regular AC-charge-pole installation.
It is not possible to recognize any socioeconomic benefits at the moment, but we can think about some
issues that may become important for V2G-system acceptance and prevalence:
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-

V2G-functions should provide an effect that if found significant, systems should be scaled up in
suitable volumes.

-

V2G-functions should have a large enough volume payback itself, so the economic incentives do not
diminish or disappear after a short period of operation.

-

A program for user incentives must be adapted that provides the most users.

-

EVs are today perceived as expensive, and not all citizens can afford to buy a V2G enabling
technology. Hereby it can be seen as unfair if incentives reduce the cost for charging, down to
almost nothing, while at the same time regular charging receives a premium tariff.

-

A political question would be if there is a necessity for a democratic development of incentives and
increase the possibility to utilize the V2G-technology for all. Democratic developed incentives may
strengthen the acceptance and ease adaptation toward a new plug-in behaviour.

Issues that have been identified as challenging areas in other similar V2G-studies performed. Aspects that is
worth to discuss and bring in for investigation within the RESPONSE project can be:
-

The user's plug-in behaviour. Will the user accept or find time to connect the charging cable every
time the vehicle is parked?

-

Connected time. How many hours will the vehicle on a daily basis stay connected?

-

Slower charging with V2G enabled. Will the customer accept the longer charge time when the V2G is
enabled? (Does it matter much for the user, is it noticeable at all?)

-

A fully operational V2G-system requires today a number of agreeing parties which all must be
prepared and ready for participation in a grid-service cooperation. The vehicle must be capable, the
user must see a clear "What's in it for me?" and the charging operation must stay easy to understand
and simple to use.

6.3.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
Bidirectional electric vehicle chargers of CCS-type according to the international standard IEC 6185-23/-24.
The chargers will connect to the vehicle’s DC-socket connector. When in charging mode the DC-nanogrid will
provide the energy, while in support-mode, the vehicle's battery will return some portions of electric power
and energy back to the DC-grid, when a need for grid support occurs. The portions of power and energy will
stay within limits specific for the vehicle model and its current battery properties. Such limits are usually set
so low that the impact a moment of discharge may have on battery retention, will be significantly neglectable.
The net amount of returned energy will always be less than what the vehicle will charge over a period of time.
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When V2G is enabled, the users are encouraged to specify the time of departure when plugging in and leaving
the car. Preprogrammed automation in the central EMS will take the necessary actions.
In the project, the EV-charging system deliverables will be according to the directive with underlying technical
standards. Since some of these are still in development, the compatibility towards a general fleet of existing
electric vehicles, cannot be ensured where the most advanced smart charging and bidirectional functions may
be impossible.
In other words, the new and smart charging functions with grid-services will require compliance and enabling
in each participating vehicle. Issues of non-compatibility are of high concern, since results of our contributions
partly rely on a readiness between charging-system and the vehicles.
The number of bidirectional charging points and hence the achievable capacity to offer for possible gridservices will be somewhat limited. With a maturing consciousness for grid-services and the belonging V2G
market structures, considerations for how successive extensions of the V2G capacity can be increased without
the necessity to replace major and expensive components, can be noted. The modular scalability of the
proposed charging system will ensure a technical possibility for expansions resulting in an increased V2G
capacity.
Aspects that need to be taken into account when designing V2G charging points:
-

Distances and space allocated for other system components in LVDC grid

-

Include the possibility for future system expansion (affects cable dimensioning and distribution
boards)

Introduction to V2G activities performed during WP7, preliminary:
-

Define system specifications and concretize deliverables
-

The GA states that Aitiopaikka should be equipped with an AC charging hub. Are AC
chargers required? Ferroamp can not provide AC chargers, if they are included in the project
they need to be supplied by another supplier.

-

Together with relevant partners, define needed communication/interfaces as well as physical
limitations/boundaries (DSO, facility owner etc.)

-

Develop integration towards DC grid, developing the droop control scheme in the DC grid to be able
to accurately control energy flows to and from the V2G chargers.

-

Integration of chargers towards the DC grid energy management systems so charger operation can be
visualized and controlled through a user interface.

-

V2G application development in relation to LVDC site (which applications do we initially support)
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-

Planning of the installation

-

Support while installation and commissioning

Note: The hardware and software inside the DC-charging units will not be developed within the RESPONSE
project since it is covered in an ongoing project in the company. The response development regarding the
V2G will focus on system level steering and control.

Only a few OEMs with the CCS DC-charging port have publicly announced that they will soon adapt to available
V2G technologies. With expectancies towards the maturing standards, the current situation may be seen as
a competition among the OEMs to include another selling feature to their product.
To highlight the some of the important co-operations throughout the project:
To allow a V2G-system to provide a greater benefit beyond a basic frequency regulation and power backup
for a building, the vehicle-connected chargers are fed with a signal indicating the demand for a defined gridsupport. This signal will in normal circumstances be originating from the DSO or an entity providing this service
for the DSO.
An aggregator collects all small grid-supporting assets from various contributors. With a resulting amount of
power in a local area, that is counted to be significant for helping to stabilize the grid, is then offered to the
grid regulation market. This function of aggregation would happen automatically and a control signaling is
generated by algorithms found in the aggregator's EMS. Compatibility with the defined protocol in such a
system must be established.
At the time being, there are more and more car manufacturers that claim they will soon be ready to open up
an enabling V2G-services. Since the international standards for communication protocols involved are not
expected to be published before 2022, the information coming from the OEMs to the press can be interpreted
as optimistic, and possibly regarded to have a commercial effect on the competitive car market.
Ferroamp has a close cooperation with R&D-offices dealing with the involved technologies among important
OEMs. This will ensure an availability of test objects of the similar maturity as our own selection of
technologies.

6.3.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
6.3.4.1 Turku Replication
At this stage (April 2021) when the IE has not been thoroughly planned yet there are only preliminary plans
for replication areas for IS 4.2.
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Replication Area #1 – Turku Science Park area could serve as a perfect replication area for IS-4.2. It is a
community of businesses and educational establishments. Majority of the office buildings (over 136,000 m2)
are owned by Turku Technology Properties, which makes it possible to easily replicate the innovative solutions
to cover several buildings or whole blocks. The selected buildings will integrate a PV power plant (100-200
kW/building). BESS systems with total capacity of 50-100 kWh will be implemented at the TUAS EDUCITY
Campus buildings for evaluation and investigation on Smart Grids. At least 10 EV Parking places located directly
under the EDUCITY will be equipped with charging infrastructure. The EVs can serve as a buffer to support PV
production and energy demand during the middle of the day. EDUCITY campus represents a very good
opportunity to implement a V2G-LVDC charging infrastructure.
Replication Area #2 – Turku Airport and Turku Harbor are both provided with large private car parking areas,
where travelers leave their own cars for long days up to one or two weeks. The trips are usually scheduled
well in advance. Many of the users of those parking lots are likely to move to acquire an EV in the near future.
Both locations are currently equipped with a fast charging hub for e-buses dedicated to public transport. Part
of the infrastructures belong to the City of Turku and are operated by large companies. As described in the
USER CHI project description, the ‘Port of Turku will serve as a node of the Scandinavian-Mediterranean
corridor, offering ultrafast charging stations while minimizing the impact on the grid’. This future node
represents a perfect opportunity for the implementation of V2G-LVDC hub.
6.3.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
The following table summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the
replication of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging station
Brussels

The City of Brussels is interested in this element. The main opportunity brought by
this is the optimization of energy production and consumption.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project

Botosani

It's for study.

Ptolemaida

Along with activities described in 1.11-1.13, this solution may help initiate e-mobility
planning in Ptolemaida.
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MoG will study and most probably replicate this IE due to its essential importance for
mainstreaming the EV based transport (particularly in the central city zone) and
generally decarbonizing the transport in Gabrovo as a whole.
Among the potential barriers we would expect are the lack of funding and conflict
with existing architectural and road infrastructure elements. Another potential
barrier is the fact that the communication standards for V2G operation, ISO 15118-

Gabrovo

20 as well as the new version 2.0.1 of the OCPP standard, are still in development at
the time of starting the project at the LHC of Turku and their implementation is
therefore a bit uncertain. A comprehensive list of replication barriers, however, will
be produced as an outcome of the feasibility studies which will be conducted
throughout the project duration.
Charging stations will eventually be built in close proximity to the MoG Administrative
building and the Orlovets sports hall.

Severodonetsk

There is currently no public charging point yet. Current legislation does not address
V2G operation. Therefore, this IE will not be considered at the present moment.

Table 20 Replication potential for IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging station
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6.4 IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle charging Hubs

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle charging Hubs

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk (Turku)

TA leader Resposible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

Innovation owner

TYS

Technology providing partner

6.4.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The IE therefore aims to address the need to provide a secure charging hub for LEVs of different types at the
PED area. Although there are several bike storage rooms and shelters in connection with the residential
buildings, not all of them entail charging outlets. In addition, some types of LEVs, such as cargo-bikes and socalled mobility assistance scooters, might not fit the doorways of these spaces. A centralized hub will provide
a solution for this challenge.
In conjunction with the charging hub, an e-vehicle sharing service will be piloted (IE 4.2.6.). This will provide
PED inhabitants with the opportunity to use shared services for their mobility needs instead of procuring their
own vehicles. In essence, these solutions (the hub and e-vehicle sharing) provide a more care-free solution for
the inhabitants to move in a sustainable manner. The LEV hub will function as the main storage area for the
sharef (light) electric vehicles.
TRL level: 7 -> 8.
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6.4.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
There is already public shared vehicle infrastructure widely used in the city of Turku i.e., TYS is already piloting
the shared normal cars (van and car) at the PED district. These shared cars are very popular and attractive
solution for the student residents as they don’t necessary have need to own a car. These vehicles are provided
by sub-contractor and are leased by TYS. The city of Turku also provides conventional, station-based shared
city bikes in the city, including the PED district where some of the most popular city bike system stations are
located. Right to use these bikes is included into the City public transport card FÖLI. These vehicles are not,
however, placed in a particular hub location, although they are located within rather close proximity to each
other in the central area of the PED.

Figure 134 Some e-car charging points at the PED

LEV charging issues have been approached in some previous projects. The city of Turku tested shared use of
several light electric vehicles of different types in the frame of the H2020 project CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, where
one measure focused on testing of e-vehicles as a replacement of use of one’s own car by city employees. The
living lab area in CIVITAS ECCENTRIC included an area covering Kupittaa, the university area and part of the
TYS student village. This e-mobility pilot centered around providing the employees of the city with electric
mobility services and raising awareness of the alternative modes of electric mobility. In the one-year
experiment, employees of the city were offered nine different types of light electric vehicles to be used for
commuting, travelling for business and in their free time. The charging of the LEVs was thus done either at the
workplace or at the employees’ own home.
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Key lessons to be drawn from the pilot include some that will be useful for the EV sharing IE. In the pilot the
most popular and reliable of the experimented LEVs was the electric bicycle. Overall, the suitability of a vehicle
must be assessed carefully by paying attention to the needs and the area of use while considering the
possibility of using the vehicle in winter. Some LEVs are really not safe during the sometimes harsh winter
weather conditions in Turku, and the cold climate may influence batery duration. It was found that a leasing
agreement that includes maintenance, repair and delivery services is an ideal concept in sharing these types
of vehicles. It is recommended to select a local service provider with easy physical accessibility, if possible. An
agreement of disclosing all possible data to the client should be made with the service provider in advance to
the pilot.
In the project “BSR electric – Fostering e-mobility solutions in urban areas in the Baltic Sea Region” (Interreg
Baltic Sea Region) some e-bikes and an e-cargo bike were tested in city logistics functions by Arkea Ltd. Arkea
also has some e-vans. TUAS composed a feasibility study on the barriers and drivers of using e-vehicles in city
logistics. Charging issues were one of the central concerns that arose from the pilot – it was found with the
LEVs that the premises where they were used didn’t necessarily have a suitable location for storing the LEV
safely, which posed a barrier for night-time charging for such LEVs that did not have a detachable battery.
The city of Turku started in February 2020 a new H2020 project USER-CHI (2020-2024), which is well connected
to RESPONSE. Turku USER-CHI demo is focused on developing charging solutions outside the city center, both
of slow and ultrafast technologies, to provide a holistic and IS to the charging needs. Turku will make direct
use of the CLICK Tool and the eMoBest Cluster for drafting an EV Charging Master Plan that sets the
framework, rules and guidance to foster public-private cooperation and private investments, with the purpose
of speeding up the massive deployment of user centric charging infrastructure in the city. The EV Charging
Master Plan will specifically include a roadmap for implementing public and private charging infrastructure to
10-15 city-owned facilities. As a practical demonstration of the e-charging need for light vehicles, the city of
Turku will test e-charging boxes integrated with local RES production in suitable locations. The demonstration
part of the project starts in autumn 2021, hence preliminary experiences from the demonstrations will be of
benefit for planning and implementation of the IE at hand.
A public bidirectional electric vehicle charging point has been installed 2017 in Helsinki, Finland. The installed
V2G device is a result of cooperation between Virta, Helen and Nissan and is part of EU’s mySmartLife project.
The V2G charging point complements an existing solar power plant and a stationary energy storage and
enables EVs as energy storage for electricity grid stability.
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Figure 135 The V2G charging point at Suvilahti, Helsinki

Light electric vehicle charging hubs do exist around the world and there are various models available for such
hubs. Some of the project staff were involved in Interreg funded project cities.multimodal, for example, where
multimodal points or hubs have been throughly explored. Lessons learned will be derived from this project
when making more concrete plans for the charging hub. Talking about Turku and the PED specifically, partners’
previous expertise on e.g. fast charging and charging box solutions in different national and EU-level projects
will be utilized when planning the specifics of the hub, in addition to information gained from the pre-pilot
sites. A thorough mapping of available options will be made during 2021. Possibilities of adding services to the
hub (e.g., a LEV/bicycle maintenance station) will also be planned as those are elements that may improve the
attraction of the hub for the citizens.
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Figure 136 A small-scale bicycle maintenance point at the PED

The acceptance of the integrated solutions by PED citizens is essential for their success. The elements of IS 5.1.
(Enhanced Citizen Participation, Empowerment and Awareness-Rising) will serve as a useful tool for mapping
both citizen needs regarding the location of the hub (if not entirely dictated by technical requirements), evehicles provided in the hub and potential business models involved. Therefore, the plan is to advance the IE
in close cooperation with IS 5.1.

6.4.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
The plan is to have two Light Electric Vehicle charging hubs with connection to two local BESS (50 kWh each)
and charging infrastructure, located close to the EV hubs of Tyyssija and Aitiopaikka for serving a total of 28 ebikes at a power of 14 kWe, i.e., eight cargo bikes (1 kWh) with Peak Power 0.5 kWe, and 20 e-bikes (0.5 kWh)
with Peak Power 0.5 kWe. In addition to the e-bikes there will be a V2G enabled LEV (6 kWh) and charger (6
kWe).
Preliminary discussions have taken place on the location of the hubs – however this issue is still pending more
thorough analysis of different options. Below in red is demonstrated one of the possible locations in close
proximity to the new Aitiopaikka building in the PED.
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Figure 137 One potential location for the hub (red square)

The LHC will host a workshop on IS 4.2. planning in May (date TBA). The objectives of the workshop regarding
IE 4.2.5. include the locational possibilities and needs of the hub, LEV options, the needs of TYS regarding the
hub etc.

6.4.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
6.4.4.1 Turku Replication
At this stage (April 2021) when the IE has not been thoroughly planned yet there are only preliminary plans
for replication areas for IS 4.2.
Replication Area #1 – Turku Science Park area could serve as a perfect replication area for IS-4.2. It is a
community of businesses and educational establishments. Majority of the office buildings (over 136,000 m2)
are owned by Turku Technology Properties, which makes it possible to easily replicate the innovative solutions
to cover several buildings or whole blocks. The selected buildings will integrate a PV power plant (100-200
kW/building). BESS systems with total capacity of 50-100 kWh will be implemented at the TUAS EDUCITY
Campus buildings for evaluation and investigation on Smart Grids. At least 10 EV Parking places located directly
under the EDUCITY will be equipped with charging infrastructure. The EVs can serve as buffer to support PV
production and energy demand during the middle of the day. EDUCITY campus represents a very good
opportunity to implement a V2G-LVDC charging infrastructure.
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The Science Park area hosts a number of different functions with both daily visitors to businesses, the train
station, the universities in addition to residential buildings. Parking places are scarce in the area, making
moving about the area with LEVs an attracting option. Thus, it would make for a good replication area for a
LEV charging hub. There are plans available for a mobility hub for the area made within the scope of project
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC. The plans were however never realized due to budgetary and other constraints, such as
issues with land ownership.
Replication Area #2 – Turku Airport and Turku Harbour are both provided with large private car parking areas,
where travellers leave their own cars for long days up to one or two weeks. The trips are usually scheduled
well in advance. Many of the users of those parking lots are likely to move to acquire an EV in the near future.
Both locations are currently equipped with a fast-charging hub for e-buses dedicated to public transport. Part
of the infrastructures belong to the City of Turku and are operated by large companies. As described in the
USER CHI project description, the ‘Port of Turku will serve as a node of the Scandinavian-Mediterranean
corridor, offering ultrafast charging stations while minimizing the impact on the grid’. This future node
represents a perfect opportunity for the implementation of V2G-LVDC hub.
6.4.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
The following table summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the
replication of the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle charging Hubs
Brussels

This could be interesting, in particular in connection with storage/shelters for light
electric vehicles. However, further investigation into the potentials is needed.
Zaragoza does expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project
The proximity of Milla Digital to the central bus and train station makes it an
interesting district for the replication of the charging hub, as well as the Dinamiza

Zaragosa

business park, due to the availability of private parking facilities for the workers in
the park.
The proximity of Milla Digital, and the recently created Mobility City showroom and
test area, alongside with the new Drone test area and the two business incubators
(La Terminal and CIEM), overall create a good opportunity to test new charging
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solutions through a “charging hub” open to companies that want to experiment
their new developments (the concept of an innovative or smart district).

Botosani

In Botosani there is a tendency to increase the number of light electric vehicles.
The V2G-LVDC hub could be implemented in the hospital parking lot.
As it was previously mentioned Ptolemaida’s EV plan which is under
implementation includes the procurement of light electric vehicles. This solution

Ptolemaida

which can be intregrated with the previous activities of IE 4.2 category may help in
providing secure charging hub for LEVs of different types. Moreover, the citizens
will have the opportunity to use shared services for their mobility needs instead of
procuring their own vehicles.
This IE is also of interest for replication and will be studied by MoG. The objectives
pursued with this IE are two-fold: to induce the citizens and guests of Gabrovo to
use light vehicles (e-bikes, e-scooters) instead of cars in order to relieve the traffic
in the PED and the central city zone and to lower the air pollution by offering an
alternative to petrol driven vehicles. Synergies between this and the e-vehicle

Gabrovo

sharing service (IE 4.2.6.) will be sought.
Close proximity to the Administrative building of MoG and the Orlovets sports hall
would make a very convenient location for two such hubs. We will also analyse the
possibility to source RE to charge the light e-vehicles.
No substantial barriers and/or impediments for the replication of this solution can
be identified at this stage.

Severodonetsk

There is currently no public charging point yet. Current legislation does not address
V2G operation. Therefore, this IE will not be considered at the present moment.

Table 21 Replication potential for IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle charging Hubs
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6.5 IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 - DATA COLLECTION
TEMPLATE ON EACH IE (INNOVATIVE
ELEMENT)
Innovative Element (IE)

IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme

LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk (Turku)

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

IE Responsible / Contact points

Annika Kunnasvirta (TUAS)

Innovation owner

TYS

Technology providing partner

TYS

6.5.1 Solution overview and technical description of IE
The solution at focus in IE 4.2.6. will provide shared EV’s (TRL7→8) at the two charging hubs (IE 4.2.5.) in
cooperation with a car rental company providing mobility sharing schemes with e-vehicles. The IE will address
the need for easy access shared transport services and sustainable transport options and by doing so reducing
the need for ownership of (e-)vehicles.
First and foremost EV sharing services focus on providing an alternative for vehicle ownership. In addition, for
many citizens EV ownership in particular would not be possible due to high initial procurement costs. The IE
thus provides a viable, more sustainable option to vehicle ownership by providing an easy and affordable
service for the inhabitants’ varying transport needs.
The technical specifications of the system are yet to be determined. An EV provider and system operator will
be invited to tender most likely in early 2022. The timetable is however dependent on the timing of the
construction of the chargining hub and fast charging station (IE 4.2.4. & 4.2.6).
The solution’s key technical partner at this point is Ferroamp (technology provider for the fast V2G charging
station). The provider of the booking application for EV sharing and possible incentive system platform (for
tokens) will determined at a later stage during tendering.
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6.5.2 Available Pre-pilots and lessons-learned
There is already public shared vehicle infrastructure widely used in the city of Turku i.e., TYS is already piloting
the shared normal cars (van and car) at the PED district. These shared cars are very popular and attractive
solution for the student residents as they don’t necessarily have a need or the possibility to own a car. These
vehicles are provided by sub-contractor and are leased by TYS. The city of Turku also provides conventional,
station-based shared city bikes in the city, including the PED district where some of the most popular city bike
system stations are located. The right to use these bikes is included into the City public transport card FÖLI.

Figure 138 Shared e-car in the Student Village
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Figure 139 Signs next to the shared e-car

The city of Turku has also tested shared use of several light electric vehicles of different types in the frame of
the H2020 project CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, where one measure focused on testing of e-vehicles as a replacement
of use of one’s own car by city employees. The living lab area in CIVITAS ECCENTRIC included an area covering
Kupittaa, the university area and part of the TYS student village. This e-mobility pilot centered around
providing the employees of the city with electric mobility services and raising awareness of the alternative
modes of electric mobility. In the one-year experiment, employees of the city were offered nine different types
of light electric vehicles to be used for commuting, travelling for business and in their free time. In addition to
the light vehicles, employees of the city were also provided access to the concept of affordable shared electric
cars, where the employees had access to the cars during their working hours for free and, in their free time,
for a lower fee than the market price. The service was available for a little more than six months, and the
cooperation with Hertz Car Sharing received a lot of positive feedback.
Key lessons to be drawn from the pilot include some that will be useful for the EV sharing IE. In the pilot the
most popular and reliable of the experimented LEVs was the electric bicycle. Overall, the suitability of a vehicle
must be assessed carefully by paying attention to the needs and the area of use while considering the
possibility of using the vehicle in winter. Some LEVs are really not safe during the sometimes harsh winter
weather conditions in Turku. It was found that a leasing agreement that includes maintenance, repair and
delivery services is an ideal concept in sharing these types of vehicles. It is recommended to select a local
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service provider with easy physical accessibility, if possible. An agreement of disclosing all possible data to the
client should be made with the service provider in advance to the pilot.
The electric mobility experiment accelerated the business activities of several companies, for example, from
extending their range to offering leasing services. An enormous amount of experience was gained in
agreement and financing models as well as requirements related to electric cars and the prerequisites for
success.
In the project “Fostering e-mobility solutions in urban areas in the Baltic Sea Region” (Interreg Baltic Sea
Region) some shared e-bikes and an e-cargo bike were tested in city logistics functions by Arkea Ltd. Arkea
also has some e-vans. Based on these experiences, TUAS composed a feasibility study on the barriers and
drivers of using e-vehicles in city logistics. However, the results are of use also for other purposes of use apart
from city logistics.
EV sharing models are available around the world and sharing is getting more and more popular in Finland. In
Turku many car sharing operators will start offering those services in other parts of Turku this year. This
development is partly due to the renewal of parking policies in the city, a crucial factor for EV sharing business
models to flourish. Car sharing companies will be brought under the permit parking policy and receive a socalled Z-permit which allows shared vehicles to be parked in places normally reserved for the area’s residents.

Figure 140 One of the public bike sharing stations at the PED
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6.5.3 Demonstration activities planned within RESPONSE
Fleet management of vehicles, the approximate State of Charge of their respective batteries at their arrival
and the charge required by next user, will be accessed through the shared EV booking system provided by
partner TYS. More EV shared vehicles by TYS can be charged at the three Electric vehicle chargers. The V2G
used by a particular class of consumers i.e., young persons with relatively low income, but a strong interest
for decarbonisation will be evaluated. The application of V2G to smaller and lighter e-Vehicles will also be
evaluated within the project. Tenants that are participating in energy saving activities will be rewarded with
tokens that can be used to ride shared EVs and L(ight)EVs.
TYS has experience from EV sharing from their premises and hence a good understanding of risks involved can
be made prior to implementation. On city level, the city’s parking policies have recently been updated, hence
making EV sharing easier with prioritized parking. No major risks are thus foreseen at this stage; however,
marketing of the service needs to be planned well in order to reach users.
An identified risk at this stage is related to IE 4.2.4. – getting V2G enabled vehicles included the EV sharing
system.
The LHC will host a workshop on IS 4.2. planning in May (date TBA). The objectives of the workshop regarding
IE 4.2.6. include the locational possibilities and needs of the hub where EV sharing services will be located, EV
options, the options for incentives (tokens) received from energy saving behaviours and the options for the
technical realization of such a platform etc.

6.5.4 Replication planning in the LHC of Turku and FCs
6.5.4.1 Turku Replication
Replication plans to be determined – however the idea is to combine the IEs into an easily replicable business
model for other city districts. The Kupittaa / Science Park area is one possible option, especially given the fact
that an EB charging hub is piloted there in connection to USER-CHI project, as well as the residential district of
Runosmäki.
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6.5.4.2 Replication in the Fellow Cities
Table 22 summarises the preliminary assessment and identifies needs and opportunities for the replication of
the specific IE in the RESPONSE Fellow Cities.

Replication potential for Integrated Solution:
Fellow City
IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme
The potential of this element is not completely clear. The market size in the North

Brussels

district should be checked. There are already car sharing companies in Brussels, such
as Poppy (free floating with fuel, CNG and EV), but several other companies left the
Brussels market due to a lack of profitability.

Zaragosa

Zaragoza does not expect to replicate this solution within RESPONSE Project
In order to increase the number of light electric vehicles, the Municipality of Botosani

Botosani

should provide adequate infrastructure. This will increase the safety of cyclists in
traffic. There are few bicycle routes, and the citizens of Botosani use electric bicycles
more outside the city (Metropolitan Area).
Ptolemaida is interested in the implementation of shared EV schemes (bike sharing
systems). This will assist the citizens to lessen the use of cars or bikes and decrease
the CO2 emissions from the transportations. Moreover, since there is low coverage

Ptolemaida

of the city with public transportations, EV sharing schemes may provide a significant
alternative solution for the citizens who are not able to walk long distances and they
have no access to any means of transportation. Thus, this solution provides an easy
and affordable service for the inhabitants’ varying transport needs.
EV sharing service feasibility will be studied and eventually replicated. This IE is seen
by Gabrovo as a catalyst for popularizing the low-carbon transport on a mass scale. A
PPP business model for realization of this IE will also be considered.

Gabrovo

Lack of funding is among the key barriers that will be tackled through involvement of
a private partner. The perceived small market size of shared EV service can also be an
impediment. Lack of charging infrastructure is another barrier, which will be
addressed by other IEs of RESPONSE.
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The replication of this IE is not area specific and cannot be limited to the PED only. It
will cover the whole of the town.
There are currently no public charging points and car rental service in the city of

Severodonetsk

Severodonetsk. Therefore, now it is not clear what organization will be able to
replicate in the future this IE. Therefore, this IE will not be considered at the present
moment.

Table 22 Replication potential for IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme
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Chapter 7
7. Cooperation Roadmap and Regulatory Framework Considerations
7.1 Planning and Risk management in the LHC of Turku

WP3 - T3.1 -TA#4 – PLANNING & RISK
MANAGEMENT TEMPLATES
LHC

Turku

LHC Manager

Olena Zinchuk, Turku

TA leader Responsible

Sini Lamoureux (Turku)

IS Leader Responsible

Julia Kantorovich (VTT)

7.1.1 IEs Implementation and Commissioning and Planning
7.1.1.1 IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph ΑΙ

IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Design

Smart City Knowledge Graph refers to a network-like structure that TCD
combines various smart city data into interconnected nodes and edges.
It relies on modelling real-world concepts and their relationships in a
constantly evolving linked smart city data universe. The platform offers
seamless integration of public and private data in a secure environment
and orchestration of the AI capabilities to address business needs in an
agile and effective manner. Systematic expansion of the structure will
gradually produce a hugely valuable source of data that offers
unprecedented insights into various smart city problems.

Engineering/

Data in the graph is automatically processed using advanced TCD, UTU

Development

computational models and algorithms developed in close cooperation
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with University of Turku. The Insight Apps layer has been developed on
the top of the platform, which helps domain experts to leverage
knowledge graph content in their daily activities. Each contextualized
app provides access to a vast knowledge graph, but avoids
overwhelming its users with unnecessary information, by providing
sensible and relevant content for the issues at hand. Enriching the data
structure using various mathematical methods and further publishing
the enriched data through easy-to-use APIs create excellent conditions
to deliver on the promises of open data.
Integration/ Testing

The graph is formed by integrating data from both public data sources TCD
and from other participant systems. The data can be either static or
dynamic. Static data describe slowly changing city structures such as
streets, buildings and addresses. Dynamic data represent constantly
unfolding events like temperature measurements or air quality
observations. To enable automated data ingestion, standardised APIs
are required. Using best practice data formats and transfer methods
allows the data providers to easily connect with the Smart City
Knowledge Graph. The Smart City Knowledge Graph data serves as an
input for AI algorithms that perform anomaly detection (IE 4.1.8) and
journey planning (IE 4.1.7).

Final Release

TCD’s plan is to create a demonstration environment using data from

TCD

Turku area still during 2021. As soon as TCD has a deeper understanding
of the plans and schedules of the other participants regarding their
ability to produce and publish smart city data, the sooner TCD can start
designing an environment that more correctly reflects real-world
requirements.
IE

Deployment Description/ Activities involved

Phases

Partners
involved

Preparation,

The Smart City Knowledge Graph is formed by integrating data from TCD

Procurement

both public data sources such as Open Street Map, and from
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proprietary RESPONSE participant systems. What data the other
RESPONSE participants exactly can produce, is yet to be seen.
Physical Deployment

The technology solution is based on the Turku City Data (TCD) n-bridges TCD
platform. At the core of the platform in picture 3 there is a graph
database that stores information about static city structures that form
the backcloth for constantly unfolding stream of events, from which
meaningful observations are filtered and stored in the graph. The graph
data is further enriched and used in real-world problem solving using
various AI methods.

On-site Integration &

Based on TCD’s experience so far, TCD is confident that the TCD,

Testing

technological questions can be solved and most of the key technologies TURKU
have already been tested. For anomaly detection, we are still
considering a few technology alternatives.

Operation
Monitoring

and

In the RESPONSE project, the aim is to extend the current data model TCD,
and create new interfaces to fetch the relevant smart city data into the TURKU
Smart City Knowledge Graph. Furthermore, relevant algorithms will be
created to provide capability to perform complex route planning
needed for Air Quality Journey Planning using multi-factor AI constraint
solving. In addition, a mathematical capability will be implemented to
detect anomalies from time series data.
Table 23 IE 4.1.6 Phases, Description and Partners
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Project Month
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1 2

2023
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1

1

1

0
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2

1

2

9

Implementation Phases
Design
Engineering/
Development
Integration/
Testing
Final Release
Deployment Phases
Preparation,
Procurement
Physical
Deployment
On-site
Integration &
Testing
Operation and
Monitoring
Table 24 IE 4.1.6 Indicative time schedule

There is no certainty about the schedule, because it heavily depends on the related IEs (IE4.1.7 & IE4.1.8) and
other possible data sources used for the Knowled Graph.
7.1.1.2

IE 4.1.7 Air quality Journey planner application
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involved

Journey Planner App with air quality (AQ) information for the cyclists and
pedestrians. A new kind of route planning tool for pedestrians and cyclists
Design

in the spirit of sustainable development of smart cities. More specifically, TCD
TCD wants to combine the following objectives in their wayfinding initiative:
Shortest (fastest) routes, safest routes, greenest routes.
Air Quality Journey Planner is a lightweight application that utilizes the
functionality provided by the TCD n-bridges platform. The functionality,
such as the multi-factor route planning, is delivered through easy-to-use
APIs. This way application developers can focus on maximizing the user

Engineering/

experience instead of spending a lot of time designing and implementing

Development

complex mathematical algorithms and other computational details. The

TCD, FMI

solution is based on the Smart City Knowledge Graph that connects source
data into a unified structure including the street network to which air quality
observations can be connected. Using various graph algorithms, it can then
be created complex queries to define the desired travel routes.
To be useful for pedestrians and cyclists, the air quality data should be
available on micro-level. In other words, the resolution of the data should
be high enough to allow meaningful route planning based on air quality
criteria. The FMI’s ENFUSER model can provide approximately 10x10m AQ
data for hourly concentrations. This has been tested to be sufficient for
Integration/ Testing

similar use cases at least in Helsinki. So far, TCD has successfully tested the TCD, FMI
Smart City Knowledge Graph concept with OSM data. The OSM data serve
as basis for the street network to be used in route planning. Based on
preliminary testing, it is strongly believed that integrating other data sources
(once they are available) such as FMI ENFUSER into the graph model is
possible
The TRL of the Air Quality Journey Planner is 2 for the end-user application.

Final Release

For the rest of the functionality included in the n-bridges platform the TLR TCD
is between 3-6.
Table 25 IE 4.1.7 ImplementationPhases, Description and Partners
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IE Deployment Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Preparation,

The end-user application serves mainly demonstration purposes. According TCD, FMI,

Procurement

to TCD’s experience it is not reasonable to assume citizens would easily adopt TURKU
yet another app for route planning purposes, given the widespread popularity
of well-known apps such as Google Maps. How to eventually introduce the
service to the citizens needs further thinking together with the city of Turku.

Physical

TCD focus is on the internal workings of the n-bridges platform and therefore TCD

Deployment

the lightweight demo of the-user application will be created with the help of
an external service provider having experience of UX design. The service
provider has not been chosen yet, thus subcontracting is foreseen. Since it is
likely that in real-world smart city use cases, the functionality will be
integrated into existing city services rather than being published as an
independent new application, the end-user application plays a minor role in
the project. Nevertheless, producing a demo version of the end-user
application is necessary to showcase the functionality to potential users.

On-site
Integration

TCD’s plan is to create a demonstration environment using OSM and FMI- TCD, FMI,
&

Testing

ENFUSER data from Turku city area still during this year. They are currently

TURKU

investigating alternative ways to integrate FMI-ENFUSER data into the Smart
City Knowledge Graph.

Operation and

The solution’s ability to perform journey planning covers the entire area of TCD, FMI,

Monitoring

the city of Turku. In addition to FMI and the city of Turku, no other participants Turku
are required to create the solution.
Table 26 IE 4.1.7 Deployment Phases, Description and Partners
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Implementation Phases
Design
Engineering/
Development
Integration/
Testing
Final Release
Deployment Phases
Preparation,
Procurement
Physical
Deployment
On-site Integration
& Testing
Operation

and

Monitoring
Table 27 IE 4.1.7 Indicative time schedule
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7.1.1.3 IE 4.1.8 Real time room temperature anomaly detection
IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

and

involved

Deployment

Phases
Design

A real time anomaly detection on the Smart City Knowledge Graph TUR-ENRG,
platform to support the situational awareness and cyber security of EGAIN,
the district heating, cooling and flexibility control for the energy HOGFORS,
management professionals of the PED

VTT

Engineering/

TCD providing the platform of the situational awareness tool, VTT TUR-ENRG,

Development

providing the anomaly detection algorithms and functionalities for EGAIN,
the tool, Egain providing IoT sensors for collecting the indoor HOGFORS,
condition data to be used in the anomaly detection, HögforsGST VTT, TCD
providing data for the anomaly detection, Turku Energia as the DH
operator as the end user of the tool

Integration/ Testing

TCD has already piloted and tested the formation of a street network TCD, VTT
using Open Street Map data for Turku. Also, some potential
approaches have been tested to perform complex route planning. As
soon as there is a deeper understanding of what kind of data other
RESPONSE participants can produce for Turku area, TCD will be able
to proceed with data modelling and development of both anomaly
detection and route planning capabilities.

Final Release
Operation

TCD, VTT
and

Anomaly detection tool in use and the performance being monitored TUR-ENRG,

Monitoring

TYS, TCD
Table 28 IE 4.1.8 Phases, Description and Partners
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Project Month
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Implementation and Deployment Phases
Design
Engineering/
Development
Integration/
Testing
Final Release
On-site Integration
& Testing
Operation

and

Monitoring
Table 29 IE 4.1.8 Indicative time schedule
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7.1.1.4 IE 4.1.9 Vehicle-to-vehicle communication of robot cars via 5G
IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Design

VTT’s robot cars will drive in PED area in Turku and demonstrate the VTT
applicability of the low latency 5G network on automated driving.

Engineering/

Now, devices installed in the vehicles include LiDARs, cameras, radars, VTT

Development

and of course, communication 5G units. New sensors to monitor e.g. airquality and noise could be installed and added to the data logging
system. From their collected data and information new attributes for
route planning could be introduced, e.g. for a less noisy route. Turku City
Data will implement the data sharing of the robot car data on the city
platform for smart mobility services. The PED area is already equipped
with the 5G network of partner ELISA.
Aiming to develop a feature to save vehicle’s energy by shutting down
and restarting automation sensors when devices and systems on other
vehicles and infrastructure provide the same information as vehicle’s
own or possibly even more refined and detailed data. This way electric
vehicle’s range is increased especially in city are where sensors on
infrastructure are more densely located and some sensors on vehicle are
not useful.

Integration/ Testing

Connecting the vehicles to Turku City Data’s system to use and provide VTT
information and data.
Testing each installed sensor individually and the vehicle system as a
whole. Testing the shutting down/restarting functionality for each
chosen sensor and how it affects the automated vehicle’s performance.

Final Release

VTT
Table 30 IE 4.1.9 Implementation Phases, Description and Partners
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IE Deployment Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Preparation,

Preparing the vehicle’s system to have the option to shut down specific VTT

Procurement

sensors in a controlled manner, and to start them again if needed.
Pre-planning the route in the test area. This is finalised when the vehicles are
on location to take into account any unforeseen circumstances (e.g. road
works).
Preparing the RSU to provide 5G network and possibly sensor data.

Physical

Physically installing the new instruments and sensors to the vehicles and VTT

Deployment

connecting them to the vehicle’s internal system.

On-site

The demonstration will take place in Turku PED area. The vehicle will drive VTT

Integration

&

Testing

along Inspehtorinkatu (a street) passing the student village. The precise route
and its ending points are to be determined later. The area is already covered
with 5G network built by ELISA and more base stations will follow improving
network’s performance further.
On-site testing will include data sharing between the vehicles and
infrastructure as well as demonstration of shutting down the unnecessary
sensors on the vehicles.

Operation and

The vehicles will operate in two different test periods each lasting for 3-5 VTT, TCD

Monitoring

days. In the first period, the focus is on collecting the data and testing the
basic communication and data sharing. After this, the collected data is
examined. Based on the analysis the system and its features are developed
further.
The second test period will contain more refined functionalities regarding the
communication and sensor control. After this, final results and conclusions
are drawn.
Due to the nature of the IE there is no possibility to perform long-term
operation and monitoring after the two test periods.
Table 31 IE 4.1.9 Deployment Phases, Description and Partners
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Implementation Phases
Design
Engineering/
Development
Integration/ Testing
Final Release
Deployment Phases
Preparation,
Procurement
Physical Deployment
On-site Integration &
Testing
Operation

and

Monitoring
Table 32 IE 4.1.9 Indicative time schedule
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7.1.1.5 IE 4.1.10 5G smart street lighting pole

IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Design

The Sahko-Jokinen Smart Pole will serve as a platform for devices that SAH-JOK
combine usage of 5G technology and the street lighting. In the design
phase, this product is called the Smart Pole. The pole itself does not
produce or receive any information. Instead, the pole and the devices
integrated into it make the pole a smart pole. Together, these smart
poles form a 5G network that allows for very fast data transmission
speeds. The fast 5G network of the smart poles makes it possible to
control and collect data with a variety of sensors from different functions
monitored in the project, such as self-driving cars and drones. The design
is based on a modular structure that can be customised according to
different needs. Particular attention will be paid to the appearance of the
pole in the design phase to make the result as stylish and suitable with
the urban landscape as possible.

Engineering/

The aim is to use galvanised, powder coated steel to achieve a finalised SAH-JOK,

Development

appearance in the manufacturing of the pole. Special parts that will be ELISA
machined or laser cut will also be used in the manufacturing of the pole.
The structure of the pole requires careful planning and the strength of
materials and the production methods used will be specified as the
planning advances. The modular structure will be enabled by flanged
joints and particular attention must be paid to the feed through of cables
and device installations. The shape of the pole will be straight and tubelike to make the end result as light as possible and the pole as suitable
with the surrounding urban landscape as possible. The pole will be
coated with VOC-free powder. 5G technology is provided by ELISA.

Integration/ Testing

A default feature of the pole in the RESPONSE project is the Elisa 5G SAH-JOK,
antenna, which is integrated into the pole structure. The 5G antenna will ELISA
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be installed at a height of about 5–7 metres at the top of the pole. It is
possible to cover the antenna with a protector that conceals the antenna
inside the pole structure. The 5G antenna will be fitted into the pole
structure as imperceptibly as possible but in a way that allows for optimal
direction of the antenna and the best possible functionality of the device.
A separate decorative light element will be installed in the middle section
of the pole to make the pole more visible and to illuminate the street. An
additional aim is to add a feature that improves safety in the case of
collisions as an option. It is also possible to install speakers, cameras,
chargers for vehicles and a variety of sensors to the pole.
Final Release

The current TRL level of the 5G smart city lighting poles is 6, by the end SAH-JOK
of the implementation and start of the demonstration the expected TRL
is 7.

IE

Deployment Description/ Activities involved

Phases

Partners
involved

Preparation,

There are considerable differences in the sizes of antennae and SAH-JOK,

Procurement

transmitters produced by different manufacturers, and the first devices VTT
have been really large. The devices had to be placed outside the pole,
which makes the solutions’ suitability with the urban landscape very
varying. In addition, there have been limitations on where the poles can
be located as the massive structures take up a lot of space on the streets.
The installation of data transmission and power cables also has a great
impact, and the planning of their installation must be planned at an early
stage as it has a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the end
result. Information about the measures and installation methods of
devices should be available at as early a stage as possible, as they have
an essential impact on the structures of the pole. The compatibility of the
poles and devices plays a key role and will directly affect the functionality
of the 5G network and how the systems that use the network function
and collect and transmit data. Power management will also pose an
additional challenge as the power allocated for streetlamps is timed or
otherwise automated to be enabled at certain hours of the day, but the
devices connected to the 5G network must function 24 hours a day. The
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location of the poles at the installation site must be planned carefully in
order to ensure the coverage of the network and that the maximum
benefits of the devices that use the network or collect data through the
network are gained. The distances between poles and the orientation of
devices must be considered at an early stage in order to avoid the need
for any compromises at the final stages. All limitations and obstacles
must thus be considered at a very early stage and solutions for these
must be planned together with different parties.
Physical Deployment

10 novel 5G smart street lighting poles will be installed in the PED area SAH-JOK
near the Tyyssija building by partners ELISA and, SAH-JOK to collect,
aggregate and connect IoT data from the PED (robot cars and drones) to
other smart city data. The end product is still yet to be determined and
depends on what functions will be integrated into the final version of the
pole.

On-site Integration &

The current plan is to place the 5G lighting poles in the proximity of the SAH-JOK,

Testing

main road of the PED, Inspehtorinkatu. The capacity of the 5G connection ELISA,
will be piloted with the use of the VTT robot cars and the 5G connected VTT, TCD
drone carrying the high-resolution CCTV camera sending live 4K video
stream to the city safety control room. The corresponding real-time
analytics and learning algorithms (AI) will be implemented by Turku City
Data to process continuous stream of data.

Operation

and

TCD, VTT,

Monitoring

TURKU?
Table 33 IE 4.1.10 Phases, Description and Partners
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Implementation Phases
Design
Engineering/
Development
Integration/
Testing
Final Release
Deployment Phases
Preparation,
Procurement
Physical
Deployment
On-site Integration
& Testing
Operation

and

Monitoring
Table 34 IE 4.1.10 Indicative time schedule

There is uncertainty about the schedule.
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7.1.1.6 IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging
IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Design

Fast Vehicle to Grid charging station (V2G) for two charging hubs.

TYS,
Ferroamp,
TUAS

Engineering/

Two EV V2G charging stations of 66 kWe each (3 power points x 22kWe TYS

Development

each). TYYSSIJA system will have interconnection with LVDC Microgrid
with 3 x 22 kWe EV chargers, while in AITIOPAIKKA the similar power
system will be connected to AC grid. The two EV V2G charging hubs will
be connected to two local BESS (50kWh each).

Integration/ Testing

The communication standards for V2G operation, ISO 15118-20 as well TYS,
as the new version 2.0.1 of the OCPP standard, are still in development TURKU
at the time of starting the project and their implementation is therefore
a bit uncertain.

Final Release

Successfully passed verification of V2G functions.

TYS

-Integration with LVDC grid
-Bi-directional energy flow
Table 35 IE 4.2.4 Implementation Phases, Description and Partners

IE

Deployment Description/ Activities involved

Phases

Partners
involved

Preparation,

Establish collaboration and sign contracts with suppliers of key TYS

Procurement

technology. Both software and hardware.

Physical Deployment

The V2G charging technology is currently at TRL 3-5 since there is a lot of
ongoing work outside the project on standardization and business
models, there is also uncertainty about different car manufacturers plans
to support V2G functionality as well as how the future business models
will look. At the time being, there are more and more car manufacturers
that claim they will soon be ready to open up an enabling V2G-services.
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On-site Integration &

Two EV V2G charging stations will be directly connected and integrated TYS

Testing

to the local DC grid in the buildings and will be located at proximity of
both TYYSSIJA and AITIOPAIKKA buildings.

Operation

and

After installation follow and troubleshoot reported cases by users.

TYS

Monitoring
Table 36 IE 4.2.4 Deployment Phases, Description and Partners
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Physica
l
Deploy
ment
On-site
Integra
tion &
Testing
Operati
on and
Monito
ring

Table 37 IE 4.2.4 Indicative time schedule
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7.1.1.7 IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle Charging Hubs
IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Design

Two Light Electric Vehicle charging hubs with connection to two local TYS
BESS (50 kWh each) and charging infrastructure. Although there are
several bike storage rooms and shelters in connection with the
residential buildings, not all of them entail charging outlets. In addition,
some types of LEVs, such as cargo-bikes and so-called mobility assistance
scooters, might not fit the doorways of these spaces. A centralized hub
will provide a solution for this challenge.

Engineering/

28 e-bikes at a power of 14 kW, i.e. a), eight cargo bikes (1 kWh) with

Development

Peak Power 0.5 kW, and b) twenty e-bikes (0.5 kWh) with Peak Power

TYS

0.5 kW. In addition to the ebikes, there will be a V2G enabled LEV (6 kWh)
and charger (6 kW).
Integration/ Testing

As a practical demonstration of the e-charging need for light vehicles, TYS,
the e-charging boxes integrated with local RES production in suitable TURKU
locations are tested in the scope of another H2020 project. The
demonstration part of the project starts in autumn 2021, hence
preliminary experiences from the demonstrations will be of benefit for
planning and implementation of the IE at hand.

Final Release

TYS
Table 38 IE 4.2.5 Implementation Phases, Description and Partners

IE Deployment Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Preparation,

Some LEVs are really not safe during the sometimes harsh winter weather TYS

Procurement

conditions in Turku, and the cold climate may influence battery duration. It
was found that a leasing agreement that includes maintenance, repair and
delivery services is an ideal concept in sharing these types of vehicles. It is
recommended to select a local service provider with easy physical
accessibility, if possible. An agreement of disclosing all possible data to the
client should be made with the service provider in advance to the pilot.
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Physical

Charging hubs with connection to two local BESS (50 kWh each) and charging TYS

Deployment

infrastructure will be located close to the EV hubs of TYYSSIJA and
AITIOPAIKKA.
Fleet management of vehicles, the approximate State of Charge of their
respective batteries at their arrival and the charge required by next user, will
be accessed through the shared EV booking system provided by partner TYS.

On-site

Preliminary discussions have taken place on the location of the hubs – TYS

Integration

&

however this issue is still pending more thorough analysis of different options.

Testing
Operation and

TYS

Monitoring
Table 39 IE 4.2.5 Deployment Phases, Description and Partners
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Deployment Phases
Prepar
ation,
Procur
ement
Physica
l
Deploy
ment
On-site
Integra
tion &
Testing
Operat
ion and
Monito
ring
Table 40 IE 4.2.5 Indicative time schedule
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7.1.1.8 IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme
IE Implementation Description/ Activities involved

Partners

Phases

involved

Design

The solution will provide shared EV’s at the two charging hubs (IE 4.2.5.) TYS
in cooperation with a car rental company providing mobility sharing
schemes with e-vehicles. The IE will address the need for easy access
shared transport services and sustainable transport options and by doing
so reducing the need for ownership of e-vehicles.

Engineering/

Fast charging station and two charging hubs and (IE 4.2.4. & 4.2.6). The TYS,

Development

technical specifications of the system are yet to be determined. The Ferroamp
solution’s key technical partner at this point is Ferroamp (technology
provider for the fast V2G charging station).

Integration/ Testing

TYS

Final Release

The timetable is dependent on the timing of the construction of the TYS
charging hub and fast charging station (IE 4.2.4. & 4.2.6).
Table 41 IE 4.2.6 Implementation Phases, Description and Partners

IE Deployment Phases Description/ Activities involved

Partners involved

Preparation,

TYS

Procurement
Physical Deployment

An EV provider and system operator will be invited to tender TYS
most likely in early 2022. The provider of the booking
application for EV sharing and possible incentive system
platform (for tokens) will determined at a later stage during
tendering.

On-site Integration &

TYS

Testing
Operation
Monitoring

and

The provider of the booking application for EV sharing and

TYS

possible incentive system platform (for tokens) will
determined at a later stage during tendering.
Table 42 IE 4.2.6 Deployment Phases, Description and Partners
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Operat
ion and
Monit
oring

Table 43 IE 4.2.6 indicative time schedule
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7.1.2 Risk Management
7.1.2.1 IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph ΑΙ
Description of Risk

Likelihood

/ Related IE(s)

Impact

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

(If

(Low-Medium-

applicable)

High)
Barriers in legislation,

Low/Medium

regulation
Lack of technical staff to
support

Low/Medium

the

implementation
Implementation
related IE’s

of

Medium/High

IE 4.1.7
IE 4.1.8

RESPONSE project organization and the local
ecosystem in Turku must be active in generating
usable data and the coordination between
related IEs and participants must be in order.

Table 44 IE 4.1.6 Risk Management
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7.1.2.2 IE 4.1.7 Air quality Journey planner application
Description

of Likelihood

/ Related

Impact

IE(s)

(Low-Medium-

(If

High)

applicable)

Risk

Barriers

in

Low/Medium

Problem in agreeing

Low/Medium

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

legislation,
regulation

in

common

standards
Lack of technical

Medium/Medium

Is it more difficult to get skilled external service

staff to support the

providers than usual because there is probably

implementation

plenty of demand at the moment? This must be
ensured by the replication cities.

Lack of data

Medium/High

The data sources to be used must be chosen in
such a way that they are likely to be available in
as many cities as possible. However, it is
impossible to map this in advance from the
perspective of all cities. Even if the data is found,
processing it into a usable format can require a
lot of work depending on the case.

Problems

in

Medium/Medium

The FMI-ENFUSER model needs to be adapted to

adapting the FMI-

each new city. Although FMI future aim is to

ENFUSER model

automate data creation to as large extent as
possible,

this

introduces

additional

implementation costs that for some cities may
form an obstacle to using such as data source.
This needs to be further discussed and clarified
with FMI.
Table 45 IE 4.1.7 Risk Management
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7.1.2.3 IE 4.1.8 Real time room temperature anomaly detection
Description of Risk

Likelihood

/ Related IE(s)

Impact

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

(If

(Low-

applicable)

Medium-High)
Barriers

in

legislation,

Low/Low

-

regulation

Possible

GDPR

related

issues

are

acknowledged and taken into account in
the design phase

Problem

in

agreeing

in

Low/Low

-

common standards

Communication

between

relevant

partners during design phase (already
started)

Difficulties in linking relevant

Low/Low

-

Common APIs in use, possibility to

data for the functionalities of

integrate uncommon APIs with relatively

the tool

small amount of coding
Table 46 IE 4.1.8 Risk Management

7.1.2.4 IE 4.1.9 Vehicle-to-vehicle communication of robot cars via 5G
Description of Risk

Likelihood

/ Related IE(s) Proposed risk-mitigation measures

Impact
(Low-Medium-

(If
applicable)

High)
Barriers in legislation,

Medium/Medium

regulation
Problems

in

getting

permission

Low/Medium

for

equipment deployment
Problem in agreeing in

Low/Medium

common standards
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Lack of technical staff to
support

Low/Medium

IE 4.1.9

the

Staff in VTT’s Automated vehicles team is
quite busy and often project deadlines and

implementation

demonstrations happen concurrently.
Careful planning of resources within VTT’s
team well in advance needed and schedule
discussed to staff.

Lack of staff to support

Low/Medium

IE 4.1.9

If vehicles drive autonomously, there needs

the testing during the

to be one safety driver per vehicle and

test periods.

depending on the route, additional staff to
take care of safety in traffic.
Schedule of test periods needs to be known
well beforehand so that qualified staff is
available.

Alternatively,

tests

can

be

performed driving manually which requires
less personnel to be present.
5G network coverage
and

thus

Low/Medium

IE 4.1.9

its

Smart light poles with 5G base stations are to
be built but when they are finished and if

performance

that schedule holds are uncertain to VTT.
VTT’s own roadside unit (RSU) can be used to
replace deficiencies on infrastructure side,
including 5G network.

Problem

in

agreeing

Low/Medium

IE 4.1.9

Turku City Data does not collect data but

where and how the

uses it. Vehicles do store data locally but that

collected data is saved.

is not the final solution.
Table 47 IE 4.1.9 Risk Management
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7.1.2.5 IE 4.1.10 5G smart street lighting pole
Description of Risk

Barriers

in

Likelihood

/ Related

Impact

IE(s)

(Low-Medium-

(If

High)

applicable)

Medium/Medium

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

Depending on the applications connected to poles,

legislation,

there could possible barriers in legislation

regulation

regarding to citizen privacy.

Problems in getting
permission

Low/High

for

equipment
deployment
Problem in agreeing
in

Low/Medium

common

standards
Lack

of

technical

Low/Medium

staff to support the
implementation
Technical barriers

Medium/Medium

The installation of data transmission and power
cables has a great impact, and the planning of their
installation must be planned at an early stage as it
has a considerable impact on the effectiveness of
the end result. Also, information about the
measures and installation methods of devices
should be available at as early a stage as possible,
as they have an essential impact on the structures
of the pole.

Table 48 IE 4.1.10 Risk Management
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7.1.2.6 IE 4.2.4 Fast V2G charging
Description of Risk

Likelihood

/ Related IE(s) Proposed risk-mitigation measures

Impact
(Low-

(If
applicable)

Medium-High)
Barriers

in

legislation,

Low/Medium

Research and cooperation with local DSO.

Low/Low

Planning of demonstration site and

regulation
Problems in getting permission
for equipment deployment

physical layout approved and finished by
stakeholders

before

equipment

deployment/installation.
Problem in agreeing in common

Low/Low

standards

Closely follow the development of
standards.

Lack of technical staff to

Low/Medium

support the implementation

The new technology involved and the
positions in the project should be
appealing enough by many engineers and
technology

enthusiasts.

Enough

to

mitigate the low risk.
Problems in implementation of

1.

1. While testing deployed equipment

the

High/Medium

make use of already approved EV models.

2.

2. Get the AC facility better defined and

High/Medium

aligned with its energy management

technical

solutions:

1. Different interpretations of
the involved communication
protocols among OEMs causing
compatibility

issues.

2. In the AITIOPAIKKA system
that is based on an AC grid the

3.

Medium/

Medium

system.
3. Invite local DSO early and present the
opportunities.

energy management between
the system nodes seems not to
be defined.
3. A technical V2G solution will
be hard to realize if there is no
business model backed up by
the local DSO.
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Challenge with user knowhow/practice

Low/High

Establishing a “tech expert group” in

and

parallel with the implementation would

tech.maintenance during and

be beneficial to ensure a high yield of the

after implementation.

new technology, after finalizing the
project.
Table 49 IE 4.2.4 Risk Management

7.1.2.7 IE 4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle Charging Hubs
Description of Risk Likelihood

Barriers

in

/ Related

Impact

IE(s)

(Low-Medium-

(If

High)

applicable)

Low/Medium

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

Currently no major legislative or regulatory

legislation,

barriers are foreseen for the operation of the

regulation

hub

Problems in getting
permission

Low/Medium

for

Currently no major risks are foreseen regarding
equipment deployment.

equipment
deployment
Problem in agreeing
in

Low/Medium

common

Currently no major risks are foreseen regarding
common standards.

standards
Lack

of

technical

Low/Medium

staff to support the

Lack of technical staff is not considered a risk at
this point

implementation
Lack of user interest

Medium/High

The needs of the service target groups regarding
the type of vehicles offered at the hub need to
be thoroughly mapped out prior to launch of the
service. Also, to ensure a user base for the LEV
hub,

the

services

accompanied

by

offered
an

need

efficient

to

be

marketing

campaign in order to demonstrate its benefits to
the PED inhabitants.
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Failure to secure a

Low/high

4.2.4., 4.2.6

suitable location

A central location within the PED is needed for
the hub. Alternative locations have been
mapped out already. These locations and their
suitability will be submitted to a participatory
planning process at some of this citizen events,
hoping to get feedback on the different options.
The decision on placement of the hub needs to
be done in close cooperation with TYS to avoid
any issues that may arise with the location’s
technical requirements. Some of the grid
requirements of the technical infra will influence
the placement decision.

Inflexibility

of

Medium/Medium

The LEVs provided need to be affordable enough

pricing scheme

for the student population. The desired pricing
scheme needs to be considered in the tender
carefully discussed with the service provider.
Table 50 IE 4.2.5 Risk Management

7.1.2.8 IE 4.2.6 EV sharing scheme
Description of Risk

Likelihood/
Impact
(Low-

Related IE(s)

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

(If
applicable)

MediumHigh)
Barriers

in

legislation,

Low/Medium

regulation

No major risks are foreseen. The renewed
city

parking

policies

now

support

carsharing. There is a permit-based system
for shared vehicles which eases their use in
the PED area.
Problems in getting permission
for equipment deployment

Low/Medium

Currently no major risks are foreseen
regarding equipment deployment.
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Problem

in

agreeing

in

Low/Medium

common standards
Lack of technical staff to

regarding common standards.
Low

support the implementation
Getting V2G enabled vehicles

Currently no major risks are foreseen

Lack of technical staff is not considered a
risk at this point

Medium/High IE4.2.4.

included the EV sharing system

Currently the only available V2G enabled ecar is Nissan Leaf. It is up to car
manufacturers whether they will develop
similar models in the near future. This
poses a risk for the availability of such a
vehicle in the EV sharing scheme. In order
to mitigate this risk, the tendering for the
service needs to be started as early as
possible to avoid delays with providing
such a vehicle (Nissan Leaf or other).

Lack of usage

Medium/High

The EV sharing system needs to be
properly marketed to the target group via
appropriate channels. The pricing scheme
should also include multiple options to
accommodate for different user needs.

Table 51 IE 4.2.6 Risk Management
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7.2 Planning and Risk management in the LHC city of Dijon
At this stage of the process, there is a lack of maturity to provide this information from the Dijon ecosystem.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
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Chapter 8
8. Conclusions
Αs already stated, the purpose of this deliverable is to provide a high level technical analysis of the currently
available Smart City ICT infrastructure, in two LHCs and six FCs. This analysis can be used as a basis for the
future development of ISs in each LHC. This information could, also, facilitate the exchange of technical
knowledge between the specialized people of the LHCs and FCs ecosystems.
All IEs that will be demonstrated by the two LHCs, have been descripted in detail in this deliverable.
Demonstration plans, lessons learned and replication potential related to IEs are referred, too. Some IEs had
to be combined, in order to create a complete energy climate monitoring and prediction system. These IEs
were the following: IE4.1.2 (Shared Datalake), IE4.1.4 (Online computation of advanced energy and climate
indicators) and IE4.1.5 (Energy Climate Dashboard) as part of the Merged Solution called Energy Climate
Platform. In addition, IE 4.2.2 (Smart-charging infrastructure deployment planning tool) as well as IE 4.2.3
(Geographic visualization tool for enhanced decision-making) are being developted as part of Merged Solution
Electric Mobility Tooling and Studies.
According to the replication plan, it turns out, that the six FCs are interested in the replication of several IEs
according to their potential and their needs. However, the lack of proper infrastructures, such as integration
data systems, databases and implementation of 5G technology, seems to be prohibitive for the replication of
some IEs. In more details:
-

IEs that are interesting to be replicated are the following: IE 4.1.3 (PEB Multi-Energy Dashboard). This
IE could be a powerful tool for tracking real energy efficiency, and could be the first step towards
developing a digital twin. IE4.1.7 (Air-quality Journey planner application for cyclists and pedestrians),
IE4.2.5(4.2.5 Light Electric Vehicle charging Hubs) could help promote cyclists' activities to improve air
quality and reveal traffic. Finally, IE 4.2.1 (EV charging points with PV, shading and battery featuring
smart-charging and V2G operation), IE4.2.4 (Fast V2G charging station) and IE 4.2.6 (EV sharing
scheme) may help to initiate e-mobility planning. These IEs could assist on achieving low carbon
transportations in FCs.

-

IEs that are not possible for replication are the following: IE 4.1.1 (GENESYS tunnelling solution) and
IE 4.1.6 (IE 4.1.6 Smart City Knowledge Graph ΑΙ), due to lack of IT infrastructure and insufficient level
of data collection in many FCs. Also, Merged Solution: Energy Climate Platform, IE 4.1.8 District
heating, cooling and flexibility control situational awareness and anomaly detection and IE 4.2.2 (Fast
V2G charging station), do not seem to be a priority for FCs to replicate them. Finally, IE 4.1.9
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(Automated driving and Vehicle-to-vehicle communication of robot cars via 5G) and IE 4.1.10 5G Smart
City lighting poles, are not possible to replicate due to the lack of 5G systems in many FCs.
Finally, the risks and mitigation actions during the implementation and development phases of IEs have also
been detailed described. This information is highly important for cities that will replicate IEs in the future, in
order to avoid such potential problems.
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